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Abstract
Natural or artificial fracturing of rock plays a very important role in geologic processes
and for engineered structures in and on rock. Fracturing is associated with crack initiation,
propagation and coalescence, which have been studied experimentally and analytically by
many researchers. The analytical models developed to describe the initiation and propagation
of cracks in brittle materials can be incorporated in Finite Element (FE) and Displacement
Discontinuity (DD) codes. Corresponding research has been going on at MIT and has led to
the development of a DDM code - FROCK - which currently uses a stress-based criterion
proposed by Bobet (1997) to model crack initiation and propagation. Even though the
predictions obtained with this criterion generally correspond to the experimental results, there
are cases, in which the results obtained with FROCK are not satisfactory.
This thesis proposes and implements new crack initiation and propagation criteria in the
DDM code FROCK, namely a strain-based criterion and two stress-dependent criteria. It also
studies the crack initiation and propagation processes numerically, using the FEM code
ABAQUS. Existing crack initiation and propagation criteria (stress, strain and energy based)
are also investigated with ABAQUS. The crack development processes are studied by
modeling pairs of pre-existing flaws (double-flaw geometries) embedded in specimens
subjected to vertical compressive loads in both ABAQUS and FROCK.
For the different flaw arrangements studied, the difference between the stress and strain
fields around the flaw tip gradually increases as the horizontal distance between the inner
flaw tips increases. In terms of crack initiation, the results obtained with the stress and strain-
based criteria studied were more consistent with the experimental observations than the
results obtained with the energy-based criterion.
The proposed strain-based criterion implemented in FROCK yielded better results than
Bobet's stress-based criterion currently used in FROCK, for the five flaw arrangements
studied. The results obtained with the two proposed stress-dependent criteria indicate that the
critical shear stress at which a crack propagates in rock does not depend upon the normal
stress applied, since the best crack propagation results were obtained for very low or zero
friction angles.
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Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction
1. Motivation
Natural or artificial fracturing of rock plays a very important role in geologic processes
and for engineered structures in and on rock. Fracturing is associated with crack initiation,
propagation and coalescence, which have been studied experimentally and analytically by
many researchers.
In fact, having a thorough knowledge on how, why and where cracks initiate, propagate
and coalesce with each other is extremely important in geotechnical engineering in general,
and in rock mechanics in particular, since it allows engineers and scientists to calculate the
real capacity of rock masses, taking into account their fractures and cracks. Therefore, rock
slope stability, tunnel support in rock, design and exploration of reservoirs for both petroleum
and geothermal industries are engineering problems in which the study of crack initiation,
propagation and coalescence is of paramount importance.
This study focuses on the smaller scale level, more specifically in the modeling of crack
initiation, propagation and coalescence in rock specimens subjected to 1-D compression tests,
using both Finite Element and Displacement Discontinuity codes. The main goal of this
research is to propose new crack initiation and propagation criteria and implement them in
the existing Displacement Discontinuity code developed at MIT - FROCK - which currently
uses a stress-based crack initiation and propagation criterion developed by Bobet (1997).
2. Approach
The study of the crack development processes (initiation, propagation, coalescence) in
rock consists of experimental and a theoretical/modeling components. In this research, the
crack development processes will be studied by modeling pairs of pre-existing flaws (double-
flaw geometries) embedded in specimens subjected to vertical compressive loads using both
Finite Element (ABAQUS) and Displacement Discontinuity (FROCK) codes. An example of
a double-flaw geometry used in this study is shown in figure 1.1.
Pre-existing flaw
L
Pre-existing flaw
Figure 1.1 - Example of a double-flaw geometry used in this research. 13 is the flaw inclination angle, a
is the bridging angle and L is the ligament length. When a is different from zero, the flaws are
considered stepped. When a is zero, the flaws are cons idered coplanar
As previously mentioned, the main objective of this research is to develop new crack
initiation and propagation criteria, complementing, in particular, the work by Bobet (1997) on
FROCK. To achieve this broad goal, the following points will be addressed:
- Analyze and compare the stress and strain fields around the flaw tip of double-flaw
geometries, using the FEM code ABAQUS;
- Explain how the flaw geometries influence the stress and strain fields around a flaw
tip;
- Investigate the initiation and propagation of wing (tensile) and shear cracks as a
consequence of stress or strain fields, for different double-flaw geometries, using the
FEM code ABAQUS;
- Compare the results obtained with the FEM for the initiation and propagation of wing
and shear cracks with those obtained in experimental observations from tests run at
MIT on gypsum and marble specimens;
- Analyze and compare stress-based, strain-based and energy-based crack initiation and
propagation criteria, using the FEM code ABAQUS;
- Implement a new strain-based crack initiation and propagation criterion in FROCK
and compare the results with those obtained with Bobet's stress-based crack initiation
and propagation criterion, and with experimental observations;
- Understand how the parameters used in the proposed strain-based crack initiation and
propagation criterion influence crack initiation and propagation;
- Implement two new stress-dependent crack initiation and propagation criteria in
FROCK and compare the results with those obtained with Bobet's stress-based crack
initiation and propagation criterion, and with experimental observations;
- Understand how the parameters used by the proposed stress-dependent crack
initiation and propagation criteria influence crack initiation and propagation.
3. Organization of the thesis
This thesis is organized as follows:
- Chapter 2 provides a background on theoretical fracture mechanics and on the
preceding experimental work performed at MIT in order to study the crack processes
in rock. Several existing crack initiation and propagation criteria will be presented;
- Chapter 3 analyzes and compares stress and strain fields around a flaw tip for four
different double-flaw geometries with the FEM ABAQUS. It also investigates with
the same code, the wing and shear cracks initiation and propagation in stepped and
coplanar double-flaw geometries, by using both stress and strain fields. The results
are compared with experimental observations from tests run at MIT on gypsum and
marble specimens;
- Chapter 4 investigates and compares existing crack initiation and propagation criteria
- stress-based, strain-based and energy-based criteria - using the FEM code
ABAQUS;
- Chapter 5 proposes and explains a new strain-based crack initiation and propagation
criterion implemented in the DDM code FROCK. Results obtained by applying the
proposed criterion to double-flaw geometries are analyzed and compared with
experimental observations made in tests run at MIT on gypsum specimens. The
influence of the parameters used by the proposed strain-based criterion on the crack
initiation and propagation processes is also studied;
- Chapter 6 proposes and explains two new stress-dependent crack initiation and
propagation criteria implemented in the DDM code FROCK. Results obtained by
applying the proposed criteria to double-flaw geometries are analyzed and compared
with experimental observations made in tests run at MIT on gypsum specimens. The
influence of the parameters used by the proposed stress-dependent criteria on the
crack initiation and propagation processes is also studied;
Chapter 7 offers conclusions of the present study as well as recommendations on how
this area of research can progress in the future.
CHAPTER 2
1. Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to provide background on past research in fracture
mechanics, particularly on the study of crack initiation and propagation in rocks.
This chapter is divided into three main sections. The focus of the first section is theoretical
fracture mechanics, in which concepts related to crack initiation and propagation will be
explained. Subsequently, various crack initiation and propagation criteria under mode I-II
loading will be described, since this subject is particularly relevant for the thesis. Finally, a
brief discussion of crack initiation/propagation experiments performed by the MIT group will
be presented.
2. Theoretical Fracture Mechanics
This section is intended to provide a brief description and explanation of the basis of
theoretical fracture mechanics.
Inglis (1913) and Griffith (1921) were the first to conclude that the presence of pre-
existing cracks in a given brittle material led to the decrease in its tensile strength. Inglis
(1913) developed a mathematical solution for the stress distribution around an elliptical hole
embedded in an infinite plate, as shown in figure 2.1. According to Inglis (1913), the stress at
the tip A of the hole is given by:
o A =" 1 + - (2.1)
2a
Figure 2.1 - An elliptical hole within an infinite plate submitted to a far-field stress a
Background
In equation (2.1), a and b are the he dimensions of the elliptical hole, as shown in figure 2.1,
T is the far-field stress and uA is the stress at the tip A.
From (2.1), it is clear that the expression established by Inglis (1913) implies that the
longer a crack is (greater a/b), the higher the stress at the tip of the hole.
Based on the stress analysis developed by Inglis (1913), Griffith (1921) proposed a
relation between fracture stress and crack size. The approach used by Griffith, which is
considered the starting point of modem fracture mechanics, was based on the first law of
thermodynamics and has been known as the Griffith energy balance approach. Like Inglis
(1913), Griffith considered an elliptical hole within an infinite plate subjected to a far-field
stress T, as shown in figure 2.2. For the hole/flaw to increase its length an increment dA, the
available potential energy should overcome the surface energy of the material. This can be
expressed by the following equation:
dE dPI dWs
= - + =0 (2.2)
dA dA dA
or
dI = dW (2.3)
In which E is the total energy, II is the potential energy supplied by the internal strain
energy and the external forces and Ws is the work required to create new surfaces. Ws can
also be written as:
Ws = 4aB s  (2.4)
Where ys is the surface energy of the material.
Figure 2.2 - An elliptical hole within an infinite plate of thickness B submitted to a far-field stress a
The potential energy H can be calculated as:
r.2 a2BII = i o - (2.5)E
With Ho being the potential energy of the uncracked plate, a and B being geometric
parameters defined in figure 2.2. E is the Young's modulus.
Since Ws (2.4) and H (2.5) are known, equation (2.3) can be applied, and the fracture
stress af calculated as:
cr = s (2.6)
From equation (2.6), it is possible to note that as the length of the elliptical hole/flaw
increases, the stress at which fracture occurs decreases. Consequently, based on equation
(2.6), Griffith (1921) was able to explain why the actual tensile strength of brittle materials
was lower than the tensile strength calculated theoretically. Griffith (1921) postulated that
microscopic defects lead to the decrease of the tensile strength of brittle materials.
Based on Griffith's formulation, Irwin (1957) developed the energy release rate (G) and
the stress intensity factors (SIF) concepts, relating them with each other. The SIFs define
the stress and displacement fields around a crack tip, for the different modes of loading, as
illustrated in figure 2.3.
Mode I Mode !I Mode 11
(Opening) (In-Plane Shear) (Out-of-Plane Shear)
Figure 2.3 - The three modes of loading applied to a crack (Anderson, 2005). Mode I is a tensile
mode, Modes II and III are shear modes
__ __
The modes of loading considered are:
Mode I - Also known as opening mode. The crack is subjected to a normal stress and the
crack faces separate symmetrically, leading to displacements that are perpendicular to the
crack plane;
Mode II - Also known as in-plane shearing or edge sliding mode. The crack is subjected
to an in-plane shear stress resulting in sliding of the two faces of the crack. The
displacements occur in a plane perpendicular to the crack front;
Mode III - Also known as out-of-plane shearing or tearing mode. The crack is subjected
to an out-of-plane shear stress and the crack faces move relative to each other. Displacements
occur in the crack plane but parallel to the crack front.
This chapter mainly focuses on the mixed mode I-II loading. As mentioned before, Irwin
(1957) defined the stress intensity factors K for the different modes of loading. For modes I
and II, one has:
For open flaws:
KI = rc 2[(1+ k)+ (1- k)cos 2P] (2.7)
K=- V V=- (1-k)sin2,8 (2.8)
For closed flaws:
KI =0 (2.9)
K, = -, ({(1- k)sin 28 - t[(1 + k)+ (1- k)cos2/]} (2.10)
In equations (2.7) to (2.10):
KI and K11 - stress intensity factors for mode I and II, respectively;
ov - vertical far-field stress applied on an infinite plate, as shown in figure 2.4;
a - half length of the flaw/elliptical hole as illustrated in figure 2.4;
k - ratio cHi/Gv, in case there is a far-field horizontal stress applied;
p - inclination of the flaw, as shown in figure 2.4;
/ 
__ .__
g - friction coefficient for closed flaws.
Figure 2.4 - A pre-existing flaw within an infinite plate under mixed mode I-II loading
(after Whittaker et al., 1992)
Interpreting equations (2.7) to (2.10), one can note that for a vertical (P equal to zero
degrees) open flaw submitted to a vertical tensile stress (k equal to zero), both KI and K11 = 0.
This means that a flaw with the same direction as the applied load does not influence the
failure process of the plate in which is embedded. On the other hand, for a horizontal open
flaw (P equal to 90deg) submitted to a vertical tensile stress (k equal to zero), KI is maximum
and K11 is zero, i.e. the failure is caused by the opening of the pre-existing flaw. This
condition is called pure mode I loading.
This result is basically similar to the one obtained by Griffith, who established equation
(2.6) based on a horizontal flaw submitted to a far-field vertical tensile stress. For the same
case, but using the stress intensity factors approach (equation 2.7), one obtains the following
relation:
K =(2.11)
which is similar to what Griffith obtained with his energy balance approach shown in
1
equation (2.6), since ov depends on in both cases.
,[7-ra
In figure 2.5, the variation of the normalized stress intensity factors
angle 3 for a vertical tensile far-field stress (k = 0) is shown.
KI and KII with the
0" 15" 30" 45" 60" 75 YU
Crack inclination angle 0
Figure 2.5 - Ki (i=I, II) depending on the pre-existing flaw inclination 0 for a vertical tensile far-field
stress (Whittaker et al., 1992)
The stresses around a tip of a pre-existing single flaw are known and can be expressed in
cylindrical coordinates (see figure 2.6) in terms of the stress intensity factors KI and K 1 for
the case of mixed-mode I-II loading, as follows:
- cos-2r 2
1+ sin 2
2
20
cos -
2
0 0
sin- cos -
2 2
K11
0 2sin (1- 3sin )-
-3 sin -cos
2 2
os 23
By looking at equation (2.12), it is clear that the stresses around a flaw are inversely
proportional to VTr. Consequently, for very small radii r, the stresses tend to infinity, which is
impossible since materials cannot bear infinite stresses. What happens is that near the crack
tip the material reaches its yield strength (oy) and the stresses that otherwise would be
extremely high drop to y (see for example Whittaker et al., 1992 or Broek, 1988). Therefore,
an area/region is formed around the crack where the material behaves plastically. Outside this
area/region, the material is still elastic. The region around to the crack tip is often called
plastic zone (more appropriate to metals) or microcracking or process zone (used in rocks
and other geomaterials) or inelastic zone.
1.0
Ki 0.8
(i =1, II) 0.6
o o
UrO
(2.12)
;
_~1^______III_ ^ /Lliili I;j~_l ___ ii~ r;jl___l~_i;~~ ~_q~ __1_ ~
1 r
Figure 2.6 - Flaw tip and cylindrical stresses of an element located at a distance r from the flaw tip
and making an angle 0 with respect to the existing flaw plane
The inelastic zone is characterized by the presence of microcracks that initiate and
propagate near the flaw tip, which causes the material within this region to behave plastically
(Maji and Wang, 1992). The presence and size of this inelastic zone around the crack tip
significantly affects the behavior of the material. Many researchers have investigated the
inelastic zone (Friedman et al., 1972; Pollard and Segall, 1983) and its effects on the behavior
of concrete (Hillerborg et al, 1976; Hillerborg, 1991), and rock (Reyes, 1987 and Bobet,
1997).
As mentioned in the last paragraph, the size of the inelastic zone has great influence on the
material behavior. As a matter of fact, when the size of the inelastic zone is sufficiently small
when compared to the geometry of the crack (this occurs if condition (2.13) applies), then
linear elastic behavior of the material before failure can be assumed. (See Whittaker et al.
1992)
a K,
> (1.5to2.0 C2 (2.13)
For the condition shown above, W - a is the distance from the tip of the flaw to the
boundary of the specimen (as shown in figure 2.7), KIc is the critical value of the stress
intensity factor KI, also known as mode I fracture toughness, and at is the tensile strength of
the material.
Figure 2.7 - Specimen width W and crack length a in a single edge crack
It can be noted that only the mode I fracture toughness is included in equation (2.13), to
check whether a certain material can be considered to behave linear elastically or not. This is
so, because experimental data have shown that for mode II, the inelastic zone is usually very
small when compared with the geometry of the crack and therefore, linear elasticity prevails
in the behavior of the material (Whittaker et al., 1992).
When the condition expressed by (2.13) applies, the size of the inelastic zone is considered
sufficiently small when compared with the crack geometry and small scale yielding (SSY)
can be assumed. In SSY cases, the elastic analysis that can be applied to the cracked body is
called Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) analysis. In contrast, when condition
(2.13) does not apply, one is dealing with large scale yielding (LSY) i.e. the size of the
inelastic zone is not negligible, and the cracked body has to be analyzed based on Non-linear
Elastic Fracture Mechanics (NEFM). (See Whittaker et al., 1992)
The crack initiation theories discussed up to this point are mostly applicable to rock failure
resulting from tensile loading. However, these theories have limitations for cases in which the
rock is subjected to a compressive load. In fact, Griffith's theory, for instance, refers strictly
to the local failure process only, which means fracture initiation, propagation and coalescence
are considered to take place simultaneously. Therefore, the stress at which a crack initiates is
also the stress at which global failure occurs in the tensile case. For a compressive load,
however, there is a considerable difference between the initiation, propagation and
t wI
J
I I
r
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coalescence processes. The failure of the material results primarily from fracture propagation
and crack coalescence rather than directly from fracture initiation (Bieniawsky, 1967).
Furthermore, in the compressive case it is possible to identify primary cracks (cracks that
develop first and may or may not lead to the failure of the specimen), and secondary cracks
(cracks that develop after the primary cracks and often reach the boundaries of the specimen,
or coalesce with other cracks, leading to the global failure of the specimen) (Ingraffea, 1977,
1979; Vallejo, 1987).
Having said this, the differences between crack initiation and propagation have to now be
made clear. According to Bieniawsky (1967), crack initiation is the process by which a pre-
existing crack or cracks start to extend; this is the local failure process. Crack propagation,
on the other hand, is the process by which a pre-existing crack or cracks extend subsequently
to crack initiation. Crack propagation may result in crack coalescence, leading to global
failure of the material.
Even though Griffith's (1921) theory can determine the stress at which an elliptical
hole/flaw initiates and propagates, its formulation implies that a crack only extends in the
original flaw's plane. However, mixed mode I-II experiments showed that crack initiation
took often place in a direction different from that of the pre-existing flaw (Whittaker et al.,
1992). This shows that Griffith's energy formulation is not valid for mixed mode I-II loading.
In order to deal with more complicated stress fields involving compression, Hoek and
Bieniawsky (1965) used the Griffith's stress approach (Griffith developed his stress approach
in 1924). This approach is based on the equation developed by Inglis (1913) and Denkhaus
(1958) for and elliptical flaw:
y Jmr(m+ 2)cos2 a-sin2 a x {(1 + 2m)sin2 m2 cos 2  x 2 + m2)sinacosa}
7b = m2 COS2 a + sin 2 a
(2.14)
In which
ob - tangential stress on the boundary of the ellipse (flaw);
ax - stress acting parallel to the axis of the elliptical flaw, as shown in figure 2.8 (left);
ay - stress acting perpendicularly to the axis of the elliptical flaw, as shown in figure 2.8
(left);
cxy - shear stress acting along the axis of the elliptical flaw, as shown in figure 2.8 (left);
m - ratio between the minor and major axis of the ellipse (b/a) as shown in figure 2.8
(right);
a - eccentric angle of a point on the ellipse, as shown in figure 2.8 (right);
The equation (2.14) can be simplified by taking a = 0. (Gb is expected to be maximum near
the flaw tip). For this condition, one obtains:
2(-, .m - ,a)
b = m2 + 2m2±
(2.15)
Differentiating (2.15) in order of a, so one can determine the maximum tangential stress Gb
on the boundary of the elliptical flaw, one obtains:
Cb * y y2 + 2) (2.16)
Figure 2.8 - Stress system acting on a potential failure plane in rock (Stagg and Zienkiewicz, 1968),
on the left. Geometry of an elliptical flaw (right)
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Considering oy = ot, and ,xy = 0, with at being the tensile resistance of the material, the
equation (2.16) becomes:
o b m = 2c0, (2.17)
Substituting (2.17) in (2.16), the following equation of a parabola in the ,xy - ay plane is
obtained, as illustrated in figure 2.9 (left):
c, 2 = 4u, (, - y) (2.18)
Hoek and Bieniawsky (1965) also proved that the initiation of a new crack from the
existing elliptical flaw in a compressive stress field does not occur in the major axis of the
existing flaw, but at an angle y, as shown in figure 2.9 (right). The Griffith stress approach is
therefore able to predict the initiation of primary cracks in a plate subjected to compressive
stresses. However, this approach is only applicable to open elliptical flaws, and even though
it is valid for primary crack initiation, it can not model crack propagation (after a first crack
initiates, equation (2.14) is not valid any longer). Moreover, secondary crack initiation can
not be predicted.
Figure 2.9 - Relation between the normal and shear stresses required to initiate tensile fracture from
an elliptical flaw (left). Cracks propagating from the existing flaw, at an angle y with its plane (right).
(Stagg and Zienkiewicz, 1968)
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Following Griffith's stress approach, several other failure criteria were proposed in order
to address crack initiation and propagation in mixed mode I-II loading. The various crack
initiation and propagation criteria developed can be divided into three families: strain-based,
stress-based and energy-based criteria.
Based on Wong's (2008) research, table 2.1 lists a number of different crack initiation and
propagation criteria developed, distinguishing the three types of families in which they can be
included. Table 2.1 also differentiates the criteria that use a circular plastic radius i.e.
consider that the inelastic zone is a circle, from those that assume that the inelastic zone has a
variable radius (Wong, 2008).
Energy-based Stress-based Strain-based
max tensile principal strain
CR - max energy release rate (G) CR - max tangential stress (MTS)
(1MtrPsN) (
VR - modified max tangential
CR - min strain energy density (S)
stress (modified MTS)
VR - max dilatational strain
CR - zero shear stress (fro)
energy (T)
VR - nmax stress invariant function
CR- max stress triaxiality (M)(4)
CR- critical tensile strength &
J contour integral (J)
critical shear strength ()
Note : (1) criterion proposed by MIT rock mechanics group (Bobet, 1997, Bobet & Einstein, 1998b)
(2) criterion proposed by MIT rock mechanics group (Reyes, 1991, Reyes & Einstein, 1991)
CR - core region is a circle with a constant radius
VR - core region with a variable radius
Table 2.1 - Summary of existing crack initiation criteria (Wong, 2008)
In the following section of this chapter, some of these criteria will be looked at in more
detail, since in this thesis not only existing crack initiation criteria will be studied but also
new criteria will be proposed. From the energy-based family, the maximum strain energy
release rate criterion (also known by G-criterion), the minimum strain energy density
criterion (also known by S-criterion) and the J-contour integral will be explained. From the
stress-based family, the maximum tangential stress criterion (also known as co-criterion) and
the critical tensile strength & critical shear strength criterion (in this thesis this criterion will
also be called Bobet's (1997) criterion) will be discussed. The maximum tensile principal
iiii__~IC~ ~__I_ _~~__(_______ ___~__I;__ _L/iil~;__l_~;__iiil~-.ii;i=i:i-~.;~-~-t
strain criterion developed by Reyes (1991) will also be looked into. All these criteria with the
exception of the J-contour integral can only be applied to LEFM.
3. Crack initiation and propagation criteria under mode I-II loading
The first three criteria that will be presented are the most commonly used, namely, the To-
criterion, the G-criterion and the S-criterion. Since these criteria have been widely used and
examined by researchers, a comparison between the three criteria will be subsequently
presented. After the three most commonly used criteria have been explained and compared,
Bobet's and Reyes' criteria will be discussed. Finally, the J-contour integral method will be
presented.
3.1. o0-criterion
Erdogan and Sih (1963) proposed a failure criterion based on the tangential stresses
around a flaw tip, as shown in figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10 - Tangential stresses e0 around a flaw tip
According to this criterion, crack initiation occurs:
- at the flaw/crack tip, with an orientation 0 with respect to the crack tip;
- in a direction in which yo is maximum (Gomax), mathematically:
Flaw Tip
/ \
00 and <0 (2.19)
when the maximum tensile stress Gomax reaches a critical value aoit which is a property
of the material under investigation;
in a direction which is perpendicular to the direction of the maximum tangential stress
90omax.
The stress field around the flaw tip can be calculated using the analytical expression
presented in equation (2.12) or numerical methods.
This criterion is valid for LEFM, when small scale yielding (SSY) applies (Whittaker et
al., 1992). For cases in which the SSY condition is not valid i.e. the inelastic radius around
the crack tip is not sufficiently small, the initial angle Omax predicted might not be accurate.
This criterion yields good results for mixed mode I-II loading in tension. Even though the
formulation of this criterion is also valid for compressive load cases, the results obtained for
this type of loading are not consistent with experimental observations (Whittaker et al.,
1992).
3.2. G-criterion
The G-criterion is based on the original Griffith (1921) failure criterion, but extended to
general angled cracks embedded in a plate submitted to tensile stresses. The criterion, which
was first mentioned by Erdogan and Sih (1963), is formulated in terms of strain energy
release rate G and states that a crack initiates:
- at the flaw/crack tip, with an orientation 0 with respect to the crack tip. 0 is shown in
figure 2.10;
- in a direction 0 max at which the strain energy release rate is maximized (Gmax),
mathematically:
8G(O) 0 and d2G(0)
= 0 and < 0 (2.20)890 002
- when the maximum strain energy release rate Gmax reaches a critical value Gcrit, which
is a material property.
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A general solution for G(0) is expressed by equation (2.21), in which KI(0) and KII(O) are
respectively, the stress intensity factors for the first and second modes of a branched crack as
illustrated in figure 2.11. E' is the elasticity modulus for the plain strain condition and can be
E
calculated as E'= , where E is the Young's modulus and v is the Poisson's ratio.
_1-v2
G(O) = [K2 ()+ KI 2 (0)] (2.21)
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y
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Figure 2.11 - Branched crack extending from the original crack tip (Whittaker et al., 1992)
A closed-form solution for the stress intensity factors of a branched crack was given by
Hussain et al. (1974):
S Kl CSO+-K sin0
-sin2 co(2.22)K ( 4 - sin 2 1 + 9 0 K Hcoso - KI sin+ Kz cos smin
Where 0 is the angle that the branched crack makes with the horizontal, as shown in figure
2.11, and KI and KII are the stress intensity factors for the original unextended crack, which
can be calculated from (2.7) and (2.8), if the crack is open, or (2.9) and (2.10), if the crack is
closed.
By using equation (2.22) in equation (2.21), the following expression for G(0) is obtained:
G(= (AKKI2 + 2A,2KIKII + A22 KI 2) (2.23)
The coefficients A11, A12 and A22 are defined as follows:
A] 2 4 - 3 sin20
A 12  - 2 sin 2 (2.24)
A 22  + 4 + 5 sin 2
The G-criterion is valid for LEFM conditions and can theoretically be applied to both
tensile and compressive loads; however, experimental results have shown that the predictions
obtained for the compressive case are not consistent with the actual tests (Whittaker et al.,
1992).
3.3. S-criterion
The minimum strain energy density criterion (or S-criterion) was proposed by Sih (1974).
Sih stated that the direction at which the strain energy density is minimum corresponds to the
direction at which the potential energy is maximum. This would be the direction at which a
new crack would initiate. The general expression for the strain energy density was derived by
Williams (1957) for a two-dimensional fracture problem:
S = I k + O 2 r )2_ -- +2r (2.25)
Where G is the shear modulus G = E with E being the Young's modulus and v the
2(1 + v)
3-vPoisson's ratio. For plain strain, k = (3 - 4v) and for plain stress, k = . The stresses o~,l+v
or and cre are shown in figure 2.6 and can be calculated with equation (2.12). Therefore,
substituting equation (2.12) in equation (2.25), one obtains:
S = (A1KIZ+2A12KIKII + A22KII2) (2.26)
r
The coefficients All, A12 and A22 are defined as follows:
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A 1 ] (1 + cosOXk - cos9)
A1 2 = 1 sin 0[2cosO-(k-1)] (2.27)
A22 16 (k + 1Xi -cos 0 ) + (i + cosoX3cos 0  1)l
The S-criterion considers that a crack initiates:
- at the flaw/crack tip, with an orientation 0 with respect to the crack tip. 0 is shown in
figure 2.10;
- in a direction 0min at which the strain energy density is minimized (Smin),
mathematically:
dS(O) d2S(0)
= 0 and > 0 (2.28)
- when the minimum strain energy density Smin reaches a critical value Scrit, which is a
material property.
One of the main differences between the S-criterion and the G and co-criteria is that the
results obtained with the S-criterion depend upon the Poisson's ratio. This is so, because the
coefficients Aij depend on the shear modulus G and k, which in turn include the Poisson's
ratio in their definition. Consequently, the initiation angle predicted by the S-criterion
depends on the Poisson's ratio assumed for the material and for the type of analysis
performed (the definition of k for the plain strain case is different from that for the plain
stress case). This variation of the crack initiation angle for different Poisson's ratios is shown
in figure 2.12 for the pure mode II case i.e. KI= 0, KI #: 0. As can be seen, for Poisson's
ratios between 0.20 and 0.30, the crack initiation angle varies roughly between 75deg and
85deg.
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Poisson's ratio, v
Figure 2.12 - Crack initiation angle predicted by the S-criterion as a function of the Poisson's ratio
under pure mode II loading (Whittaker et al., 1992)
As the two previous criteria, the S-criterion is only applicable to LEFM and yields good
results only for the tensile load case (Whittaker et al., 1992).
3.4. Comparison between 0o-criterion, G-criterion and S-criterion
Since the three criteria presented up to this point are the most commonly used in practice,
a considerable amount of data comparing them can be found. This is the reason why this
subsection presents a comparison between only the three previous criteria and does not
include the ones that will be explained in subsections 3.5 to 3.8. In the following comparison,
the tensile loading case will be distinguished from the compressive loading case, since
significant differences exist in terms of the crack initiation and propagation processes
between both cases. In fact, the pattern of crack initiation and propagation under a
compressive load is considerably different from the pattern observed under a tensile loading
(Cotterell, 1969, 1972).
3.4.1 Tensile loading
The predictions obtained with the three criteria (me-criterion, G-criterion and S-criterion)
are generally consistent with experimental data. Mixed mode fracture problems were studied
on PMMA by Woo and Ling (1984), who concluded that the o0-criterion was the one that
yielded the best results. The crack initiation angle 0o (as shown in figure 2.13) is plotted
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against the angle of inclination of the crack P in figure 2.14 for the three criteria compared in
this subsection.
Figure 2.13 - Angled crack under biaxial loading (Woo and Ling, 1984)
In the same figure 2.14, the experimental data obtained from the tests performed by Woo
and Ling on PMMA are also shown, for the first and second cracks to initiate. In figure 2.14
(left), the results of tensile tests are shown i.e. ov tensile and GH = 0, and in figure 2.14 (right)
the loading case GH = 0.15-Tv with ov tensile, is presented. As can be seen, the c0-criterion
yielded good results for both cases shown in figure 2.14. However, due to the significant
scatter of the experimental values, it is difficult to conclude that any of the criteria analyzed is
not valid to predict the crack initiation angle.
S(degrees)
Figure 2.14 - Angle of crack initiation 00 versus inclination 3 of the crack for the uniaxial tensile case
(left) and for 7H = 0.15 -v (right) obtained with the ce, G and S criteria. (Woo and Ling, 1984).
The experimental data presented include the angles of the first and second cracks to initiate.
Ingraffea et al. (1977) and Ingraffea (1981) also studied the three criteria, comparing their
predictions with the results obtained from tests performed on Indiana limestone and Westerly
granite in mixed mode I-II loading. According to Ingraffea's studies, the three criteria
predicted reasonably well the crack initiation for the tensile mixed mode I-II loading case.
From the three criteria, the S-criterion yielded the best results and the G-criterion the less
accurate.
Richard (1984) also studied the three crack initiation criteria using PMMA and concluded
that the co-criterion and G-criterion were the best to predict the crack initiation angle.
Summing up, the Ge-criterion, G-criterion and S-criterion in general yield reasonable
results for the tensile mixed mode I-II loading case. The criterion that yields the best results
varies from study to study and therefore, there is not a consensus as to which of the three is
the best to model the crack initiation process.
3.4.2 Compressive loading
As mentioned previously, the crack initiation pattern for the tensile case is completely
different from that for the compressive case (Cotterel, 1969, 1972), as shown in figure 2.15.
Furthermore, as previously mentioned, while initiation and propagation can be considered
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simultaneous for the tensile case, the same does not occur for the compressive loading, in
which primary and secondary cracks can be identified.
Figure 2.15 - Differences between crack growth in a specimen submitted to a compressive loading (a)
and a tensile loading (b). (Whittaker, 1992)
Figure 2.16 shows the crack initiation angle predicted by the c0-criterion, G-criterion and
S-criterion (Wu, 1978), as well as experimental data obtained by Vallejo, 1987. As can be
seen, both G0-criterion and G-criterion's results seem to be consistent with the experimental
data for the cracks studied. However, this study only analyzed the initiation angle of primary
cracks i.e. the first cracks to develop and which usually do not lead to the failure of the
specimen.
0 15 30 45 60 75 90
Crack inclination angle, 13 ( )
Figure 2.16 - Crack initiation angle predicted by three crack initiation and propagation criteria for a
uniaxial compressive load (Wu, 1978) and experimental data obtained by Vallejo (1987)
Ingraffea (1980) also studied the crack initiation and propagation processes for the mixed
mode I-II loading on a plate subjected to a compressive load, using a finite element approach.
Ingraffea concluded that the initiation and propagation of the primary crack were well
predicted by the o0-criterion and G-criterion. However, the secondary cracks observed in the
tests were not as well predicted as the primary cracks by any of the three criteria.
Summing up, the o0-criterion, G-criterion and S-criterion yield in general reasonable
results for the initiation and propagation of primary cracks under compressive mixed mode I-
II loading. In terms of secondary cracks, however, the predictions are not usually very
satisfactory.
3.5. Bobet's criterion
The criterion developed by Bobet (1997) predicts both primary and secondary cracks
under compressive or tensile load for mixed mode I and II loading. Therefore, there is a
condition for tensile crack initiation/propagation and another for shear crack
initiation/propagation. Bobet stated that a tensile crack would initiate:
- at the flaw/crack tip, with an orientation 0 with respect to the crack tip. 0 is shown in
figure 2.10;
- in a direction in which co is maximum (oemax), mathematically:
0o- a 2o= 0 and > 0 (2.29)
- when the maximum tensile stress comax reaches a critical value e0crit which is a property
of the material under investigation;
Notes: The stresses used in this criterion are illustrated in figure 2.6. Due to the sign
convention used, tensile stresses are negative; this implies that to obtain the maximum tensile
stress, a minimum condition is required.
And a shear crack would initiate:
- at the flaw/crack tip, with an orientation 0 with respect to the crack tip, 0 is shown in
figure 2.10;
- in a direction in which cor is maximum (oremax), mathematically:
I
rO = 0 and 'r < 0 (2.30)
ao a02
when the maximum tensile stress Cromax reaches a critical value orecrit which is a
property of the material under investigation;
This criterion was able to predict the initiation and propagation of primary (usually tensile
or wing cracks) and secondary cracks consistently to what was observed in the tests, as can
be seen in figure 2.17 for a double-flaw geometry.
external wing crack
external shear crack
ilier.'al shear crack
internal wing crack coalescence crack
Internal wing crack
L. external shear
external wing crack t
Figure 2.17 - Bobet's criterion simulation results (left) and test results (right) for a uniaxial
compression test in a double-flaw geometry - 2a-45-45 - in gypsum (Bobet, 1997)
However, other geometries were not as well modeled. For instance, Wong (2008) was not
able to reach satisfactory agreement between Bobet's criterion predictions and some of the
results he obtained in tests performed on gypsum. This is illustrated in figure 2.18. Wong's
(2008) study of Bobet's criterion, however, was more focused on the crack propagation and
coalescence processes rather than on the crack initiation angles of primary and secondary
cracks.
a = 21.50 MP
Figure 2.18 - Bobet's criterion simulation results (left) and test results (right) for a uniaxial
compression test in a double-flaw geometry - 2a-75-0 - in gypsum (Wong, 2008)
3.6. Reyes' criterion
Reyes' (1991) criterion is a strain-based criterion that also uses a Damage Model
Formulation. Reyes' criterion uses a strain-based criterion applied to a damage mechanics
approach. Reyes assumed that the "damaged" stress aij is a function of a damage variable D,
which depends on the maximum elongation strain si.
The damage or stiffness degradation model used by Reyes (1991) can be formulated as
follows:
G0 = (1- D)CYjI sE& (2.31)
in which aij, Ekl, Cijkl are the stresses, strains and elastic constitutive tensors, respectively.
D is the variable that indicates the material damage (damage variable). The damage variable
D is a function of the equivalent strain Seq and can be calculated as follows:
H(seq ) 6 eq - - 0
D= H O for 60o eq <6A (2.32)
A eq
Where the equivalent strain (Seq) is given by:
6
eq = 1 for 6 eq > 0 (2.33)
L. r
E(T)l
. .................
(2.34)
eq = 0 for ceq 0O
and
H(Ceq )= 1- exp Al --
G.,=~I CO~
(2.35)
In the above equations, 8 is the strain at a given point, F1 is the maximum principal tensile
strain and s0 is a damage threshold value. The parameter A controls the rate at which D varies
with strain. The parameters so and A are obtained through calibration. Reyes' criterion was
implemented in ABAQUS (a damage contour output obtained in ABAQUS is shown in
figure 2.19), yielding coalescence results consistent with the experimental observations.
However, as Bobet (1997) points out, it is doubtful that Reyes' criterion is capable of
modeling wing crack initiation and propagation, since Reyes assumed that at least one of the
maximum principal stresses was compressive. This requirement is fulfilled in the ligament
area, but might not be valid at the tips of the wing cracks. Therefore, this criterion is more
applicable to predict secondary and coalescence cracks (Bobet, 1997).
Figure 2.19 - Damage contours for a double-flaw geometry 2a-30-15 for an applied uniaxial
compressive stress, obtained in ABAQUS
:-existing
flaw
3.7. J-contour integral
The J-integral concept was first introduced by Eshelby (1956) and developed and applied
to fracture mechanics by Rice (1968). The J-integral takes into account the non-linearity
ahead of the crack tip and therefore, in contrast to the previous methods presented, can be
used in Non-linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (NEFM). For a linear elastic fracture
mechanics problem (LEFM), J is equivalent to G, the strain energy release rate. The J-
integral along the path F can be defined as follows: (figure 2.20 illustrates the variables used
in the J-integral formulation).
S Sdy - T ds
Where:
S - Strain energy density defined as f Cdey
0
(2.36)
T - The traction vector on F in the direction of the outward unit vector n normal to the
curve F. T = o', n
u - The prescribed displacement vector on the boundary Su and u = [u, v].
s - The arc length along F.
Figure 2.20 - A non-linear elastic cracked plate containing a crack under a surface traction
(Whitakker et al., 1992)
Displacement vector, u
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One of the main features of this method is its path-independence. In fact, it can be proved
that for two different closed contours around the crack tip (F1 and [2, for example, as shown
in figure 2.21) the J-integral is always the same:
J = J = JF2 (2.37)
Crack C O
Figure 2.21 - Two closed contours F1 and F2 around a crack tip (Whitakker et al., 1992)
As said earlier, the J-integral is equivalent to G for the LEFM case. Thanks to the path-
independence feature of the J-integral formulation, J can be calculated using a contour that
avoids the non-linear zone, where elastic stresses and strains occur, which allows the use of a
method of calculation similar to what was presented for the G-criterion. Therefore, the
method used in the G-criterion, in which the strain energy release rate was calculated for a
branched crack initiating at the existing crack tip, can also be used with the J-criterion. The
branched crack for which J is maximum indicates the direction at which the crack initiates.
According to this criterion, a crack initiates:
- at the flaw/crack tip, with an orientation 0 with respect to the crack tip. 0 is shown in
figure 2.10;
- in a direction 0max at which the J-integral is maximum (Jmax);
- when the maximum J-integral Jmax reaches a critical value Jc, which is a material
property.
4. Crack initiation/propagation experiments at MIT
The goal of this section is to briefly discuss the experiments performed at MIT to study
crack initiation and propagation in rocks in mixed mode I-II compressive loading. The studies
performed by Reyes (1991), Martinez (1999), Miller (2008), Janeiro (2009) and particularly
Bobet (1997) and Wong (2008) will be described. The studies carried out by Bobet and Wong
are of major importance for this thesis, since the results obtained numerically in this study are
often compared with the experimental observations made by Bobet and Wong.
The tests performed at MIT are summarized in table 2.2. The specimens used in the MIT
experiments had the dimensions 6"x3"xl.25" and were usually uniaxially compressed, with
the exception of Bobet (1997) who also tested specimens under biaxial compressive loads.
The materials tested ranged between molded gypsum, granite and marble. In most
experiments, two flaws were introduced in the specimens, creating double-flaw geometries
whose parameters are shown in figure 2.22 (left). Wong (2008) also studied single flaw
geometries, whose single parameter is the flaw inclination, as illustrated in figure 2.22 (right).
The flaw length used in the tests was 12.7mm or 0.5". Janeiro (2009) also studied crack
initiation, propagation and coalescence in gypsum with stiffer and softer inclusions.
Dimensions of Nature of pre-existing LoadingAuthors Material
specimens flaws/inclusions mode
Mixture of hydrocal B- 11
Reyes (1991)*, (gypsum), celite, and
12.7mm (0.5") long,
Reyes & Einstein water at mass ratios of 6" x 3" x 1.25" Uniaxial
-0.25mm wide open flaws
(1991)* 700:8:280; flaws made by
displacement method
Bobet (1997)*,
12.7mm (0.5") long, 0.1mm Uniaxial and
Bobet & Einstein Same as Reyes (1991) 6" x 3" x 1.25"
wide open and closed flaws biaxial
(1998a)*
12.7mm (0.5") long, 2mm
Barre granite and Vermont
Martinez (1999)* 6" x 3" x 1.25" wide open flaws with Uniaxial
White marble
cylindrical tip shape
12.7mm (0.5") long, 0.1mm
Gypsum (as Reyes) and
Wong (2008) *^ 6" x 3" x 1.25" (gypsum) and 1.3mm Uniaxial
Carrara marble
(marble) wide open flaws
12.7mm (0.5") long, -1.3mm
Miller (2008)* Barre granite 6" x 3" x 1.25" Uniaxial
wide open flaws
Gypsum (as Reyes) and Single and double inclusions
Janeiro (2009) inclusions with stiffer and 6" x 3" x 1.25" with several shapes: Uniaxial
softer gypsum circular, square, diamond
Table 2.2 - Summary of experiments on crack propagation processes in rocks performed at MIT
Note: * means double-flaw geometries; A means single-flaw geometries
Pre-existing flaw
L ' / Pre-existing flaw
Pre-existing flaw
Figure 2.22 - Parameters used to describe double-flaw (left) and single-flaw (right) geometries.
13 is the flaw inclination angle, a is the bridging angle and L is the ligament length.
In his study of fracture processes in single-flaw geometries in molded gypsum and Carrara
marble, Wong (2008) identified seven major types of cracks, as illustrated in figure 2.23.
Wong (2008) also observed that wing cracks were often the first cracks to initiate, usually
followed by shear cracks. For the marble specimens, Wong also reported that white patches
formed in the location where tensile cracks would subsequently develop.
(e) Type 1 shear crack (f) Type 2 shear crack (g) Type 3 shear crack
Figure 2.23 - Types of cracks observed in single-flaw geometries. (Wong, 2008)
S - Shear crack, T - Tensile crack
The results obtained by Wong (2008) for single-flaw geometries are very useful to
understand the crack initiation and propagation processes; double-flaw geometries were more
frequently tested (see table 2.2), in order to evaluate the interaction between flaws.
Reyes (1991) tested gypsum specimens with open flaws in double-flaw geometries. She
concluded that when the pre-existing flaws did not overlap, coalescence occurred through
secondary cracks, while for overlapping flaws, coalescence was caused by the linkage of
primary cracks. It should be noted that Reyes and Bobet distinguished between primary and
T T
(a) Type 1 tensile cTnck (d) Mixed tensile-shear(b) Type 2 tensile crack (c) Type 3 tensile crack(tensile wing crack) crack
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secondary cracks in contrast to Wong, who distinguished tensile from shear cracks. Reyes
also observed that the propagation of secondary cracks was associated with surface spalling
and material crushing, which indicated that the secondary cracks were probably shear-
induced.
Bobet (1997) also performed tests in gypsum specimens with double-flaw geometries.
Moreover, he studied specimens with open and closed pre-existing flaws, and submitted to
uniaxial and biaxial loading conditions. Bobet (1997) observed that tensile (wing) cracks
were usually the first cracks to initiate, followed by shear cracks. Bobet and Reyes
determined the nature of the cracks (tensile, shear) through post-mortem fractography
analysis. Since this type of analysis can only be performed after failure, the type of cracks
and their sequence might be misjudged when using the post-mortem fractography analysis,
since following displacements may destroy the fractography of the first crack to develop.
Bobet (1997) distinguished five different types of coalescence, as illustrated in figure 2.24.
Type path of Coalescence
Ill S
IV
v S
Description of Coalescence
Type of coalescing fracture: secondary shear crack. Initiation
position: preexisting flaw tips. Crack surface characterization:
rough, with many small kink steps; contains crushed gypsum
Type of coalescing fracture: secondary shear and tensile cracks.
Initiation position: preexisting flaw tips. Crack surface
characterization: some parts are clean and smooth while other
parts are rough with crushed gypsum
Type of coalescing fracture: secondary shear crack and wing
crack. Initiation position: preexisting flaw tips. Crack surface
characterization: some parts are clean and smooth while other
parts are rough with crushed gypsum
Type of coalescing fracture: wing crack. Initiation position:
preexisting flaw tips. Crack surface characterization: smooth
and clean.
Type of coalescing fracture: secondary crack. Initiation
position: preexisting flaw tips. Crack surface characterization:
very rough. coated with a lot of crushed gypsum
Coalescence cracks
(Coalescence categories)
Type 2 S + Type 2 S
(Category 3)
Type 2 S + T Type 2 S
(Category 5)
Type 2 T + Type 2 S
(Category 5)
Type 2 T
(Category 6)
Type 2 S + Type I S
(similar coalescence
pattern not observed
in the present study)
Figure 2.24 - Coalescence types observed in double-flaw geometries. (Bobet, 1997)
S - Shear crack, T - Tensile crack
In order to more accurately determine the crack development sequence, Martinez (1999)
used a high-speed video camera to record the specimen's failure process. Martinez (1999)
tested marble and granite specimens with open flaws in double-flaw geometries, submitted to
uniaxial compressive loading. The five different types of crack coalescence identified in the
tests are illustrated in figure 2.25.
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Produced by the linkage of
two internal shear cracksTYPE I
Produced by the linkage of
TYPE If T, two internal shear cracks by
a vertical tensile crack (not
a wing crack)
Produced by the
propagation of the internal
shear crack from one of the
TYPE III T flaws until it reaches the
internal wing crack of the
other flaw
Produced by the
propagation of an internal
wing crack from one flaw
TYPE IV V until it reaches the other
flaw. Observed only for
granite, but not for marble.
Produced by the linkage of
two internal wing cracks
that propagate until they
join each other half-way.
Observed only for granite. but
not for marble.
Figure 2.25 - Coalescence types observed in double-flaw geometries. (Martinez, 1999)
S - Shear crack, T - Tensile crack
Wong (2008) also used the high-speed camera in his tests performed on specimens with
double-flaw geometry subjected to uniaxial compressive loading. The materials used by
Wong (2008) were molded gypsum and marble and the pre-existing flaws were open. The
double-flaw geometry specimens tested by Wong were divided into coplanar (bridging angle
a equal to zero) and stepped (bridging angle a different from zero) geometries. Wong (2008)
summarized the coalescence patterns observed in the tests, using the types of cracks he
identified for the single-flaw geometries, as illustrated in figure 2.23. The nine coalescence
patterns identified by Wong (2008) are shown in figure 2.26.
TYPE IVB
T
Category Coalescence patterns Crack types involved
1 i No coalescence
Indirect coalescence by two or multiple
2 cracks (crack types vary)
(2 cracks) (3 cracks)
3 Type 2 S crack(s)
4 Type 1 S crack(s)
V ,. One or more type 2 crack(s) and type 2 T
crack segments between inner flaw tips
Type 2 T crack(s). There may be occasional
69 shot S segments present along the
coalescence crack
7 Type 1 T crack(s)
Flaw tips of the same side linked up by T
crack(s) not displaying wing appearance
8 (crack type not classified). There may be
occasional short S segments present along the
coalescence crack.
Type 3 T crack(s) linking right tip of the top
9 flaw and left tip of the bottom flaw. There
may be occasional short S segments present
along the coalescence crack.
Figure 2.26 - Coalescence types observed in double-flaw geometries. (Wong, 2008)
S - Shear crack, T - Tensile crack
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As a part of Wong's (2008) study, the influence of the geometric parameters and specimen
material on the crack propagation and coalescence processes was also assessed. The
conclusions reached by Wong (2008) can be summarized as follows:
Material - Tensile cracks occurred more frequently in marble than in gypsum specimens,
for both coplanar and stepped geometries;
Ligament length (L) - The longer the ligament length, the less important were the effects
of the interaction between flaws. This was observed more frequently in coplanar geometries
rather than in stepped geometries;
Flaw inclination (0) - Shear cracks usually governed the coalescence process for high
inclination angles. "No coalescence" was usually reported for horizontal i.e. 0 equal to zero,
coplanar geometries.
Bridging angle (a) - For the geometries experiencing direct coalescence, shear
coalescence was usually associated with a low bridging angle, while tensile coalescence
occurred for very high bridging angles. For medium bridging angles, coalescence took
usually place through a combined tensile-shear crack. Also, no relation was found between
the bridging angle and the type of coalescence that occurred in stepped geometries i.e. no
coalescence, direct coalescence, or indirect coalescence.
CHAPTER 3 Study of the stress and strain fields around a
flaw tip
1. Introduction
The following study is based on the Finite Element software ABAQUS, in which models
with existing flaws and initiating and propagating cracks were created, as shown in figure
3.1.
This study has three main goals:
- Understand the relation and identify differences between stress and strain fields;
- Relate the stress and strain fields to crack initiation and propagation;
- Compare the expected results obtained with ABAQUS with the actual test results.
Figure 3.1 - ABAQUS model (left) and test results (right), showing existing flaws and propagating
cracks
FWM
2. Relation between the stress and the strain fields
The following flaw geometries were used to study the relation between the stress and
strain fields.
- 2a-30-45
- 2a-30-30
- 2a-30-15
- 2a-30-0 (coplanar geometry)
The parameters used to describe double flaw geometries are explained in figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2 - Parameters used to describe double-flaw geometries. The geometry illustrated is 2a-30-
45. L is the distance between inner flaw tips written in terms of half flaw length a, P is the angle that
the flaws make with the horizontal and a is the angle that the axes of the flaws make with the
direction of the ligament between inner tips
For the geometry 2a-30-45, not only were the stress and strain contours analyzed, but a
calculation for a point/element located in the mid point of the bridge between inner flaw tips,
using the constitutive relations was also performed. In addition, flaws and wing cracks were
considered in the four geometries, since the uncoupled character of the stress and strain fields
becomes more evident than in models with the existing flaws only. In figure 3.3, the four
geometries analyzed are shown.
I "
L- -3
Example: 2a-30-45
Figure 3.3 - Geometries analyzed in ABAQUS: 2a-30-45 (top left), 2a-30-30 (top right), 2a-30-15
(bottom left) and 2a-30-0 (bottom right) modeled with wing cracks
The meaning of the notations used for the stresses and strains, as well as their positive
orientations and the sign conventions considered are shown in figure 3.4. It was assumed that
elongation strains and tensile stresses are positive, since the results obtained with ABAQUS
follow this convention, even though it is not the one used in geotechnical engineering.
It should also be mentioned that the shear strain output obtained from ABAQUS is E12,
which can be related to 712, described in figure 3.4, as:
Y12 = 12 / 2
Apart from yl12, all the other stresses and strains described in figure 3.4 are obtained
directly from the ABAQUS output. The notations I and II were used for the maximum and
minimum principal stresses/strains, respectively.
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Figure 3.4 - Notations and positive directions used in the analysis for stresses (top left) and strains
(top center); directions 1 and 2 considered (top right); Notations used for the principal stresses
(bottom left) and strains (bottom right)
The material was considered to be linearly elastic. This means that the only material
parameters introduced in the ABAQUS input were the modulus of elasticity E and the
Poisson's ratio v. The values of these properties were based on the tests performed on
gypsum in Wong's (2008) and Bobet's (1997) studies:
E = 6000 MPa
v = 0.28
2.1. Results obtained with ABAQUS
By analyzing the contours of the principal stresses and strains for the geometry 2a-30-45
with wing cracks, one can notice a different contour shape in the area between the flaw tip
and the opposite wing crack tip, especially for the maximum principal stresses (ai) and strains
(Ei), as highlighted in figure 3.5. In fact, since the grey area in this figure means compressive
stresses (stress field) and contraction strains (strain field), the colored area experiencing
elongation strains is greater than the area subjected to tensile stresses. Despite the differences
in that particular area i.e. between the flaw tip and the opposite wing crack tip, the ax
contours look generally similar to the ei contours. In terms of minimum principal stresses and
strains - u11 and II - the similarities are even greater than for the maximum principal stresses
and strains (see pages 263 to 266 of Appendix A and figure 3.6).
Figure 3.5 - Differences between the a I (left) and E (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-45 with
wing cracks. Compressive stresses (left) and contraction strains (right) in grey. Tensile stresses (left)
and elongation strains (right) in color
The similarities between the contours are illustrated in figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6 - Similarities between the an (left) and lI, (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-45 with
wing cracks. Only compressive stresses (left) and contraction strains (right) are shown in this figure
For the normal stresses (all and G22) and normal strains (ell and 822), it is noticeable that
while there is a great difference between the a11 and c 11 contours as can be seen in figure 3.7,
this difference is almost nonexistent between the 622 and Z22 contours (see figure 3.8 and
pages 267, 268, 270 and 271 of Appendix A). In figure 3.7, it is clear that in the area between
the flaw tip and the opposite wing crack tip only compressive stresses occur (shown in grey),
while in that same area elongation strains occur (shown in color).
By looking at the contours of the shear stresses (T12) and strains (Z12), it is rather difficult to
spot any difference between them (see figure 3.9 and pages 269 and 272 of Appendix A).
Figure 3.7 - Differences between the s11 (left) and ll (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-45 with
wing cracks. Compressive stresses (left) and contraction strains (right) in grey. Tensile stresses (left)
and elongation strains (right) in color
Figure 3.8 - Similarities between the a 22 (left) and E22 (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-45 with
wing cracks. Only compression stresses (left) and contraction strains (right) are shown in this figure
Figure 3.9 - Similarities between the 712 (left) and E12 (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-45 with
wing cracks.
In the geometry 2a-30-30 with wing cracks, the differences between the contours of the
maximum principal stresses and strains are more noticeable than in the geometry 2a-30-45
with wing cracks. As can be seen in figure 3.10, the dissimilarities can now be found in a
greater area between the flaw tip and the opposite wing crack tip, as highlighted in figure
3.10 (see also pages 285 to 288 of Appendix B2). In this area, compressive stresses coexist
with elongation strains. As in the 2a-30-45 geometry, the differences between the minimum
principal stresses and strains (on and e~n, respectively) are less important than those between
the maximum principal stresses and strains ci and ei
The contours of the shear stresses (@12) and strains (812) look exactly the same (see figure
3.12 and pages 289 and 290 of Appendix B2).
Figure 3.10 - Differences between the a, (left) and E (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-30 with
wing cracks. Compressive stresses (left) and contraction strains (right) in grey. Tensile stresses (left)
and elongation strains (right) in color
Fig. 3.11 -Similarities between the ali (left) and cE (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-30 with
wing cracks. Only compressive stresses (left) and contraction strains (right) are shown in this figure
Figure 3.12 - Similarities between the r 12 (left) and E12 (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-30
with wing cracks.
The differences between the stress and strain fields are most significant in the geometry
2a-30-15 with wing cracks. If one compares oI and cl in figure 3.13, one can observe that in
the highlighted area in-between flaw tips, oI is negative (compressive stresses in grey), while
PI is always positive (elongation strains in color). (See also pages 307 and 309 of Appendix
C). For the geometries studied previously, only tensile stresses and elongation strains
occurred in the area in-between flaw tips and never compressive stresses, as highlighted in
figure 3.13 for the geometry 2a-30-15. The shape of the ci and ci contours is also
significantly different.
Figure 3.13 - Differences between the I (left) and EI (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-15 with
wing cracks. Compressive stresses (left) and contraction strains (right) in grey. Tensile stresses (left)
and elongation strains (right) in color
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However, in terms of an and cI, the difference in the contours shape fades away, i.e. the
contours are very similar in the area studied (see pages 308 and 310 of Appendix C and figure
3.14).
As in the previous geometries, the shear stress (T 12) and shear strain (C12) contours look
exactly the same (see figure 3.15 and pages 313 and 316 of Appendix C).
Figure 3.14 - Similarities between the all (left) and eII (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-15 with
wing cracks. Only compressive stresses (left) and contraction strains (right) are shown in this figure
Figure 3.15 - Similarities between the T12 (left) and E12 (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-15
with wing cracks.
In the coplanar geometry studied in this chapter - 2a-30-0 with wing cracks - the
differences between maximum principal stresses and strains (o and Ci, respectively) are even
more noticeable than in the other geometries. By analyzing figure 3.16 or pages 327 and 329
of Appendix D2, it is clear that there are mostly compression stresses in the bridge between
flaw tips. In terms of strains, however, significant elongation strains can be found.
Fig. 3.16 - Differences between the aI (left) and eI (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-0 with
wing cracks
As in the other geometries studied before, the difference between the minimum principal
stresses and strains (aIn and n, respectively) contours fades away, as it is shown in figure
3.17.
As in the previous geometries, the shear stress (' 12) and shear strain (812) contours look
exactly the same, as shown in figure 3.18 (see also pages 337 and 338 of Appendix D2).
Fig. 3.17 - Similarities between the on (left) and En (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-0 with
wing cracks. Only compressive stresses (left) and contraction strains (right) are shown in this figure
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Figure 3.18 - Similarities between the r12z (left) and E12 (right) contours for the geometry 2a-30-0 with
wing cracks.
Summarizing what was discussed throughout this subsection, the main observation is that
the maximum principal stress field becomes gradually more different than the maximum
principal strain field as the bridge angle - the angle a, as explained in figure 3.2 - decreases.
It can be noted that as the angle a decreases from 45deg to 0 deg, the maximum principal
stress oi in the bridge between inner flaw tips becomes gradually compressive - it is tensile
for a = 30deg and 45deg - while the maximum principal strain eI remains positive
(elongation strain). In order to explain what is the cause of this variation, one should try to
understand what changes from one geometry to the other, when a is decreased. One of the
most important geometric differences is that the horizontal distance between the inner flaw
tips increases, as a is decreased.
What might happen when this distance increases significantly - low angle a - is that the
area between inner flaw tips might behave as an independent area that is subjected to a
uniaxial compressive load. Consequently, as in a uniaxial compression test, this area
experiences horizontal elongation strains (for the 1-D compression test, they are equivalent to
maximum principal strains FI) and compressive vertical stresses (equivalent to minimum
principal stresses oi1 for the 1-D compression test), without being submitted to horizontal
tensile stresses (equivalent to maximum principal stresses oi in the 1-D compression test).
This possible explanation for the significant difference between stress and strain fields for
geometries with low angle a is illustrated in figure 3.19.
Existing flaw
Stress Field
17n = Compression
Strain Field
E1= Contraction
~zm~ < crr3c
1-D compression
Figure 3.19 - Element submitted to a 1-D compressive load in the bridge between inner flaw tips for
the geometry 2a-30-0. It is shown that the non-tensile maximum principal stress o, (left) coexists with
the maximum principal elongation strain sI (right), as obtained in the ABAQUS study
For geometries with higher a (shorter horizontal distance between inner flaw tips), the
element in the midpoint of the bridge between inner flaws does not behave as an element
subjected to a uniaxial compression test, since it is subjected to aI and eI > 0 (Maximum
tensile principal stresses and maximum elongation principal strains). What probably occurs is
that the element located in-between inner flaw tips may be affected by the local
stresses/strains caused by the existing flaws and propagating cracks.
2.2. Calculation using Constitutive Relations
A comparison between ABAQUS output and several hand calculations was made for the
geometry 2a-30-45 with wing cracks, in order to check and understand the results obtained
in ABAQUS. The hand calculations were based on the constitutive relations (see figure 3.20),
which are valid for linear behavior of a given material.
Figure 3.20 - Constitutive Relations
Existing flaw
1-D compression
Since the tests showed linearity of the material until failure (gypsum) or only a small non-
linear segment before failure (marble), as can be seen in figure 3.21, the assumption of linear
elastic behavior is quite acceptable.
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Figure 3.21 - Typical stress-strain curves for gypsum and marble (Wong, 2008)
The modulus of shear deformation (G) depends on E and v, which were defined in
subsection 2.
G = E / [2(1 + v)] = 6000 / [2(1 + 0.28)] = 2344 MPa
The methodology used in the comparison was the following:
1 - Values of normal and shear stresses all, 022, T12 were obtained from ABAQUS;
2 - Normal and shear strains ( 11, C22, C12) were calculated, using the constitutive relations;
3 - E11, E22, C12 obtained in 2 were compared with the output values from ABAQUS;
4 - Principal stresses and directions were calculated with the Mohr circle, using the values
of the stresses obtained in 1;
5 - Values of principal stresses and directions obtained in 4 were compared with the
output values from ABAQUS;
6 - Principal strains and directions were calculated with the Mohr circle, using the values
of the strains obtained in point 2 described above;
7 - Values of principal strains and directions obtained in 6 were compared with the output
values from ABAQUS.
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This calculation is shown after figure 3.22, that shows element A used in the calculations.
Figure 3.22 - Element used in the calculation of the stress and strain fields using the constitutive
relations
1 - Values of normal and shear stresses i11, I22, 12 were obtained from ABAQUS (Note:
minus means compressive stresses in ABAQUS):
all = 6.60 (stress units)
(22 = -45.50 (stress units)
T12 = 10.00 (stress units)
2 - Normal and shear strains (e11, &22, 612) were calculated, using the constitutive relations:
E11 = al1/E - v G22/E = 6.60/6000 - 0.28-(-45.50)/6000 = 3.22x10 3
622 = G22/E - V ,11/E = -45.50/6000 - 0.28-(6.60)/6000 = - 7.89x10-3
612 = 612/G = (10.00-(2-(1+0.28)))/6000 = 4.27x10 -3 -> Y12 = 6 12/2 = 2.14x10 -3
3 - F11, E22, 612 obtained in 2 were compared with the output values from ABAQUS:
ABAQUS Hand Calculation (Step 2) How do the values compare?
811= 3.22x 103  811 = 3.22x10-3 Equal
E22 = - 7.90x10 -3  E22 = - 7.89x10 - 3  Very similar
E12 = 4.22x10 -3  E12 = 4.27x10 -3  Very similar
Table 1.1 - Comparison between ABAQUS and hand-calculated strains
Element A
4 - Principal stresses and directions were calculated with the Mohr circle, using the values
of the stresses obtained in 1:
Center of the Mohr circle: C = (6.60 + (-45.50))/2 = - 19.45
Radius of the Mohr Circle: R = ((-19.45 - 6.60)2 + 10.002)1/2 = 27.90
or= -19.45 + 27.90 = 8.45 (stress units)
oI= -19.45 - 27.90 = - 47.35 (stress units)
Angle that principal stresses make with the horizontal - Angle 0:
arcsin(20) = 10.00/27.90 = > 0 = 10.50deg
5 - Values of principal stresses obtained in 4 were compared with the output values from
ABAQUS:
Hand Calculation (Step
ABAQUS How do the values compare?
4)
I = 8.50 ~ = 8.45 Very similar
a = - 47.50 aii = - 47.35 Very similar
Table 1.2 - Comparison between ABAQUS and hand-calculated principal stresses
6 - Principal strains and directions were calculated with the Mohr circle, using the values
of the strains obtained in point 2 described above (all values are x10-3):
Center of the Mohr circle: C = (3.22 - 7.89))/2 = - 2.34
Radius of the Mohr Circle: R = ((-2.34 - 3.22)2 + 2.142)1/2 = 5.96
EI= -2.34 + 5.96 = 3.62
EII= -2.34 - 5.96 = - 8.30
Angle that principal stresses make with the horizontal - Angle 0:
arcsin(20) = 2.14/5.96 = > 0 = 10.52deg
7 - Values of principal strains and directions obtained in 6 were compared with the output
values from ABAQUS (all values are x10-3):
ABAQUS Hand Calculation (Step 6) How do the values compare?
E.= 3.60 I = 3.62 Very similar
Ei= - 8.25 EII= - 8.30 Very similar
Table 1.3 - Comparison between ABAQUS and hand-calculated principal strains
Comparing also the principal directions:
ABAQUS ABAQUS Hand Calculation Hand Calculation How do the values
Stress Field Strain Field (Step 4) (Step 6) compare?
0= 10.0deg 0= 10.0deg 0= 10.50deg 0= 10.52deg Very similar
Table 1.4 - Comparison between ABAQUS and hand-calculated principal direction
It should be noted that the calculation was described as hand calculation, even though the
starting values (step 1, aill, 022, '12) were obtained from ABAQUS. After that, all the
calculation is indeed manual.
In the calculation shown above, it is clear that all the strains and stresses calculated
manually correspond to those obtained with ABAQUS. The direction of principal stresses
and strains calculated by hand is also roughly the same as the one obtained in the ABAQUS'
results.
It is also possible to show that the normal stresses and strains are not simply proportional
and, as a result, the contours of a given stress will not have a direct correspondence to the
strain in the same direction. So, for e 1, for instance, one will have:
c1 1= 11/E - v 22/E
Therefore, ill will not only depend on o11, but it will also be a function of the
perpendicular stress (22.
As a simple example, the stress and strain fields will be compared in figure 3.23 for a 1-D
compression test.
Stress Field Strain Field
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Figure 3.23 - 1-D compression test, showing results for the stress (left) and strain (right) field
approaches
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Considering actual values for the normal vertical stress, assuming applied stresses of:
011= 0
622 = -10 (compression)
the corresponding strains will be:
E1= -(-10)v/E > 0 (elongation)
E22 = -10/E < 0 (contraction)
If both tensile and shear failures can occur, in a similar way to what is shown at the bottom
line of figure 3.23, it is possible to understand that the stress field approach will not be able to
predict tensile failure. By analyzing the Mohr circle for the stresses shown in figure 3.23, one
can see that one of the principal stresses is always zero (yoI) and the circle is always on the
compression side. Consequently, only shear failure is possible in a 1-D compression test
using this approach. The failure will happen when T 12 = crit as shown in the Mohr circle for
the stress field.
For the strain field approach, both elongation and contraction may occur. As can be seen
in the Mohr circle for strains shown in figure 3.23, two types of failure may occur: shear
failure, if 712 = Ycrit, or tensile failure, if Ell = crit. This tensile failure was observed in the
great majority of the 1-D compression tests performed on specimens consisting of Ultracal
and Plaster.
In this simple example, a failure criterion based on strains seems to yield better results
than one based on stresses, since it predicts the two types of failures observed in actual tests.
In contrast to what happens with normal stresses and strains (see bottom of page 68),
according to the constitutive relations, the shear strains (712) and stresses (12) are coupled, as
shown below:
712 = T12/G
This explains why the contours of shear stresses and strains mentioned in subsection 2.1 of
this chapter are exactly the same for a given flaw geometry and load. This result is very
useful, because it shows that a shear failure can be predicted by either a stress or a strain
approach, as presented at the bottom of figure 3.23. This is true, because once a icrit is
defined, a Ycrit is automatically selected and vice-versa.
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Summary of Achievements/Conclusion
Normal stresses and strains are not simply proportional; therefore, their contours
obtained with ABAQUS are not expected to be the same, which was confirmed in this
study.
Shear stresses and strains are proportional; therefore, their contours obtained with
ABAQUS are expected to look alike, as it was achieved in this study.
The principal directions for a given element are always the same, whether one is
dealing with stresses or strains.
A failure criterion based on stresses may not be adequate in some cases, as was shown
for the 1-D compression test. In this case, tensile failure could not be predicted with
the stress field approach.
Geometries with longer horizontal distance (lower bridge angles a, in the cases
studied) between inner flaw tips are more likely to have an area in-between flaw tips
where principal elongation strains el coexist with non-tensile principal stresses a,. For
these geometries, the area in-between the inner flaw tips can be seen as an element
submitted to a 1-D compression test i.e. due to the long distance between inner flaw
tips, one can assume that an element situated in the midpoint of the segment that
connects the inner flaw tips is not affected by the local effects that the flaws introduce
in the stress and strain fields. Conversely, for geometries with a shorter horizontal
distance between inner flaw tips, the assumption that the element located in-between
the inner flaw tips is under a 1-D compressive loading can not be made i.e. the stress
and strain fields in that element are probably influenced by the presence of the flaws
and cracks.
2.3.
3. Crack Initiation and Propagation in Stepped Flaws
In this section, the initiation and propagation of several types of cracks are investigated,
using the Finite Element code - ABAQUS. The existing flaws and the wing cracks were
considered to be open and the shear cracks were considered to be closed. The existing flaws,
wing and shear cracks are illustrated in figure 3.24. The material was assumed to be linearly
elastic.
This part of the study was done for the 2a-30-30 geometry. The cracks were modeled in
the same sequence as they occurred in most of the tests: wing cracks developing first,
followed by shear cracks initiating at the tip of the flaws, in the direction of the bridge
between flaws. The following models were studied:
- 2a-30-30 - Appendix B1 - (to study the development of wing cracks)
- 2a-30-30 with wing cracks - Appendix B2 - (to study the development of shear
cracks from the inner tips of the flaws in the direction of the bridge between flaws)
- 2a-30-30 with shear and wing cracks - Appendix B3 - (to study the coalescence
cracks that might develop in the bridge between the inner tips of the flaws)
These models are shown in figure 3.24 below:
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Figure 3.24 - Models used in ABAQUS for the investigation of crack initiation and propagation in
stepped flaws: 2a-30-30 (top), 2a-30-30 with wing cracks (center) and 2a-30-30 with shear and wing
cracks (bottom)
The shear cracks considered in the last model occurred in many gypsum and marble tests.
In some of these tests, however, this shear crack appeared simultaneously with a coalescence
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crack that could be of tensile or shear nature. In other tests, the shear cracks considered in the
model did not develop and the coalescence was achieved through one or several tensile
cracks. Therefore, considering the development of shear cracks in the last stage of this
analysis is merely an assumption that is aimed at simplifying the study of the stress and strain
fields involved in the initiation and propagation of coalescence cracks. The following figure
3.25 shows the several types of coalescence observed in the tests performed in gypsum and
marble specimens. A detailed description of each type of coalescence pattern can be found in
Wong's thesis (2008). The highlighted types 4 and 5 will be studied in this section.
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Figure 3.25 - Coalescence types observed experimentally in marble and gypsum specimens (in Wong,
2008). The highlighted categories 4 and 5 will be studied in this section
--
The most important advantage of using the staged methodology referred above is that not
only can the initiation of the several cracks be studied, but their propagation is also implicitly
included by using the above mentioned staged approach for the analysis.
It should be noted that the interpretations made throughout the following subsections are
mostly qualitative.
3.1. Wing Cracks Initiation and Propagation
The model created in ABAQUS to investigate wing crack development is shown in figure
3.26 below:
Figure 3.26 - Model used to study the development of wing cracks
3.1.1 Stress field analysis
In Appendix B1, the principal stresses in the proximity of the inner tip of the lower flaw
are shown on page 279 (aI and aii vectors) and on page 280 (maximum principal stress
contour - ai). Figure 3.27 shows the results obtained on page 279 and 280 of Appendix B1
schematically.
After analyzing the principal stress vectors on page 279 of Appendix B1, the main
observation is that there is one area, located roughly over the upper face of the flaw tip
indicated in figure 3.27, where tensile stresses occur. This is shown in figure 3.27 and also on
page 279 of Appendix B1. The minimum principal stresses ai, are always negative i.e.
compressive, as can be seen in the same figure.
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Figure 3.27 - Area where principal stresses are positive - tensile stresses. The vectors shown on the
right are indicative of the type of stresses that can be found around the flaw tip
In the maximum principal stress contours, (page 280 of Appendix BJ) it is clear that there
is a region located at the upper face of the flaw and very close to the tip, where tension is
maximum, as illustrated in figure 3.28.
Figure 3.28 - Maximum principal stresses around a flaw (left and center). The shaded area (right)
indicates the place where the tensile crack is most likely to initiate (right) - lighter grey means
compressive stresses and color means tensile stresses
This is the area where the tensile crack (wing crack) is most likely to initiate, in a direction
that should be perpendicular to the maximum principal stress direction, as shown in figure
3.29 and in the principal stress vectors output on page 279 of Appendix B.
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Figure 3.29 - Possible directions of propagation of the tensile cracks, according to the stress field
analysis. The flaw tip is the same as the one shown in figure 3.28
The propagation of such a crack will probably follow the points where the tensile stresses
are greatest, as depicted in figure 3.30. This can also be seen in the maximum principal stress
contours output on page 280 of Appendix BI.
Figure 3.30 - Likely path of propagation of the wing crack, according to the stress field analysis -
lighter grey means compressive stresses, color means tensile stresses
3.1.2 Strain field analysis
In general, the results obtained with the strain field approach coincide with those from the
stress field. So, in order to avoid describing the same observations made previously, the focus
of this subsection will be on the differences between the two approaches.
ii~ii;
First, as can be noticed in figure 3.31, the area where elongation takes place (e, > 0) is
significantly greater than the tensile area (oi > 0) from the stress field shown in figure 3.27
(see also pages 279 and 281 of Appendix BI).
Figure 3.31 - Area where principal strains are positive - elongation strains. The vectors shown on the
right are indicative of the type of strains that can be found around the flaw tip.
Second, the contours of maximum principal strains (page 282 of Appendix BI) are rather
different than the contours of maximum principal stresses, showing a much better defined
bulb of strains originating from the upper part of the studied flaw tip, as depicted in figure
3.32. Moreover, the same figure shows that there are elongation strains between the inner
flaw tips and not only in the area close to the tip as it happens in the stress field.
Figure 3.32 - Contours of maximum principal strains with positive values throughout the bridge (left),
showing a well-defined bulb of strains (right) The shaded area represents the region where maximum
principal strains are greatest. The most likely path of propagation of the wing cracks is also illustrated
(right). Light grey means contraction strains, color means elongation strains
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Despite having two main differences, the strain and stress fields yield similar results in
terms of the likely place and direction of wing crack initiation and probable path of
propagation, as shown in figures 3.30 and 3.32.
3.1.3 Comparison between finite element results and actual tests
In the tests performed on actual specimens, the initiation of wing cracks occurs at the same
place and in roughly the same direction as predicted in the Finite Element model. The crack
propagation path obtained in the experiments is also consistent with the results described in
the previous two subsections, as can be seen in figure 3.33 below.
Figure 3.33 -Wing crack initiation and propagation in actual tests (in Wong, 2008). The images refer
to the inner tip of the upper flaw
NO
3.2. Shear Crack Initiation and Propagation at the Flaw Tips After Wing
Cracks Have Developed
The model created in ABAQUS to investigate shear cracks development after the
propagation of wing cracks is shown in figure 3.34 below.
Figure 3.34 - Model and element used to study the development of shear cracks after wing cracks
have developed
3.2.1 Stress field analysis
To better understand the initiation of this type of crack using a stress field approach, a
hand calculation was developed for an element in the vicinity of the tip, as shown in figure
3.34 (right). The calculation shown below was based on the following steps:
1 - Normal and shear stresses (a1, 622, a12) were obtained from ABAQUS;
2 - Principal stresses (ei and ain) and directions were calculated using the Mohr circle;
3 - Direction in which the shear stress is maximum, was determined.
1 - Normal and shear stresses (ll, G22, G12) were obtained from ABAQUS (Note: minus
means compressive stresses in ABAQUS):
11 = -57.0 (stress units)
622 = -85.0 (stress units)
(12 = -2.0 (stress units)
2 - Principal stresses (aI and wii) and directions were calculated using the Mohr circle:
Center of Mohr circle: C = (-57.0 + (-85.0))/2 = -71.0
Radius of the Mohr circle: R = ((85.0 - 71.0)2+2.02)1/2 = 14.1
oI = -71.0 + 14.1 = -56.9 (stress units)
i = -71.0 - 14.1 = -85.1 (stress units)
arcsin(20) = 2.0/14.1 => 0 = 4.1deg => principal directions are roughly horizontal/
vertical. Note: 0 is the angle that the principal directions make with the horizontal/
vertical.
3 - Direction in which the shear stress is maximum, was determined:
Since the angle between the direction of principal stresses and the direction of
maximum shear is 20 = 90deg in the Mohr circle, then the angle that the actual
element makes with the principal directions is 0 = 45deg. Since step 2 yielded that the
principal stresses are roughly horizontal/vertical, then the direction of maximum shear
stress of the element shown in figure 3.34 (right) makes roughly 45deg with the
horizontal.
Two main observations valid for the element in study shown in figure 3.34 can be
described: first, the fact that all normal stresses are compressive in the element being studied
(see figure 3.35 and page 285 and 294 of Appendix B2) leads to the conclusion that, after
wing cracks have been formed, the next crack to initiate has to be shear-induced; secondly,
the direction of initiation of the shear cracks should make an angle of approximately 45deg
with the horizontal, since the principal directions are roughly horizontal and vertical. The
predicted shear cracks and the principal stress vectors around the tip are presented in figure
3.35:
Figure 3.35 - Principal stress vectors showing compression around the inner tip (center); Shear
cracks that might develop from the flaw tips after wing crack propagation (right)
3.2.2 Strain field analysis
Similarly to the stress field analysis, a manual calculation was also developed for the strain
field. The steps used in the calculation were the same as for the stress field approach but,
obviously, using strains instead of stresses:
1 - Normal and shear stresses (Ei 1, 822, E12) were obtained from ABAQUS;
2 - Principal stresses (eI and ein) and directions were calculated using the Mohr circle;
3 - Direction in which the shear stress is maximum, was determined.
1 - Normal and shear strains (e1 , E22, F 12) were obtained from ABAQUS (Note: all values
shown are x10-3; minus means contraction strains in ABAQUS):
E* 1 = -5.50
22 = -11.00
-12 = -0.75; Y12 = -0.375;
2 - Principal strains (ei and eii) and directions were calculated using the Mohr circle:
Center of Mohr circle: C = (-5.50 + (-11))/2 = -8.25
Radius of the Mohr circle: R = ((11.00 - 8.25)2+0.3752)1/2 = 2.78
zI = -8.25 - 2.78 = 11.03
ell = -8.25 + 2.78 = 5.47
arcsin(20) = 0.375/2.78 => 0 = 3.9deg => principal directions are roughly horizontal/
vertical. Note: 0 is the angle that the principal directions make with the horizontal/
vertical
3 - Direction in which the shear strain is maximum, was determined:
What was said for the stress field calculation is also valid here, since the principal
directions are the same for the stress and strain approaches, which was proved in the
calculation. Since step 2 yielded principal strains that are roughly horizontal/ vertical,
then the direction of maximum shear strain makes roughly 45deg with the horizontal.
The strain field approach yields very similar results to those mentioned in the previous
subsection, in terms of direction of shear crack initiation. However, the conclusion reached in
the stress field approach that only shear cracks can occur after the wing crack has formed is
not true in the strain field approach. In fact, there are areas around the flaw tip, where the
maximum principal strains are positive (see figure 3.36), meaning that elongation and
subsequent tensile cracking might occur.
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Figure 3.36 - Areas around the flaw tip where the principal strains are positive (elongation). The
vectors shown on the right are indicative of the type of strains that can be found around the flaw tip
The crack might propagate in the direction perpendicular to the maximum principal
strains, as figure 3.37 and the contours on page 287 of Appendix B2 indicate.
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Figure 3.37 - Likely path of propagation of tensile cracks, based on the contours of maximum
principal strains. Light grey means contraction strains, color means elongation strains
To sum up, by using the strain field approach, a 45deg shear crack or a tensile crack might
initiate at the flaw tip, after the development of a first wing crack. Obviously, the shear or
tensile crack initiation will depend on the material resistance to both failures. For example, if
the material resistance to shear deformation is much greater than its resistance to elongation,
then failure due to elongation will happen. Conversely, if the material resistance to elongation
is significantly greater than to shear deformation, then a shear failure like the one described in
the stress field approach will occur.
3.2.3 Comparison between finite element results and actual tests
For coplanar geometries, in the great majority of the tests performed on gypsum and
marble, small shear cracks developed at the tip of the flaw, as shown in figure 3.38. For
stepped geometries, similar shear cracks also developed, but usually after the formation of
wing cracks, as shown in figure 3.39. This corroborates the results obtained with the stress
and strain field approaches. However, in a few tests with gypsum, such a shear crack was not
identified and the crack that initiated at the flaw tip was actually tensile, as figure 3.40
illustrates (Tip Y). In this case, the strain field may be consistent with these observations,
since there is an area around the tip where the maximum principal strain is positive
(elongation), as can be seen in figure 3.36 and on page 287 of Appendix B2.
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Figure 3.38 - Shear crack initiation and propagation in actual tests in coplanar flaws (in Wong, 2008)
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Figure 3.39 - Development of shear cracks for the geometry 2a-30-30 in gypsum (left) and marble
(right) - S means shear crack and T tensile crack. The letters A, B, C... indicate the order by which
the different cracks developed (in Wong, 2008)
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Figure 3.40 - Development of a tensile crack in one of the inner tips (Tip Y) after wing crack
development in gypsum for the geometry 2a-30-30 - S means shear crack and T tensile crack. The
letters A, B, C... indicate the order by which the different cracks developed (in Wong, 2008)
-
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Cracks involved in the Coalescence
The model created in ABAQUS to investigate the development of coalescence cracks is
shown in figure 3.41. In the same figure, the location of two elements used in the stress and
strain field analysis is also highlighted. One of the elements is located near the shear crack
tip, while the second one is positioned exactly in the middle of the segment between the two
inner flaw tips.
Figure 3.41 - Model and elements used to study the development of coalescence cracks
3.3.1 Stress field analysis
- Element 1
By looking at pages 298 and 299 of Appendix B3 and figure 3.42, it is possible to see that,
after the formation of the wing and shear cracks, the maximum principal stresses over the top
face of the shear crack are tensile (oi > 0). Consequently, from the stress field analysis,
tensile cracks can develop from the upper face of the shear crack.
Furthermore, due to the high concentration of compressive principal stresses (see figure
3.42, right) with approximately vertical directions, a shear failure is also possible to occur in
a direction that makes 45deg with the horizontal. Basically, this would be an extension of the
shear crack already developed.
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Figure 3.42 - Contours of maximum principal stresses (left) and vectors showing tensile principal
stresses at the top face of the shear crack and compressive principal stresses ahead of the shear crack
(right). Light grey means compressive stresses, color means tensile stresses (left)
- Element 2
In the middle of the bridge, there are significant tensile stresses (see pages 298 and 300 of
Appendix B3 and figure 3.43. Therefore, tensile failure may occur due to the formation of
cracks perpendicularly to the direction of the maximum principal stresses, i.e. almost vertical,
as can be seen on page 300 of Appendix B3. These tensile cracks are schematically shown in
figure 3.43. In the tests, especially in marble, similar cracks were observed - also called en-
echelon cracks. Even though these cracks initiate in a direction that does not lead to
coalescence, it is possible that they may merge if their density becomes high, and generate a
macrocrack. This macrocrack will probably develop towards the areas where the maximum
principal stress is greatest, i.e. follow the contours of maximum principal stresses, as shown
in figure 3.43 (the size of the macrocrack identified by the hatch is exaggerated in this figure)
and on page 298 of Appendix B3. The vertical tensile cracks will occur when lYn I y reaches
a critical tensile stress acrt as shown in the Mohr circle depicted in figure 3.43 (right).
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Figure 3.43 - Tensile cracks - en echelon cracks - that might develop in the bridge between inner
flaw tips originating a macrocrack that might develop in a direction following the contours of
maximum principal stresses (left). Light grey means compressive stresses, color means tensile
stresses; Mohr circle for the element highlighted (right).
Given the fact that the principal directions are roughly horizontal and vertical, one can
argue that a shear failure caused by 45deg cracks might also take place, as it is illustrated in
the Mohr Circle presented in figure 3.44. This kind of failure is in essence similar to what
was described in subsection 3.2.1 of this chapter. The expected shear cracks are represented
in figure 3.44. The failure will occur when T 12 reaches a critical shear stress rrit as shown in
the Mohr circle in figure 3.44.
Compression Tension
Figure 3.44 - Shear cracks that might develop in the bridge between inner flaw tips (left); Mohr circle
for the element highlighted (right)
Again, the development of the different type of cracks (tensile or shear) will depend on the
material tensile and shear resistance.
It should also be mentioned that it seems more likely that a new crack (being shear or
tensile) would initiate at the shear crack tip rather than in the bridge between tips, due to the
higher stresses that occur near the shear crack tip (In figure 3.43 , the red area near the shear
crack tip represents the highest stresses).
3.3.2 Strain field analysis
- Element 1
Similarly to what was discussed about the stress field, there are important elongations in
the strain field (si > 0) around the tip of the propagated shear crack as figure 3.45 illustrates
(see also pages 301 and 302 of Appendix B3). This means that cracks may occur
perpendicularly to the direction of maximum principal strains, as sketched in figure 3.45 and
on page 302 of Appendix B3. If the shear cracks were longer, coalescence through a single
vertical tensile crack could also occur, as shown in figure 3.46.
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Figure 3.45 - Contours of maximum principal strains (left) and principal vectors showing elongation
strains at the top face of the shear crack and contraction strains ahead of the shear crack (right). Light
grey means compressive strains, color means elongation strains (left)
Figure 3.46 - Contours of maximum principal strains showing tensile cracks that might develop into a
macrocrack linking the tips of the propagated shear cracks with the length used in section 3 of this
study (left) and longer (right). On the left, light grey means contraction strains, color means
elongation strains.
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Shear crack propagation might also occur similarly to what was explained for the stress
field in figure 3.44. The shear crack that might develop is illustrated in figure 3.45. The shear
or tensile crack initiation will depend on the material resistance to both failures. For example,
if the material resistance to shear deformation is much greater than its resistance to
elongation, then failure due to elongation will happen. Conversely, if the material resistance
to elongation is significantly greater than to shear deformation, then a shear failure will occur.
A shear failure will occur when Y12 reaches a critical shear stress ycrit and a tensile failure
will happen when ll reaches a critical tensile stress Ccrit. (as illustrated in the Mohr circle in
figure 3.47 below).
Figure 3.47 - Mohr circle for element 1, showing possible shear and tensile failures
- Element 2
What was described for this element in the stress field approach is also applicable here.
Depending on the material capacity to absorb elongations or shear deformations, tensile or
shear failure may occur.
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3.3.3 Comparison between finite element results and actual tests
For the geometry analyzed throughout this section (2a-30-30), the coalescence in gypsum
took place through a tensile crack, developed from the inner tips of the induced flaws or from
shear cracks that propagated simultaneously, as depicted in figure 3.48 (left). In this figure,
the letters are used to indicate the order by which the cracks developed i.e. A develops first,
followed by B and so on. The test results are consistent to what was obtained for both the
stress and strain field approaches, since coalescence through a tensile crack was possible to
occur in both approaches, after the development of shear cracks from the inner flaw tips.
Another aspect in which both stress and strain approaches agree is the location of initiation
of the coalescence crack. Even though it is theoretically possible that the coalescence crack
can initiate at a pre-existing or developed crack tip or in the bridge between crack tips, the
high concentration of stresses and strains around the crack tip suggests that the coalescence
crack is more likely to initiate at the crack tip. However, the experimental results are not clear
regarding the location of initiation of the tensile coalescence crack. As a matter of fact, what
happened in many of the actual tests was that even with the high-speed camera, it was not
possible to distinguish whether the coalescence crack initiated at the tip of an existing flaw, at
the tip of a shear crack that initiated from the existing flaw or in the middle of the bridge
between inner flaw tips. Therefore, in these cases, Wong's interpretation considered that all
coalescence cracks developed simultaneously. This means that unless a new technology is
used and one is able to figure out where and when do the coalescence cracks initiate, one will
not be able to confirm experimentally what both stress and strain criteria suggest theoretically
i.e. that the coalescence crack is more likely to initiate at a developed or pre-existing crack
tip.
Figure 3.48 - Coalescence cracks in actual tests for gypsum (left) and marble (right) tests (in Wong,
2008)
For marble, both approaches are also able to predict the actual shear failure, in which
coalescence is achieved through a single shear crack that makes an angle of roughly 45deg
with the horizontal, as can be seen in figure 3.48 (right). Therefore, both approaches yield
acceptable results for marble. However, the issue of the coalescence crack initiation point
also occurs here. In both approaches, the shear crack that causes coalescence to occur can
initiate at the tip of an existing flaw, at the tip of a shear crack that initiated from an existing
flaw tip or in the bridge between inner flaw tips. The experimental results are not conclusive
regarding the initiation point of the coalescence crack, stating that the coalescence crack
happens instantaneously.
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3.4. Summary of Achievements/Conclusion for Stepped Flaws
- Both the stress and strain field approaches simulate reasonably well the wing crack
initiation and propagation;
- Both the stress and strain field approaches simulate reasonably well the shear crack
initiation and propagation, after the development of wing cracks;
- Both stress and strain field approaches simulate tensile and shear coalescence
reasonably well;
- When both shear and tensile cracks may occur, the resistance of the material to those
failures will define which one takes place (first).
4. Crack Initiation and Propagation in Coplanar Flaws
In this section, crack initiation and propagation in coplanar flaws is investigated, using the
Finite Element code - ABAQUS. The cracks were considered to be open and the material
was assumed to be linearly elastic.
This part of the study was done for the coplanar geometry 2a-30-0. Similarly to the
stepped geometry, the cracks were modeled in the same sequence as they occurred in most of
the tests. However, fewer stages were considered in the study of this geometry, since the
experimental tests showed that after wing cracks have developed, coalescence would
frequently take place through a shear crack only, in contrast to the stepped geometries, in
which a combination of shear and tensile coalescence was often reported. Having said that,
the following models were studied:
- 2a-30-0 - Appendix D1 - (to study the development of wing cracks)
- 2a-30-0 with wing cracks - Appendix D2 - (to study the development of
shear/coalescence cracks linking the inner tips of the flaws)
These models are shown in figure 3.49 below:
Fig. 3.49 - Models used in ABAQUS for the investigation of crack initiation and propagation in
coplanar flaws: 2a-30-0 (top), 2a-30-0 with wing cracks (bottom)
.... 
...... .
As mentioned in section 3 for the study of stepped geometries, the reason for using the
staged methodology described above is that not only can the initiation of the several cracks
be studied, but their propagation is also implicitly included.
It should be noted that the interpretations made throughout the following subsections are
mostly qualitative.
4.1. Wing Crack Initiation and Propagation
4.1.1 Stress field analysis
In the plot of the maximum principal stress vectors (aI) shown on page 319 of Appendix
DI, one can notice that there is one area, located over the upper face of the flaw tip as
indicated in figure 3.50, where tensile stresses occur. The minimum principal stresses an are
always compressive, as can be seen in the same figure (right). These results coincide with
those obtained for the stepped geometry in the previous chapter.
Figure 3.50 - Area where principal stresses are positive - tensile. The vectors shown on the right are
indicative of the type of stresses that can be found around the flaw tip
As in the stepped geometries, the maximum principal stress contours in this coplanar
geometry (page 319 of Appendix Dl) show that there is a region located at the upper face of
the flaw and very close to the tip, where tensile stresses are maximum, as illustrated in figure
3.51.
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Figure 3.51 - Contours of maximum principal stresses around a flaw (left, center and right).
Highlighted area at the inner flaw tip (right) indicates the place where the tensile crack is most likely
to initiate - lighter grey means compression, as indicated in the figure
As shown in figure 3.52, the direction of initiation of the tensile crack(s) should be
perpendicular to the maximum principal stress direction, similarly to what was observed in
the stepped geometry.
The propagation of the tensile crack will probably follow the points where the tensile
stresses are greatest, as depicted in figure 3.52. This can also be seen in the maximum
principal stress contours output on page 319 of Appendix D1.
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Figure 3.52 - Possible directions of propagation of the tensile cracks, according to the stress field
analysis (left). Likely path of propagation of the wing cracks, according to the contours of maximum
principal stresses (right)
4.1.2 Strain field analysis
In the coplanar flaw geometry being analyzed, the results obtained with the strain field are
slightly different from those obtained with the stress field.
First, in the region between inner tips there is a greater area with elongation strains than
there was with tensile stresses, as can be seen by comparing figure 3.53 with figure 3.51.
Figure 3.53 - Contours of maximum principal strains (left) and area where maximum principal strains
are greatest (right). It is also illustrated the likely path of propagation of the wing crack (right)
Second, in the proximity of the flaw tips, not only is the area where elongation takes place
(Ei > 0) significantly greater than the tensile stress area (ai > 0), but the shape of that area is
also very different. This can be seen in the strain field figure shown in figure 3.54 (see also
page 321 and 324 of Appendix Dl), and by comparing this figure with figure 3.50.
Figure 3.54 - Area where principal strains are positive - elongation strains. The vectors shown on
the right are indicative of the type of strains that can be found around the flaw tip
Despite having these differences, the strain and stress fields yield similar results in terms
of the likely place and direction of wing crack initiation and probable path of propagation, as
shown in figures 3.52 and 3.53.
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4.1.3 Comparison between finite element results and actual tests
In the tests performed on actual specimens, the initiation of wing cracks occurs at the same
place and in roughly the same direction as predicted with the Finite Element model. The
crack propagation pattern obtained in the experiments is shown in figures 3.55 and 3.56 and
is also consistent with the results described in the previous two subsections. This is valid for
both the gypsum and marble specimens, as it illustrated in figure 3.56, in which the test
results are shown for the two materials.
Figure 3.55 -Wing crack initiation and propagation in actual tests (in Wong, 2008). The images refer
to the inner tip of the upper flaw
In figure 3.56, one can obtain a general idea of the wing cracks developed in the specimen
during the experimental work. The letters A, B, C... denote the order by which the cracks
propagated. Therefore, the figures show that wing cracks are the first cracks to develop and
that they also occur at almost every flaw tip before failure in both gypsum and marble
specimens. This information might be quite useful to better define the relation between shear
and tensile resistance in gypsum and marble.
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Figure 3.56 - Propagated cracks in actual gypsum (left) and marble (right) tests (in Wong, 2008) for
the geometry 2a-30-0
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Cracks Involved in the Coalescence
The model created in ABAQUS to investigate the development of coalescence cracks is
shown in figure 3.57.
Figure 3.57 - Model used to study the development of coalescence cracks
4.2.1 Stress field analysis
On page 327 of Appendix D2 and in figure 3.58, it is possible to see that, after the
formation of the wing cracks, the maximum principal stresses in the bridge between flaw tips
are almost exclusively compressive (ei < 0). Consequently, from the stress field analysis, the
initiation and propagation of tensile cracks from the flaw tip or from the midpoint of the
bridge is ruled out. Therefore, according to this analysis, coalescence through tensile cracks is
not supported theoretically.
Instead, due to the compressive principal stresses with approximately horizontal and
vertical directions, a shear failure is possible in a direction that makes 45deg with the
horizontal.
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Figure 3.58 - Contours of maximum principal stresses showing compression stresses in the bridge
between inner flaw tips
The shear crack may initiate near the flaw tip or at the center point of the segment that
connects the inner flaw tips. One can have an idea of the place where the shear crack is most
likely to initiate, if one calculates the radius of the Mohr circle for the stresses (Radius of the
Mohr circle = 12max = (6I + ai)/2)
Therefore, one can write:
For a point close to the tip (see figure 3.59):
12max = (aI + on)/2 = (65.0 + 120.0)/2 = 92.5 stress units (oi and In from ABAQUS)
Figure 3.59 - Principal stress vectors in the proximity of the inner tip of the flaw. The dot on the right
indicates the element used in the calculation
For the center point of the segment that connects the inner flaws (figure 3.60):
1l2m ax = (cY + o11)/2 = (8.9 + 45.7)/2 = 27.3 < 92.5 stress units (ol and n from
ABAQUS)
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Figure 3.60 -Principal stress vectors in the center point of the segment that connects the inner flaw
tips. The dot on the right indicates the element used in the calculation
The calculation shows that, theoretically, the shear crack should initiate near the tip rather
than in the center point of the segment between the inner flaw tips.
4.2.2 Strain field analysis
The results obtained using the strain field contours are completely different from what was
shown in the previous subsection for the stress field approach. In between inner flaw tips, the
area subjected to elongation strains is much greater than the area with tensile stresses. This
can be seen by comparing figure 3.61 with figure 3.58 in the previous subsection or page 327
and 329 in Appendix D2.
Figure 3.61 - Contours of maximum principal strains, showing elongation strains in the bridge
between flaw tips
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The analysis of the principal strain contours leads to two important observations. First,
there are elongation strains in the bridge between flaw tips. This may lead to the formation of
new tensile cracks in approximately the same direction as the existing wing cracks, as figure
3.62 shows.
Possible new
Fig. 3.62 - Initiation of second/new wing cracks
Second, there are elongation strain bulbs located opposite to the wing cracks already
developed - below the inner tip of the left flaw and above the inner tip of the right flaw. The
elongation strains may lead to the formation of anticracks, as shown in figure 3.63. However,
theoretically, these anticracks can not be formed by one single crack, since the direction of
the maximum principal strain indicates that the cracks should develop at an angle that does
not follow the maximum principal strain contours. In fact, considering that the crack should
propagate perpendicularly to the direction of maximum strain, one expects that the angle of
the crack should be very similar to the flaw inclination in the proximity of the flaw tip and
should become gradually more vertical as the distance from the flaw tip increases. This is
illustrated in figure 3.63.
The two observations presented above lead to the conclusion that direct coalescence can
not be achieved only through tensile cracks, since neither the new wing crack nor the
anticrack propagate towards the bridge between inner flaw tips.
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Fig. 3.63 - Principal strain vectors in the proximity of the inner tip of the flaw, showing the possible
initiation (top left) and propagation (bottom left) of a tensile crack. Principal strain vectors showing
possible anticrack propagation (right)
Similarly to what was done for the stress field approach in subsection 4.2.1, the shear
strain can be calculated for both points represented in figures 3.59 and 3.60, in order to
evaluate the possibility of coalescence through shear cracks. Since the principal stress
direction is the same as the principal strain direction and therefore the direction of maximum
shear stress is the same as the direction of maximum shear strain, one can apply the
expression that relates shear stresses with shear strains: Ymax = Tmax/G. Since shear strains
depend linearly on the shear stresses, what was concluded for the stress field regarding
coalescence through a shear crack is also valid for the strain field. As in the stress field, shear
coalescence can occur in the strain field analysis and is likely to initiate near the flaw tip.
4.2.3 Comparison between finite element results and actual tests
The coalescence pattern obtained in the tests performed in gypsum can be satisfactorily
compared with that obtained using a Finite Element approach. The gypsum specimens failed
by pure shear, through a crack which linked the inner tips of the flaws. This kind of failure
can be explained by both the stress and strain approaches. The only difference between the
two approaches is that the stress approach can only model shear crack failure and the strain
approach can model shear and tensile failure. This fact is not critical when one is studying
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crack coalescence in gypsum, since it fails/coalesces through a shear crack that both methods
are able to predict.
The test results obtained for gypsum are shown in figure 3.64 for the geometry 2a-30-0.
The cracks are labeled with the letters A, B, C... to identify the order by which they
propagated.
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Fig. 3.64 - Propagated cracks in actual gypsum tests (in Wong, 2008) for the geometry 2a-30-0
The crack coalescence pattern observed in marble can not be reasonably explained by any
of the two approaches. The coalescence in marble occurred through an almost vertical tensile
crack connecting two anticracks that had developed before, as can be seen in figure 3.65.
Since the stress field approach shows only compression stresses in the bridge between inner
tips, only a shear failure can occur, according to this criterion. Therefore, the tensile failure
that was observed can not be modeled by this approach. In terms of the strain field approach,
it is true that it shows elongation strains in the bridge area, which might cause the tensile
crack to develop. However, as can be seen in figure 3.61, there is an area between the wing
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crack and flaw tips which has contraction strains. Those strains would not let the tensile crack
propagate in an almost vertical fashion, as was observed in the tests.
Marble 2a-30-0 (continued)
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Fig. 3.65 - Propagated cracks in actual marble tests (in Wong, 2008) for the geometry 2a-30-0
A possible reason that might have contributed for the difference between the actual tests
and the Finite Element model is the way the crack coalescence was modeled. In fact, the
actual tests show that the coalescence crack develops after the wing cracks and anticracks are
significantly developed. The simplified model used in this section considers very short wing
cracks and no anticracks. It might happen that the stress and strain fields might be greatly
influenced by the length of the wing and anticracks. In terms of stress field, longer wing
cracks would cause an even more compressive stress field, since there would be a vertical
compressed band limited by both inner wing and anticracks. However, for the strain field,
longer wing and anticracks mean a larger area with elongation strains in the bridge between
inner flaws, as obtained in the ABAQUS analysis shown in figure 3.66. This would mean that
the coalescence through an almost vertical tensile crack as was observed in the actual tests
could be modeled using a strain field approach. In future research, it would be useful to study
this indirect coalescence that occurs in marble in more detail, particularly the influence that
the size of the wing and anticracks have on it.t e size f t e i  a  anticracks a e  it.
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Fig. 3.66 - Influence of the wing and anticrack length on the strain field, using ABAQUS
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Summary of Achievements/Conclusion for Coplanar Flaws
For the stress field approach:
- Wing crack initiation and propagation are well predicted for both gypsum and
marble specimens;
- Shear coalescence observed in gypsum is reasonably predicted;
- Tensile coalescence observed in marble is not well predicted. In fact, the stress field
approach indicates that, after the wing cracks are formed, only shear cracks are
possible to develop from the inside flaw tips and never tensile cracks.
For the strain field approach:
- Wing crack initiation and propagation are well predicted for both gypsum and
marble specimens;
- Shear coalescence observed in gypsum is reasonably predicted;
- Indirect tensile coalescence which occurs in marble can be well simulated.
Furthermore, this indirect tensile coalescence observed in marble specimens might
depend on the path and length of the wing and anticracks that propagated before;
When both shear and tensile cracks may occur, the resistance of the material to those
failures will define which one takes place (first);
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4.3.
crack initiation and
propagation criteria
1. Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to evaluate and compare several approaches used to model
crack initiation, i.e. to predict the angle and the stress at which a crack starts to develop.
Throughout the years many theories were developed but, so far, there is not consensus on
which one better describes the mechanisms observed in real cases. The most common
theories that have been developed are the "maximum tangential stress", the "maximum
energy release rate" and the "minimum strain energy density". Instead of going through each
of these criteria specifically, this chapter will investigate the three most important criteria
families used to model crack initiation: stress, strain and energy criteria.
The stress, strain and energy approaches will be studied using the finite element program
ABAQUS. For this purpose, three paths were created around a flaw tip and stresses, strains
and energy were calculated at several points along the path. These three paths were
considered, because they are easy to program; path 1 is a simple circular surface, path 2 is
roughly an offset of the flaw surface and path 3 is the flaw surface itself.
The model highlighting the flaw tip used in the study is presented in figure 4.1 and the
paths considered in ABAQUS are shown in figure 4.2. The geometry used in this study was
2a-30-30.
Study of existingCHAPTER 4
Figure 4.1 - Model used in the study of existing crack initiation criteria, showing the tip under
investigation. Geometry 2a-30-30
Path 3 was eventually dropped and not used in the study, since local effects led to results
that do not agree with those obtained in section 3.1, especially in terms of principal strains. In
that section, for instance, it was concluded that elongation strains only occurred at the upper
face of the flaw, as figures 3.31 and 3.32 illustrate. However, as can be seen in figure 4.3,
there are elongation strains around the entire length of the tip - the darker areas mean
elongation and the lightest grey indicates contraction strains, as illustrated in figure 4.3 - and
not only over the upper face of the flaw. However, in the highlighted area in figure 4.3, the
elongation strains are local i.e. only occur in the finite elements adjacent to the existing flaw
tip. This means that in that region, the strains calculated by the finite element method might
be influenced by numerical local effects. Beyond the first "layer" of finite elements adjacent
to the flaw, it is clear that contraction strains occur, as concluded in chapter 3.1. Therefore,
only the paths 1 and 2 will be analyzed in the following sections.
24 22 20 - 11 10 9
26 18 12 11 10 9
216 1
33
2
Figure 4.2 - Paths and point IDs used in the investigation of existing crack initiation criteria - Path 1,
2 and 3 (left, center and right, respectively)
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Figure 4.3 - Maximum principal strains (EI) around the flaw tip under investigation, showing local
elongation strains in the highlighted area
In order to facilitate the interpretation of the results, the paths under investigation were
divided into segments/areas where the different types of cracks are more likely to occur,
according to test results obtained by Wong (2008) and Bobet (1997). The paths were
therefore divided into a wing crack, a shear crack and an anticrack segment/area. Since for
the geometry and materials being studied - gypsum and marble - anticracks did not often
develop, the main focus of this chapter will be the shear and wing cracks. However, even if
only to a minor extent, anticracks are also included in this study, since their occurrence might
be influenced by the specimen material and flaw geometry, which means that this kind of
cracks might be more likely to occur in other materials and geometries than in those
investigated.
Figures 4.4a and 4.4b show the cracks that developed from the flaw tip in the 2a-30-30
geometry for gypsum and marble specimens. Figure 4.4c shows the crack propagation pattern
in gypsum, for the geometry 4a-30-0. Figure 4.5 illustrates the three different segments/areas
considered along the two analyzed paths.
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Figure 4.4a,b and c - Location of wing and shear cracks developed from the flaw tips in the 2a-30-30
geometry for gypsum (4.4a) and marble (4.4b) and location of an anticrack in the geometry 4a-30-0,
gypsum (4.4c)- (Wong, 2008)
As can be seen at the tips highlighted with the circle (see figure 4.4), there are three
important types of cracks initiating at the flaw tips:
- Wing crack (crack D(T) in figure 4.4a, crack B in figure 4.4b, crack C(T) in figure
4.4c) - Initiating usually before the shear crack and from the upper face of the flaw tip;
- Shear Crack (crack E2(S) in figure 4.4a, crack E(S) in figure 4.4b) - Initiating usually
after the wing crack, from the flaw tip end and in a direction that is approximately the
same as the inclination (20deg) of the existing flaw;
- Anticrack (crack F3(S near the tip and T away from it) in figure 4.4c) - Initiates
usually as a shear crack symmetrically to the wing crack that develops at the same tip.
It is often considered as a shear crack that initiates making an angle greater than 45deg
with the axis of the existing flaw.
Throughout the analyses presented in the following subsections, the order of initiation of
the cracks follows the stress, strain or energy levels computed at the flaw tip under
investigation. In other words, the first crack initiates in the direction in which the stresses,
strains or energy are the highest, the second crack initiates in the direction in which the
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stresses, strains or energy are the second highest, and so on. This methodology is
approximate, because once the first crack initiates, the stress and strain fields would change,
consequently modifying the energy values around the flaw tip. Therefore, it is important to
highlight that the methodology used in the following subsections to interpret the order of
crack initiation is valid for a given instant in time, because it does not take into account the
changes that occur in the stress and strain fields and in the energy around the flaw tip when a
given crack initiates.
Figure 4.5 - Segments considered in the two paths studied in a 2a-30-30 geometry. Path 1 (left) and
Path 2 (right)
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2. Stress Approach
The maximum principal stresses oi presented in this chapter are directly obtained from the
ABAQUS output. The maximum shear stresses (rl2mx ) are calculated as T12max = 1/2 (Gi - GI),
with I, (n obtained from ABAQUS output.
2.1. Path 1
The maximum principal stress (gi) plot along path 1 shows one tensile maximum,
corresponding to point 30, located in the wing crack area, as shown in figure 4.6. Point 12 is a
compressive stress maximum for ci. If the minimum principal stress (aI) at point 12 is
significantly different from the principal stress , then the shear at this point might be very
high. This is so, because the maximum shear for a certain element can be calculated as half
the difference between the maximum and minimum principal stresses i.e. the radius of the
Mohr circle of stresses, as shown in figure 4.7.
Point
Figure 4.6 - Variation of aI along path 1
The maximum shear stress (T12max) plot reveals two maxima, corresponding to point 5 in
the anticrack area - global maximum - and point 18 in the shear crack area. This result is
illustrated in figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 - Variation of C12m ax along path 1
Figure 4.8 sums up the results obtained from the analysis of the maximum principal
stresses and maximum shear stresses along path 1.
Figure 4.8 - Illustration of the results obtained using the stress approach for path 1. The numbers 1, 2
in the figure indicate the order by which the cracks are most likely to initiate
Compared with the test results, it is possible to see that the wing, shear and anticrack
cracks are acceptably predicted. However, the predicted anticrack occurs before the shear
crack i.e. the shear stress at point 5 is higher than the shear stress at point 18, which was not
usually observed in the actual tests. The wing crack is likely to initiate from point 30, since
this is a point of maximum tensile principal stresses. The direction in which the crack
propagates is, however, difficult to predict, since point 30 is exactly at the intersection
between the flaw surface and the path. Therefore, the direction of propagation was assumed
perpendicular to the surface of the existing flaw.
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2.2. Path 2
Similar to path 1, the maximum principal stress (a1) plot along path 2 shows one tensile
maximum, corresponding to the point 13, located in the wing crack area, as shown in figure
4.9.
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Figure 4.9 - Variation of aI along path 2
The maximum shear stress (T12mx) plot reveals one maximum, corresponding roughly to
the region between points 3 and 7. The result is illustrated in figure 4.10 below.
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Figure 4.10 - Variation of 1 2m ax along path 2
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Figure 4.11 summarizes the results obtained from the analysis of the maximum principal
stresses and maximum shear stresses along path 2.
Figure 4.11 - Illustration of the results obtained using the stress approach for path 2.
These results agree with what was observed in actual tests. However, anticracks cannot be
predicted using this approach. This is not a type of crack that occurred frequently in the tests,
though.
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3. Strain Approach
The maximum principal strains e, presented in this chapter are directly obtained from the
ABAQUS output. The maximum shear strains (y12 max) are calculated as yl2max = (e- Ell),
with Ei, an obtained from ABAQUS output. The maximum shear strains are presented in the
plots as /2 7Y 12 , which is equal to the radius of the Mohr circle of strains or 12 max
3.1. Path 1
The maximum principal strain (e) plot along this path shows one global elongation
maximum, corresponding to point 30, and two local maxima, at point 22 and between points
3 and 5. Points 22 and 30 are located in the wing crack area and points 3 to 5 in the anticrack
segment. In order to facilitate the analysis, only the two greatest maxima (points 22 and 30)
will be considered in the interpretation of the results. The results are shown in figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12 - Variation of si along path 1
For the shear strains - figure 4.13 -, it is expected that the plot matches perfectly the
shear stress plot presented in figure 4.7, since there is a linear dependence between shear
stresses and strains (Y12 = U12/G). Indeed, the plots are similar, showing the same maxima and
the same shape. The maximum shear strain ( .2712max) plot reveals two maxima,
corresponding to point 5 in the anticrack segment - global maximum - and point 18 in the
shear crack area. This was exactly what was obtained for the shear stress field, as can be seen
by comparing figure 4.13 below with figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.13 - Variation of /2- Y12 m' along path 1
Figure 4.14 sums up the results obtained from the
strains and maximum shear strains along path 1.
analysis of the maximum principal
Figure 4.14 - Illustration of the results obtained using the strain approach for path 1. The numbers 1, 2
in the figure indicate the order by which the cracks are most likely to initiate
Compared with the test results, it is possible to see that the wing crack is well predicted
and can occur at the upper face of the flaw - crack [1] in figure 4.14 corresponding to point
30 in figure 4.12 - or closer to the tip - crack [2] in figure 4.14 corresponding to point 22 in
figure 4.12. Wing cracks initiating at both points 22 and 30 and in the area between these
points were observed in the tests. However, the predicted anticrack - crack (1) in figure 4.14
corresponding to point 5 in figure 4.13 - occurs before the shear crack - crack (2) in figure
4.14 corresponding to point 18 in figure 4.13 - which was not observed in the actual tests.
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Initiation, propagation and coalescence might be entirely due to shear or to tension, which
means some of the cracks indicated in figure 4.14 might never occur. For instance, if the
entire propagation process is due to tensile cracks [1] and [2], then shear crack (2) might
never develop, since tensile crack [2] might have developed in almost the same place as the
shear crack (2) was supposed to initiate.
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3.2. Path 2
The maximum principal strains (ei) plot along path 2 shows three maxima, corresponding
to points 2, 9 and 13. Again, in order to make the analysis less complex, the smaller local
maximum was not considered. Point 9 is located in the wing crack area and point 2 in the
anticrack segment, as shown in figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15 - Variation of EI along path 2
The maximum shear strain (y1 2max) plot reveals one maximum, corresponding roughly to
the region between points 3 and 7. As expected, this plot corresponds to the one shown in
figure 4.10, since shear strains are linearly dependent of shear stresses. The result is
illustrated in figure 4.16 below.
Figure 4.16 - Variation of yl2 max along path 2
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Figure 4.17 summarizes the results obtained from the analysis of the maximum principal
strains and maximum shear strains along path 2.
Figure 4.17 - Illustration of the results obtained using the strain approach for path 2. The numbers 1, 2
in the figure indicate the order by which the cracks might initiate
These results agree acceptably with what was observed in actual tests. The only detail that
slightly differs from the tests is that the wing crack (1) initiates usually closer to or at the
upper face of the flaw in the actual tests. In the strain approach, though, the wing crack
initiates closer to the shear crack segment, as can be seen in figure 4.17.
A positive point of this approach is the capability of predicting the anticracks as cracks
that develop only after the wing cracks i.e. elongation strains are greater at point 9 than at
point 2, as shown in figure 4.15
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4. Energy Approach
In this approach, the energy (E) was calculated using the following expression:
E = /2.E1111 + V1/2.22Z22 + 12'T12Y12
This expression is valid for linear and plane-stress cases, which corresponds to the
conditions the tests were performed.
Throughout the following subsections, the three terms of the energy expression shown will
also be called:
- /al1111 - horizontal or tensile term, since the horizontal stresses are usually tensile
and the horizontal strains are usually elongation strains;
- 1/222C22 - vertical or compressive term, since the vertical stresses are usually
compressive and the vertical strains are usually contraction strains;
- 1/2"12 Y12 - shear term.
The values of the stresses and strains mentioned above were calculated by ABAQUS.
In the energy approach study, several ways to calculate the energy were considered. The
goal of trying different ways to calculate the energy was to evaluate if they can be used to
predict crack initiation and to understand which of the terms of the total energy expression
has the most important role in the initiation of a crack. The following approaches were
analyzed:
A) Traditional Approach - The three terms presented above were calculated.
EA = 1 /2611E11 + 2'622A22 + 2'T12Y12
B) Principal Stresses and Strains Approach - The principal stresses and strains are
used. This approach is expected to yield a result similar to approach A:
EB = /2'6II + 2'/2JIIJI
C) Maximum Principal Stresses and Strains Approach - Only the maximum principal
stresses and strains are used. The objective of this approach is to isolate the principal
tensile stresses and principal elongation strains - usually the maximum stresses and
strains correspond to tensile stresses and elongation strains, respectively, even though
this is not always true - and understanding their role in the crack initiation.
Ec = 1/2"6i1
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D) No Vertical Stresses and Strains Approach - 62 2 and 122 are not used. This approach
tries to understand the importance of the compressive term (Y"2 22C22) in the total
energy expression. This is done by comparing the total energy (EA), which has the
term V'622F22 in its definition, with ED, which is similar to EA, but without the
compressive term /2'22122.
ED = 26111 + Y2. 2 ~ 12
E) Only Horizontal Stresses and Strains - Only the term with all and 11I is used and, in
contrast to approach D, no shear term i.e. /2'r12712, is considered. The goal of this
approach is to try to isolate the horizontal term of energy (/-611E111) and conclude in
which way it may influence the total energy and the crack initiation. This is achieved
by comparing the horizontal term of the energy (1/V- 1E I) with the total energy EA and
with ED ('/2'1111 + 212712).
EE = 1/21111
F) Shear Stresses and Strains Approach - Only the shear term is used. As in E, the
goal of this approach is to understand the influence of the shear term in the total
energy and in the crack initiation.
EF = 1/2'T12Y12
G) Maximum Shear Stresses and Strains Approach - The maximum shear stresses and
strains were calculated using the Mohr circle, based on the principal stresses (6r and
aii) and strains (ci and nII) obtained with ABAQUS, and a sort of "Maximum shear
energy" was calculated. This approach was used mainly to compare with the results
from approach F. In fact, this approach is expected to yield higher values than the F,
therefore might be a better way to conclude something about the role of the shear term
in the total energy and in the crack initiation.
EG = 2 "12maxl 2max
Due to the fact that in some points elongation strains occurred at the same time as
compressive stresses and vice-versa, occasionally negative energy was obtained, which does
not make physical sense. In these cases, the negative values are taken as zero.
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4.1. Path 1
A) Traditional Approach - EA = 2' 11I + 12"2222 + 1/2'12Y12
Using the traditional approach it is possible to see that there is only a maximum between
points 8 and 11, as shown in figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18 - Variation of EA along path 1
This corresponds to the area between the shear crack and anticrack segment, as illustrated
in figure 4.19 below. The results do not agree with what was observed in the tests, since a
wing crack is not predicted and the shear crack orientation does not coincide with the tests.
Figure 4.19 - Illustration of the results obtained using the Energy Approach
- for path 1.
A - Traditional Approach
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B) Principal Stresses and Strains Approach - EB = 1/2'UI + l2'OIiEiH
Using the "principal stresses and strains approach" it is possible to see that there is only a
maximum between points 8 and 11, as shown in figure 4.20. In the same figure, the variation
of EA (Traditional Approach) was also plotted and, as expected, both approaches coincide
along the entire length of the path.
Energy Approach - Traditional and Principal Stress/Strain Approach
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Figure 4.20 - Variation of EB along path 1
Consequently, the segment where a crack is most likely to initiate is the same as for the
approach A, which can be seen in figure 4.19.
C) Maximum Principal Stresses and Strains Approach - Ec = 2'OilI
Using this approach, it is possible to see that point 30 is a global maximum and point 12 a
local maximum, as shown in figure 4.21. Point 30 is located in the wing crack segment while
point 12 is located in the shear crack segment.
In the plot presented in figure 4.21, negative energies were obtained between points 2 and
7 and between points 16 and 19. In these segments, the energy was considered zero.
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Figure 4.21 - Variation of Ec along path 1
The cracks that can be predicted with this method are illustrated in figure 4.22 below.
Figure 4.22 - Illustration of the results obtained using the Energy Approach C - Maximum Principal
Stresses and Strains Approach - for path 1. The numbers 1 and 2 indicate the order by which the
cracks are most likely to initiate
This method predicts very well the place where cracks initiate in reality. Clearly, by using
only , and Ec, it was expected that only tensile cracks could be predicted. However, point 12
is located in an area where shear cracks are usually observed in the tests. This means that the
tensile crack predicted at point 12 by this method might not occur in reality. A possible
explanation for this fact is that there is a shear mechanism occurring in that area that governs
the crack initiation at this point. In other words, in the proximity of point 12 there might be a
competition between tensile and shear failures. Consequently, if the material tensile
resistance is reached before the material shear resistance, then a tensile crack will initiate.
However, what was observed in the tests was that crack (2) is located in a shear crack area,
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which suggests that the material shear resistance is reached before the material tensile
resistance.
It is also very important to note that, for a greatest part of the path, the energy values for
this approach are in the order of 10% of the values calculated using the total energy
approaches, i.e. approaches A and B. For point 12, for instance, the energy is around 0.28 for
approach C and around 4.0 for approaches A and B. This is not true for a small part of the
path, roughly between points 28 and 30, where the values of EA and EB are almost the same
as Ec. In fact, approach C yields an energy value of around 0.33 for point 30, while
approaches A and B yield energy values of around 0.40 for the same point. This might mean
that the effect of the tensile term ( 2jEI) in the crack initiation may be diluted by the
compressive term (~I2'aie) in some segments of the path. This indicates that the cracks
predicted by the tensile term 2 Ive - tensile cracks - may not be obtained when the total
energy (V2'~II + 1/2-acIEI) is used, because the compressive term 1/-2anII is much greater than
the tensile term z~2- jiin some segments of the path, "hiding" the cracks predicted by the
tensile term. This might explain why wing cracks could not be predicted by the total energy
approach (approaches A and B).
D) No Vertical Stresses and Strains Approach - ED = Y 1 1811 + /2*T12'712
There are two maxima points in this energy plot. The global maximum corresponds to
point 4, in the anticrack area, and the local maximum to point 21, between the shear and wing
crack segments. The results are shown in figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23 - Variation of ED along path 1
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The cracks that can be predicted with this method are illustrated in figure 4.24.
This method does not acceptably predict what happens in reality. First of all, the anticrack
is the first to develop, which was never observed in the tests. Second, the other crack (crack
(2) in figure 4.24) is located between the wing and the shear crack area, which means it is not
clear whether this crack is a tensile or a shear crack. In any case, there is always a type of
crack - wing or shear - that can not be predicted by using this approach.
Figure 4.24- Illustration of the results obtained using the Energy Approach D - No Vertical Stresses
and Strains Approach - for path 1. The numbers 1 and 2 indicate the order by which the cracks are
most likely to initiate.
When the ED plot shown in figure 4.23 is compared with the plot obtained with approach
A (figure 4.18) it can be noted that the segment with highest energy EA (between points 7 and
16) is also the segment with lowest energy ED. Since the only difference between the two
approaches is the compressive term '/2 " 22f2 2, it can be concluded that this term governs the
total energy EA in the area between points 7 and 16. As the only crack predicted by approach
A (and B) is located in this area, this result suggests that the crack initiation in the traditional
approach (approach A) is controlled by the compressive term 1/y 22 22.
E) Only Horizontal Stresses and Strains - EE = 1 '/2G1111
There are four maxima points in this energy plot. The highest maximum corresponds to
point 3, while points 12, 30 and 23 are the other local maxima of EE. Point 3 is located in the
anticrack area, point 12 in the shear area and points 23 and 30 in the wing crack area. The
results are shown in figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.25 - Variation of EE along path 1
The cracks that can be predicted with this method are illustrated in figure 4.26.
This method does not acceptably predict what happens in the tests. The anticrack is the
first crack to develop using this approach. That never occurred in the tests. Moreover, the
wing cracks could only develop after all the other cracks have developed. In the tests, the
wing cracks were almost always the first cracks to initiate. Another drawback of this method
is the existence of many maxima, which makes the interpretation of the results quite complex.
On the other hand, the orientation of the shear crack (point 12 in figure 4.25 or crack (2) in
figure 4.26) is acceptable and the possibility that 2 wing cracks might develop (points 23 and
30 in figure 4.25, or (3) and (4) in figure 4.26) was actually something that was observed in
some tests.
Regarding the shear crack mentioned above (point 12), what was mentioned regarding
Approach C is also applicable here. Since only all and ill (usually tensile stresses and
elongation strains) are used in this approach, one would expect that only tensile cracks would
be predicted. However, crack (2) is located in a shear crack area, as defined at the beginning
of this chapter. Therefore, the crack that is predicted using Approach E (crack (2) in figure
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4.26) might not occur in
cracks.
reality, since, theoretically, this approach does not model shear
Figure 4.26 - Illustration of the results obtained using the Energy Approach E - Only Horizontal
Stresses and Strains - for path 1. The numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate the order by which the cracks are
most likely to initiate
F) Only Shear Stresses and Strains Approach- EF = 1/2*T12Y12
There are two maxima points in this energy plot. The highest maximum corresponds to
point 4 and the local maximum corresponds to point 21. Point 4 is located in the anticrack
area and point 21 between the wing and shear crack segments. The plot is very similar to the
one obtained for Approach D. The results are shown in figure 4.27 below.
Energy approach - Only Shear Stresses and Strains Approach I
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Figure 4.27 - Variation of EF along path 1
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The cracks that can be predicted with this method are illustrated in figure 4.28.
This method does not acceptably predict what happens in the tests. Like in the previous
approach, the anticrack is the first crack to develop using this approach, which never occurred
in the tests. Furthermore, this method does not predict shear cracks acceptably, even though
the only energy term which is used is the shear term. Figure 4.28 shows that the results
obtained with approach F are very similar to those obtained with approach D.
Based primarily on the results obtained with approach F, the weight of the several energy
terms in approaches A, D, E and F will now be discussed. The focus will be on the horizontal
term of the energy ( /-ria i ) and on its effects in the crack initiation results.
The fact that the EF - 1/"212Y12 in figure 4.27 - plot looks so similar to the ED - 2'11Ell +
/2'T12712 in figure 4.23 - plot shows how small the ~1/-I11 term is when compared with the
"/2T12Y12 term, since the only difference between EF and ED is the term /21GeI - EE. This is
an important observation, since in the approaches that include the term Y "iel 1 in their
definition (EA, ED for example), there might be failure mechanisms related to the horizontal
term V2l li 1 that are diluted by the other energy terms.
For the cases A and D, both horizontal and shear energy terms are considered. As
concluded in the previous paragraph, the energy values of /"'T12712 are usually much higher
than the energy values of 1/2ll11leI. Therefore, the maxima predicted by the horizontal term of
energy in approaches A and D might be diluted by the shear term - V2 1 2' 1 2 . Consequently,
none of the maxima obtained with the term 1/-1le11 alone are encountered in Approach A or
D. Since the term /2-'o11ell is based on the tensile stresses and elongation strains, which
theoretically should lead to tensile crack initiation, the wing cracks that might be predicted
due to the horizontal energy term may be "hidden" by the term /2*'l2712, causing a less
accurate wing crack prediction. This might be a possible reason why the wing cracks are not
accurately predicted by both approaches A and D, as can be seen in figures 4.19 and 4.24.
Figure 4.28 - Illustration of the results obtained using the Energy Approach F - Only Shear Stresses
and Strains - for path 1. The numbers 1 and 2 indicate the order by which the cracks are most
likely to initiate.
G) Maximum Shear Stresses and Strains Approach - EG = 2 *.1 l2max 12max
There are two maxima points in this energy plot. The higher maximum corresponds to
point 5 and the local maximum corresponds to point 18. Point 5 is located in the anticrack
area and point 18 in the shear crack segment. The results are shown in figure 4.29.
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Figure 4.29 - Variation of EG along path I
The cracks that can be predicted with this method are illustrated in figure 4.30.
This method does not predict acceptably what happens in the tests. As in the three
previous approaches, the anticrack is the first crack to develop using this approach, since
point 5 is the one that presents the highest energy, as shown in figure 4.29. Anticracks
developing before any other type of crack were never observed in the tests, though.
Furthermore, this method does not predict wing cracks. However, this is not a very surprising
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fact, since only shear stresses and strains are being used in this approach, while wing cracks
are tensile cracks.
On the other hand, the predicted direction of the
coincides roughly to what was obtained in the tests.
shear crack (crack (2) in figure 4.30)
Figure 4.30 - Illustration of the results obtained using the Energy Approach G - Maximum Shear
Stresses and Strains - for path 1. The numbers 1 and 2 indicate the order by which the cracks are most
likely to initiate
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4.2. Path 2
A) Traditional Approach - EA = 2' 1E11 + 1/2* 22E22 + /2'T12Y12
Using the traditional approach, it is possible to see that point 5 is the only maximum, as
shown in figure 4.31.
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Figure 4.31 - Variation of EA along path 2
This corresponds to the limit of the shear crack segment, as illustrated in figure 4.32
below. This result is very similar to the one obtained for path 1, shown in figure 4.19.
Figure 4.32 - Illustration of the results obtained using Energy Approach
for path 2.
A- Traditional Approach -
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B) Principal Stresses and Strains Approach - EB = 1/2'"II '+ /2.IIEII
Using this approach, it is possible to see that there is only a maximum at point 5, as shown
in figure 4.33. In the same figure, the variation of EA (Traditional Approach) was also plotted
and, as expected, both approaches coincide along the entire path.
Figure 4.33 - Variation of EB along path 2
Therefore, the segment where a crack is most likely to initiate is the same as for the
approach A, which can be seen in figure 4.32.
C) Maximum Principal Stresses and Strains Approach - Ec = 1/2-IEI
It is possible to see that point 13 is a global maximum and point 10 a local maximum, as
shown in figure 4.34. Both points are located in the wing crack segment.
In the plot presented in figure 4.34, negative energies were obtained between points 3 and
8. In this segment, the energy was considered zero.
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Figure 4.34 - Variation of Ec along path 2
The cracks that can be predicted with this method are illustrated in figure 4.35 below.
This method predicts very well the place where wing cracks initiate in reality. However,
wing cracks are the only type of cracks predicted by this method. As a matter of fact, this
result is expected, since only the term 1/2 oe - usually related to tensile stresses and
elongation strains - is being used.
Figure 4.35 - Illustration of the results obtained using Energy Approach C - Maximum Principal
Stresses and Strains Approach - for path 2. The numbers 1 and 2 indicate the order by which the
cracks are most likely to initiate
It is very important to note that, for the greatest part of the path, the energy values for this
approach are in the order of 10% of the values calculated using the total energy approaches,
i.e. approaches A and B. For point 9, for instance, the energy is around 0.10 for approach C
and around 1.0 for approaches A and B. This is not true for a small part of the path, roughly
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between points 11 and 13, where the values of EA and EB are almost the same as Ec. In fact,
approach C yields an energy value of around 0.14 for point 13, while approaches A and B
yield energy values of around 0.20 for the same point. This result is similar to what was
obtained for path 1. As a matter of fact, it was concluded that for a great part of path 1, the
results obtained with the tensile term z/2' E might be diluted by the greater compressive term
/2isiel. Probably because of that, some of the cracks - particularly the wing cracks - that are
predicted by approach C, cannot be modeled by approaches A and B.
D) No Vertical Stresses and Strains Approach - ED = 12'1(111 + 2'1212
There are two maxima points in this energy plot. The global maximum corresponds to
point 8, in the shear crack area, and the local maximum to point 3, in the anticrack segment.
The results are shown in figure 4.36 below.
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Figure 4.36 - Variation of ED along path 2
The cracks that can be predicted with this method are illustrated in figure 4.37.
This method does not predict acceptably what happens in reality, since it does not predict
wing cracks. Furthermore, the orientation of the shear crack does not correspond exactly to
what observed in actual tests. On the other hand, the anticrack can only occur after the shear
crack, which corresponds to the tests.
As concluded for path 1, the area where ED is the lowest coincides with the area where EA
is the highest - segment between points 4 and 6. Since the only difference between both
approaches is the compressive term V/2 22E22, it can be concluded that the only crack that
initiates in approach A, at point 5, is governed by the compressive term of the total energy.
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Figure 4.37 - Illustration of the results obtained using Energy Approach D - No Vertical Stresses and
Strains Approach - for path 2. The numbers 1 and 2 indicate the order by which the cracks are most
likely to initiate
E) Only Horizontal Stresses and Strains - EE = 2'ol1F11
There are four maxima points in this energy plot. The higher maximum corresponds to
point 2, while points 8, 5 and 13 are the other local maxima of EE. Point 2 is located in the
anticrack area, points 5 and 8 in the shear crack area and point 13 in the wing crack area. The
results are shown in figure 4.38 below.
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Figure 4.38 - Variation of EE along path 2
The cracks that can be predicted with this method are illustrated in figure 4.39.
Similarly to what was obtained for path 1, this approach does not predict acceptably what
happens in the tests. The anticrack is the first crack to develop using this approach which was
never observed in the tests. Moreover, the wing cracks could only develop after all the other
cracks have developed. In the tests, the wing cracks were almost always the first cracks to
initiate. Another drawback of this method is the existence of many maxima, which makes the
interpretation of the results quite complex.
Regarding the two cracks predicted in the shear crack segment (points 5 and 8), since only
al1 and x11 (usually tensile stresses and elongation strains) are used in this approach, one
would expect that only tensile cracks would occur. However, cracks (2) and (3) - in figure
4.39 - are located in the shear crack segment. This indicates that the mechanism responsible
for the initiation of the actual shear crack in that area can not be explained by using this
approach. This suggests that a different mechanism might be responsible and govern the
shear crack initiation in this area.
Figure 4.39 - Illustration of the results obtained using Energy Approach E - Only Horizontal Stresses
and Strains - for path 2. The numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate the order by which the cracks are most
likely to initiate
F) Only Shear Stresses and Strains Approach- EF = 2'T12Y12
There are two maxima points in this energy plot. The higher maximum corresponds to
point 8 and the local maximum corresponds to point 3. Point 3 is located in the anticrack area
and point 8 in the shear crack segment. As in path 1, this plot is very similar to the one
obtained for Approach D. The results are shown in figure 4.40.
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Figure 4.40 - Variation of EF along path 2
The cracks that can be predicted with this method are illustrated in figure 4.41.
This method does not predict acceptably what happens in the tests. Even though the shear
crack is acceptably predicted, the wing crack is not. That is not surprising, since wing cracks
occur due to tensile stresses or elongation strains and this method only uses shear stresses and
strains.
As for path 1, the fact that the EF - /'vT1212 - plot looks so similar to the ED - 2/'1111l +
/2'r1 2Y1 2 - plot shows how small the 11E11I term is when compared with the '/rl212 term.
This is an important observation, since there might be failure mechanisms related to the
1/2a11e term that are diluted by the other energy terms.
Figure 4.41 - Illustration of the results obtained using Energy Approach F - Only Shear Stresses and
Strains - for path 2. The numbers 1 and 2 indicate the order by which the cracks are most likely to
initiate
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G) Maximum Shear Stresses and Strains Approach - EG = ,2"'112maxY12 m ax
There is basically one maximum in this energy plot, located in the region between points 3
and point 7. The higher maximum corresponds exactly to point 4, but all the points of the
segment between points 3 and 7 have very similar values. Therefore, the entire segment 3-7
will be considered as a maximum. This means the predicted crack is located in the anticrack
or shear crack areas. The results are shown in figure 4.42.
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Figure 4.42 - Variation of EG along path 2
The cracks that can be predicted with this method are illustrated in figure 4.43 below.
This method does not predict acceptably what happens in the tests, since it does not
predict wing cracks. However, this was expected, since the wing crack is a tensile crack and
this approach only uses shear stresses and strains.
On the other hand, if the expected crack occurs at point 6 (as in figure 4.43), the direction
of the shear crack is similar to what was obtained in the tests.
Figure 4.43 - Illustration of the results obtained using Energy Approach G - Maximum Shear Stresses
and Strains - for path 2
1 - --- C- - - ----- - - --- --- ~ - --T- _ _
5. Conclusion/Summary of Achievements
The points discussed throughout this chapter are summarized in table 4.1.
Stess-Based - predicts wing, - shear crack develops - predicts wing, - anticrack is not
12 shear, anticrack only after anticrack shear cracks predicted
- predicts wing, - shear crack develops - predicts wing, - location of the
shear, anticrack only after anticrack shear, anticrack wing crack
A - wing crack is not - wing crack not
,a11 +  predicted predicted
V*0zo8 + - orientation of shear - orientation of
' 2I Icrack shear crack
- wing crack is not - wing crack is
predicted not predicted
- orientation of shear - orientation of
crack shear crack
- shear crack is
predicted with the
C -predicts wing, "tensile term" of the - shear crack is
shear cracks energy expression not predicted
anticrack is not
predicted
- anticrack is the first
to develop 
- wing crack is
- wing or shear crack not predicted
is not predicted
- anticrack is the first - anticrack is the
- predicts wing, to develop - predicts wing, first to develop
shear, anticrack - wing crack is the shear, anticrack - wing crack is
last to develop last to develop
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- anticrack is the first
F to develop - wing crack is
/ 1 2 - wing or shear crack not predicted
is not predicted
- anticrack is the first
G; - predicts shear to develop - wing crack is
and anticrack - wing crack is not not predicted
predicted
Table 4.1 - Positive and negative aspects of the several crack initiation criteria studied.
Meaning of the symbols:
¢¢" - Very good results when compared with tests
J" - Good results when compared with tests
" - Reasonable results when compared with tests
x - Poor results when compared with tests
The stress and strain-based approaches seem to yield much better predictions than the
energy approaches.
The stress and strain-based criteria presented here have the great advantage of separating
the tensile from the shear behavior. In all the energy criteria studied in this chapter, that
separation cannot be done easily, since there are usually three terms involved in the
calculation of the energy. Even in the cases where there was only one energy term being
studied, the type of crack obtained was not clearly defined. For instance, when the term
Vvalic1 - usually tensile stresses and elongation strains - was studied alone, cracks were
predicted in the area where shear cracks were obtained in the tests.
Another important conclusion regarding the energy-based approaches studied is the fact
that the weight of some energy terms may dilute other terms. In fact, the tensile term
(1/2-1cel or '"a1je) is usually much smaller than the other terms (for example, in E = /2-(a111
+ "/'22C22 + /2'r12712). Consequently, if one uses this term embedded in the total energy
expression or mixed with the shear ( r 12712) or compression term (/2'22 22 or /2" in), the
effect of the tensile term might be lost. This is not desirable, since there might be crack
phenomena controlled by the tensile term of the energy - wing crack initiation - that might
not be accurately modeled.
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Summing up, in order to simulate crack initiation and propagation using a Finite Element
approach, the stress and the strain-based criteria are the ones that seem to be more
appropriate. Between these two approaches, the stress-based approach seems slightly better,
mainly because the direction of initiation of the cracks is more similar to what was obtained
in real tests than what was achieved using the strain-based criterion.
In general, there was a good level of agreement between the results obtained with paths 1
and 2 for the different criteria studied. This is a very useful result particularly for future
computational applications. In fact, as long as the local effects caused by the numerical
method used in the analysis are avoided by using a path that is not located too close to the
existing flaw surface, it seems that several paths may be used in the study of crack initiation
around an existing flaw tip.
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CHAPTER 5 Implementation of a strain based criteria in
FROCK
1. Introduction
In the previous chapter, several crack propagation criteria were studied. From that study,
both stress and strain criteria yielded acceptable results. Since the current FROCK code uses
the stress-based criterion developed by Bobet, a strain-based criterion will be implemented in
FROCK, so differences between both can be evaluated, using a DDM code.
In the first part of this chapter, the stress-based criterion created by Bobet and the
proposed strain-based criterion will be explained. Results obtained with the stress-based and
strain-based criteria implemented in FROCK will also be presented, followed by a
comparison between them, test results and past results obtained with Bobet's stress-based
criterion. In the last part of this chapter, a sensitivity analysis of the parameters used in the
strain-based criterion will be made. (Physical) explanations/interpretation of the changes that
occur due to the variation of the different parameters used will also be given.
2. Bobet's stress-based criterion
The stress-based criterion that FROCK currently uses was developed in 1997 by Bobet.
This criterion yielded very good results for some flaw geometries. Not only crack patterns
were well predicted, but also coalescence stresses corresponded to the ones obtained in the
tests. Results obtained with FROCK for the geometry 2a-45-45 are shown in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 - FROCK (Bobet's stress-based criterion) simulation results (left) and test results for the
flaw geometry 2a-45-45 (right) (Bobet, 1997)
However, other geometries are not
the crack propagation of the geometry
as well modeled. For instance, FROCK fails to predict
2a-75-0, as can be seen in figure 5.2 below.
Figure 5.2 - FROCK (Bobet's stress-based criterion) simulation results (left) and test results for the
flaw geometry 2a-75-0 (right) (Wong, 2008)
It should be stressed that the FROCK results shown above were obtained for a single set of
parameters, which were calibrated based on the test results. The set of parameters was
calibrated by Bobet in his thesis (1997) and consists of the following parameters (they will be
explained in the next subsection):
- Critical tangential stress - ocrit = -18.1 Mpa
- Critical shear stress - Grocrit = 29.5 Mpa
- Radius of the plastic core - ro = 0.023 cm
- Coefficient of friction - p = 0.70
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Description of Bobet's stress-based criterion and its parameters
The criterion developed by Bobet predicts both tensile and shear cracks under compressive
or tensile load for mixed mode I and II loading (see Chapter 2 - Background). Therefore,
there is a condition for tensile crack initiation/propagation and another for shear crack
initiation/propagation. Considering a stress field around the flaw tip as illustrated in figure
5.3, Bobet stated that a tensile crack would initiate or propagate:
- At the crack tip
- In a direction 0 in which o0 is max (Comax)
a0
89
2" >0
ao2
- When comax= oc r it
Note: GYmax is obtained as a minimum value, because tensile stresses (co) are
considered to be negative
And a shear crack would initiate or propagate:
- At the crack tip
- In a direction 0 in which GrO is max (csemx)
aore 
<0
- When (rOmax = Yrecri t
Figure 5.3 - Stress field around a crack tip, showing the cylindrical stresses of an element radial to the
flaw tip
The stresses are computed at a distance r from the flaw tip. This distance cannot be too
small, since the stresses at r-O tend to infinity. This means there is a zone around the crack tip
where the applied stresses are greater than the resistant stresses of the material. Therefore, the
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material in that area plastifies and linear elastic theory is not valid within that region.
However, if this area is small enough when compared with the width of the specimen and
with the size of the existing flaw, then Small Scale Yielding (SSY) conditions are still valid
(see Chapter 2 - Background). The distance ro - plastic radius - is chosen so that the
computer code can avoid the plastic area and therefore avoid the great stresses that occur in
that area. The plastic radius ro is considered a material parameter, but it can also be seen as a
simple computational variable, since it dictates the location of the elements in which
stresses/strains are calculated.
Another important material parameter that was used by Bobet and will be evaluated in this
chapter is the coefficient of friction j.(6), which is equivalent to tanp. In Bobet's thesis, this
coefficient was also called f(6), when the several parameters of the FROCK code were
explained. When two surfaces of a given material are in contact, there is a shear stress T that
develops along their interface, which is proportional to the coefficient of friction:
t=c+g(6)-n, with c being the cohesion and on the normal stress acting in the interface. In
FROCK, this coefficient is used for closed flaws, and its value is a function of the slip 6
along the two surfaces of the flaw, as illustrated in figure 5.4. The function shown in figure
5.4 (left) is simply an example given in Bobet's thesis of how a slip-relation can be defined in
the FROCK code. To describe a slip-relation in FROCK, several segments are defined by
their starting and end points. In the case shown below, the function f(6) = g(6 ) defined in
Bobet's thesis has 5 segments (from segment 0 to segment 4).
0I ............... .
Figure 5.4 - Example of a plot showing friction coefficient g(6) or f(6) as a function of the slip 6 (left)
(in Bobet, 1997). Typical g(6) or f(6) function used in the present and past FROCK studies (right)
By using f(6) [g(6)] functions, as 8 increases in a given closed crack, the sliding resistance
of one surface over the other will be affected, in accordance with the function f(6) [g(6)] that
is implemented in FROCK. The function that is usually implemented in the FROCK code in
the present and past studies is shown in figure 5.4 (right). In the case shown in this figure,
after slippage occurs, f(5) [g(6)] is constant. The value of f(6) [g(6)] after slippage is
equivalent to tanp, with p being the friction angle of the surface under investigation. Since
the coefficient of friction depends on the sliding, consequently the resisting force throughout
the surface of that crack will also depend on the sliding that occurs along that surface:
- = c + g(8)3n
In conclusion, the main parameters required by FROCK to model crack initiation and
propagation according to Bobet's criterion are:
- Critical tangential stress - G0crit
- Critical shear stress - GrOcrit
- Radius of the plastic core - ro
- Coefficient of friction - p
2.2. Results obtained
The results presented in this chapter are divided into results obtained with "optimum"
parameters and obtained with "multi-geometry" parameters. The optimum parameters are the
ones that lead to a very good prediction of the crack propagation for a specific flaw geometry.
The multi-geometry parameters are a set of parameters that lead to a reasonable prediction of
the crack propagation in the greatest number of geometries possible. Therefore, there might
be five different sets of optimum parameters - for the five geometries studied - but only one
set of multi-geometry parameters for the five geometries analyzed. As it would be impossible
to go through all the possible sets of combinations in this study, the "best" set of parameters
obtained in the current investigation is referred to as "better" set of parameters. The
geometries used in this study are shown in figure 5.5. It should be noted that in the tables and
figures shown in the next pages of this chapter, some of the results obtained in previous
studies show the double-flaw geometries with an opposite inclination of what is presented in
figure 5.5.
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2a-30-0 2a-30-30
2a-45-45
a-30-0
2a-75-0
Figure 5.5 - Geometries used to study the stress-based criterion developed by Bobet implemented in
FROCK
2.2.1 Optimum Parameters
An optimum set of parameters is the one that yielded better results for each geometry. The
optimum set was obtained by varying the parameters described above (o cr it, ar crit , , ) in
the FROCK input file. The first set of parameters used was the one that Bobet considered the
optimum, in his thesis (Bobet, 1997) - oc'ft = -18.1Mpa, or0crit = 29.5Mpa, ro = 0.023cm
pt=0.70. FROCK was run with Bobet's parameters and the crack propagation pattern was
compared with the test results. A list with the best sets of parameters was then made for the
first geometry investigated, which was the geometry 2a-45-45, since it is the one that usually
yields better results in FROCK. Subsequently, those sets of parameters were used to model
the other geometries. The sets that did not predict acceptably the crack propagation observed
in the tests performed in the remaining geometries were dropped. After investigating the five
geometries, one set of optimum parameters was kept for the geometries 2a-45-45 and 2a-30-
30. In the other geometries, however, that set of parameters had to be adjusted in order to
obtain an optimum prediction of the crack propagation. That adjustment had to be made in
two geometries: 2a-75-0 and a-30-0 i.e. the optimum set of parameters used in the geometries
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2a-45-45 and 2a-30-30 did not yield good results for the geometries 2a-75-0 and a-30-0.
Furthermore, for the geometry 2a-30-0, there was not a single set of parameters that was able
to model satisfactorily its crack propagation pattern. For this reason, the parameters
considered in table 5.1 for the geometry 2a-30-0 are the optimum parameters used for the
geometries 2a-45-45 and 2a-30-30. The three geometries for which the results obtained were
not reasonable - 2a-30-0, 2a-75-0 and a-30-0 - are the steepest and flattest geometries
studied and all of them are coplanar. The poor results for these three geometries might have
occurred for two main reasons:
- The failure criterion used in FROCK is not exact. Therefore, slight differences in
propagation angles, for instance, might lead to a non-coalescence result, while in the
test coalescence was observed. As an example, for the geometry 2a-30-0 (see table
5.1), if the initiation and propagation angle of the shear crack (indicated in table 5.1 as
SC) was flatter, coalescence would be modeled as it was observed in the tests.
- The several sets of parameters varied in FROCK do not represent the total number of
combinations that can be obtained with the four parameters described previously.
Therefore, there might be a set of parameters that yields better results than the ones
shown, but it might not have been attempted in this study.
A summary of the results obtained with the stress-based criterion developed by Bobet
using the optimum parameters is shown on table 5.1. Since propagation is the phenomenon
that is being studied in this subsection, two stages of propagation are shown on table 5.1. For
the cases where coalescence occurred, coalescence was considered the second stage of
propagation.
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Table 5.1 - Crack propagation results - test results and FROCK (Bobet's stress-based criterion)
prediction using optimum parameters
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2.2.2 Multi-Geometry Parameters
In this subsection, one set of parameters was used for all the geometries studied. As
expected, the results are very good for some geometries, but not reasonable for others. The
most logical set of multi-geometry parameters to be used is the one that yielded very good
results for the geometries 2a-45-45 and 2a-30-30 studied in the last subsection. Therefore, the
set of parameters used in all the geometries is the following:
- 0crit = - 18.1 Mpa
- UrOcrit = 29.5 Mpa
- ro =0.023 cm
- t = 0.70
The following table 5.2 shows the results obtained. Since propagation is the phenomenon
that is being studied in this subsection, two stages of propagation are shown in table 5.2. For
the cases where coalescence occurred, coalescence was considered the second stage of
propagation.
In table 5.2, the results of the experiments ("tests") and obtained with Bobet's stress-based
criterion in previous studies are also presented. That way, it is easier to evaluate the FROCK
results obtained in the present study. It is clear that the results obtained by Wong and Bobet
are very similar to the results achieved in this study. The stress-based criterion yields very
good results for the geometries 2a-45-45 and 2a-30-30 - both stepped geometries. On the
other hand, the results obtained for the coplanar geometries studied - 2a-30-0, 2a-75-0 and a-
30-0 - never correspond to the experimental observations. This might have happened for the
two reasons presented previously in subsection 2.2.1 - Optimum Parameters.
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Stress-based Stress-based (present study)
Geometry Tests
(best result) 1st stage of 2nd stage of
propagation propagation
2a-30-0
l (Odd coalescence -
F(4 0e !After Wong
calibration)
2a-30-30
L.
(Bobet's parameters)
parameters)
2a-75-0 4
(Wong, Bobet'sE(i parameters)
a-30-0
Table 5.2 - Crack propagation results - test results, past and present FROCK results using Bobet's
stress-based criterion, using a multi-geometry set of parameters
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3. Proposed strain-based criterion
3.1. Description of the strain-based criterion
The strain-based criterion implemented in FROCK was based to a great extent on the
stress-based criterion proposed by Bobet described in the previous section. Similarly to what
was considered in Bobet's criterion, the proposed strain-based criterion also predicts tensile
and shear cracks. Therefore, as in Bobet's approach, there is a condition for tensile crack
initiation and propagation and another for shear crack initiation and propagation. Considering
a strain field around a flaw tip, as illustrated in figure 5.6, a tensile crack will initiate or
propagate:
- At the crack tip
- In a direction 0 in which se is max (eomax)
89 = 0
=0BO
20 > 0
802
- When eOmax = e crit
Note: semax is obtained as a minimum value, because elongation strains (se) are
considered to be negative by FROCK
And a shear crack would initiate or propagate:
- At the crack tip
- In a direction 0 in which 'o is max (Yremax)
a7 ro = 0
80
0 <0
80 2
- When yremax = 7 crit
Existing Raw
Fig. 5.6 - Strain field around a crack tip, showing the cylindrical strains of an element radial to the
flaw tip
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The considerations made for the stress-based criterion regarding the plastic radius and the
coefficient of friction are also valid for this criterion (see subsection 2.1).
Therefore, the main parameters required by FROCK to model crack initiation and
propagation according to the proposed strain-based criterion are:
- Critical tangential strain - e0crit
- Critical shear strain - yrcrit
- Radius of the plastic core - ro
- Coefficient of friction - Ft
3.2. Implementation of the proposed strain-based criterion in the FROCK
code
The implementation of the strain-based criterion in the FROCK code was made through a
simple modification in the "propag" function. After the function calculates cylindrical
stresses (ae, Gr, Tro) for several elements around the crack tip, a few lines of code were added,
in which the cylindrical stresses are converted into cylindrical strains. Therefore, for each
element around the crack tip (as shown in figure 5.3 and 5.6) the cylindrical strains were
calculated as follows:
(O VOQr
E E
Ur VO 0
E E
" rrO
rO G
The failure criterion is then changed from stresses to strains, in the "propag" function.
This is done by modifying the definition of the ratios rsa and rta. These ratios can be seen as
a scale factor by which a plastic stress or strain (i.e. a stress/strain, which is greater than the
material critical value of that stress/strain) is multiplied in order to become an elastic
stress/strain (i.e. a stress/strain equal to the material critical value of that stress/strain). This is
done by FROCK, because linearity should occur in every step the program computes. By
multiplying the plastic strains (or stresses, for Bobet's criterion) by the "scale factors" rta or
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rsa, one assures that each step is linear. The scale factors rsa and rta are defined below for
both Bobet's stress-based and for the new strain-based criteria:
rsa = :ocrit/aO (for the stress-based criterion)
rsa = ecrit/Eo (for the strain-based criterion)
rta = rocrit/rrO (for the stress-based criterion)
rta = yrOcrit/YrO (for the strain-based criterion)
The rest of the "propag" function is kept without any further alterations.
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3.3. Results obtained
Like in the stress-based criterion, the results presented in this chapter are divided into
results obtained with optimum parameters and obtained with multi-geometry parameters. The
optimum parameters are the ones that lead to a very good prediction of the crack propagation
in a single geometry. The multi-geometry parameters are a set of parameters that lead to a
reasonable prediction of the crack propagation in the greater number of geometries possible.
Consequently, the multi-geometry set of parameters is a single set of parameters that is used
in all the geometries studied. The geometries used in this study are shown in figure 5.7
below. It should be noted that in the tables and figures shown in the next pages of this
chapter, some of the results obtained in previous studies show the double-crack geometries
with an opposite inclination of what is presented in the figure 5.7.
2a-30-0 2a-30-30
2a-45-45
/
a-30-0
2a-75-0
Fig. 5.7 - Geometries used to study the strain-based criterion implemented in FROCK
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3.3.1 Optimum Parameters
In order to obtain the optimum set of parameters for each geometry, the parameters
described above (socrit, Yrocrit, r, ), were varied in the FROCK input file. FROCK was run
and the crack propagation pattern was compared with the test results. A list with the best sets
of parameters was then made for the first geometry investigated, which was the geometry 2a-
45-45, since it is the one that usually yields better results in FROCK. Subsequently, those sets
of parameters were used to model the other geometries. The sets that did not predict
acceptably the crack propagation observed in the tests performed in the remaining geometries
were dropped. After investigating the five geometries, one set of optimum parameters was
kept for four out of five geometries: 2a-45-45, 2a-30-30, 2a-75-0 and a-30-0. In the geometry
2a-30-0, however, that set of parameters had to be adjusted in order to obtain an
optimum/better prediction of the crack propagation. The unreasonable result obtained for this
geometry might be explained by the two reasons discussed in the stress-based criterion, in
subsection 2.2.1 - Optimum Parameters - of this chapter.
A summary of the results obtained with the proposed strain-based criterion for the
optimum sets of parameters is shown on table 5.3. Since propagation is the phenomenon that
is being studied in this subsection, two stages of propagation are shown in table 5.3. For the
cases where coalescence occurred, coalescence was considered the second stage of
propagation:
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Strain-based criterion
Geometry Parameters Tests 1 st stage of 2 nd stage of
propagation propagation
se
c rit= - 0.0025
Yrort = 0. 008
2a-30-0
ro = 0. 014
0= .70
ecrit = - 0.0025
Y~rcrit = 0.0086
2a-30-30 r
Eocrit= - 0.0025 tdt-
rcrit 0.0086 bf" nIA*
2a-45-45 " """"
ro= 0.017 W.. ,ft"a*
0.70
tcrit
= 
- 0.0025 a.
Yrecrit = 0. 0 0 8 6  .2a-75-0
ro = 0.017
p = 0.70
Ocrit= 0.0025
Yrocrot= 0.0086
a-30-0
ro= 0.017
p = 0.70
Table 5.3 - Crack propagation results - test results and FROCK (proposed strain-based criterion)
prediction using optimum parameters
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As can be seen, in the great majority of the geometries (four out of five) very acceptable
results were achieved with the same set of parameters. For the geometries 2a-45-45, 2a-30-
30, 2a-75-0, a-30-0 the same set of parameters was used: e"0 rit = -0.0025, yrcrit = 0.0086,
ro=0.017cm, pl = 0.70. For the other geometry (2a-30-0), adjustments had to be made in order
to obtain a reasonable result. In comparison with the results obtained with the stress-based
criterion, it seems that the strain-based criterion yields better results. This was not an
expected conclusion, since most of the results obtained so far in Chapters 3 and 4 suggested
that both criteria should yield very similar results. The difference between the two criteria
might be explained by two reasons:
- The numerical calibration process did not take into account all the possible
combinations of parameters. Therefore, there might be a set of parameters yielding
better results than those obtained in this chapter for the stress-based criterion.
- The strain-based criterion might model the crack initiation and propagation slightly
better than the stress-based criterion. However, the strain-based criterion can only be
more appropriate than the stress-based in terms of tensile crack initiation/propagation.
As was shown in Chapter 3, the shear stress and strain fields should be exactly
proportional. Consequently, the differences between the two criteria might only be
caused by slightly different initiation/propagation of tensile cracks that subsequently
might affect the shear strain field and consequently also the shear initiation/
propagation.
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3.3.2 Multi-Geometry Parameters
In this subsection, one set of parameters was used for all the geometries studied. As
expected, the results are very good for some geometries, but not reasonable for others. The
most logical set of parameters to be used is the one that yielded good results for four out of
five geometries studied in the last subsection. Therefore, the set of parameters used in this
subsection, for the five geometries analyzed, is the following:
- E0crit = - 0.0025
- YrOcrit= 0.0086
- ro = 0.017 cm
- = 0.70
The following table 5.4 shows the results obtained. Since propagation is the phenomenon
that is being studied in this subsection, two stages of propagation are shown in table 5.4. For
the cases where coalescence occurred, coalescence was considered the second stage of
propagation.
In the table 5.4, the results of the experiments ("tests") and obtained with Bobet's stress-
based criterion (current study, with multi-geometry parameters) results are also presented.
That way, it is easier to compare the accuracy of both criteria. As can be observed in table
5.4, there is a good agreement between the test results and the results obtained with FROCK
- strain-based criterion - for the selected set of parameters.
The only exception is again the geometry 2a-30-0, which means there are still difficulties
in obtaining reasonable results for coplanar geometries, as in the stress-based criterion.
However, the two other coplanar geometries - 2a-75-0 and a-30-0 - yielded good results,
which was never achieved for the multi-geometry set of parameters using the stress-based
criterion.
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Stress-based - multi- Strain-based
Geometry Tests geometry parameters I"t stageof 2 d stage of
(current study) propagation propagation
ToTl
2a-30-0
2a-30-30
criterion and proposed strain-based criterion with a multi-geometry set of parameters2a-75-0Ta-30-0Table 5.4 - Crack propagation results - test results, FROCK prediction using Bobet's stress-based
criterion and proposed strain-based criterion with a multi-geometry set of parameters
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3.4. Sensitivity Analysis of the strain-based criterion parameters
The goal of this section is to evaluate how the variation of the proposed strain-based
criterion parameters influences crack initiation and the crack propagation pattern obtained in
FROCK. For that purpose, two geometries were studied: 2a-30-30 and 2a-30-0. These
geometries were chosen because it was considered to be important to study both stepped and
coplanar geometries and also because both geometries were previously used in Chapter 3, to
study crack initiation and propagation with a Finite Element code (ABAQUS). Therefore, it
will be possible to compare the results obtained in the analysis of sensitivity of the FROCK
parameters with those obtained using ABAQUS. Besides, the geometry 2a-30-30 yielded
good results in FROCK for both stress and strain criteria, while in geometry 2a-30-0 was
always difficult to obtain reasonable results.
In each geometry, the four parameters - crit, rOcrit, ro, p - were varied individually and
changes in the crack propagation pattern were evaluated. The starting value considered for
each parameter was the optimum value obtained in subsection 3.3.1 of the present chapter.
The results obtained in the following subsections were obtained by increasing and decreasing
the optimum value of the parameter until significant differences were observed in the crack
propagation pattern predicted by FROCK. Since in some cases the same crack pattern was
obtained for several values of a given parameter, the interval of values for which the crack
propagation pattern was the same will be shown in the fist line of tables 5.5 to 5.20 between
[].
The results obtained for the stepped geometry 2a-30-30 and for the coplanar geometry 2a-
30-0 are shown in tables 5.5 to 5.12 and 5.13 to 5.20, respectively.
The optimum values considered in this sensitivity analysis were:
- For the geometry 2a-30-30 - eocr it = - 0.0025; Ye'crit= 0.0086; ro = 0.017 cm; p = 0.70
- For the geometry 2a-30-0 - e0crt = - 0.0025; Y1rcrit= 0.0080; ro = 0.014 cm; t = 0.70
Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.13, 5.14 show the different propagation patterns when the critical
elongation strain s ec t is varied. The results are shown for the optimum and for four other sets
of parameters, in which only s"ert is varied. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 correspond to the geometry
2a-30-30 and tables 5.13 and 5.14 to the geometry 2a-30-0.
Tables 5.7, 5.8 and 5.15, 5.16 show the different propagation patterns when the critical
shear strain YrOec t is varied. As done for the critical elongation strain, the results are shown for
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the optimum and for four other sets of parameters, in which only 7ycrit is varied. Tables 5.7
and 5.8 correspond to the geometry 2a-30-30 and tables 5.15 and 5.16 to the geometry 2a-30-
0.
Tables 5.9, 5.10 and 5.17, 5.18 show the different propagation patterns when the plastic
radius ro is varied. As done for the previous parameters, the results are shown for the
optimum and for four other sets of parameters, in which only ro is varied. Tables 5.9 and 5.10
correspond to the geometry 2a-30-30 and tables 5.17 and 5.18 to the geometry 2a-30-0.
Tables 5.11, 5.12 and 5.19, 5.20 show the different propagation patterns when the friction
coefficient g is varied. As done for the previous parameters, the results are shown for the
optimum and for four other sets of parameters, in which only R is varied. Tables 5.9 and 5.10
correspond to the geometry 2a-30-30 and tables 5.17 and 5.18 to the geometry 2a-30-0.
In tables 5.5 to 5.20, both crack initiation and coalescence/propagation are shown.
Initiation is considered as the first stage of the complex crack propagation process. Initiation
can be described as a single event, in which a first crack develops from an existing flaw.
Propagation is the process by which one or several cracks develop, after crack initiation takes
place. Propagation might lead to coalescence, if cracks that initiated at different flaws join
together, usually in the bridge between inner flaw tips.
For the sensitivity analysis of each parameter, the experimental ("test") results obtained
for gypsum are also shown in tables 5.5 to 5.20, for the geometry investigated (2a-30-30 or
2a-30-0). The initiation cracks are distinguished between wing/tensile (WC) and shear (SC)
cracks.
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3.4.1 Geometry 2a-30-30 (Stepped Geometry)
3.4.1.1 Changing socr t only
Test results Optimum parameters E
crit 
= -0.0013
Ecrit = -0.0025 [-0.0009 - -0.0019]
Initiation
WC WC
Coalescence/ we
Propagation c EC c
Table 5.5 - Sensitivity analysis of parameter Ee for the stepped geometry 2a-30-30
eCit = -0.0022 EOcrit = -0.0030 EOcit = -0.0040
[-0.0020 - -0.0024] [-0.0026 - -0.0035] [-0.0036 - -0.0065 ]
Initiation
WC SC SC
Coalescence/
Propagation
Table 5.6 - Sensitivity analysis of parameter Ee for the stepped geometry 2a-30-30
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3.4.1.2 Changing yrOcrit only
Test results Optimum parameters rcn
it 
=0.0065
yre rit =0.0086 [0.0059 - 0.0074]
Initiation 0oe3 G(T)3
WC SC
Coalescence/
Propagation am
Table 5.7 - Sensitivity analysis of parameter yreOrit for the stepped geometry 2a-30-30
yrecrit =0.0080 Yre rit =0.0090 yre0 it =0.0150
[0.0075 - 0.0085] [0.0087 - 0.0102] [0.0103 - 0.0240]
Initiation
SC WWC
Coalescence/
PropagationC
Table 5.8 - Sensitivity analysis of parameter ~re rit for the stepped geometry 2a-30-30
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3.4.1.3 Changing ro only
Test results Optimum parameters ro = 0.014
ro = 0.017
Initiation G(T)3
WC Sc
Coalescence/
Propagation
Table 5.9 - Sensitivity analysis of parameter ro for the stepped geometry 2a-30-30
ro = 0.015 ro = 0.019 ro = 0.030
[0.014 - 0.016] [0.018 - 0.020] [0.021 - 0.046]
Initiation
WC WC
Table 5.10 - Sensitivity analysis of parameter ro for the stepped geometry 2a-30-30
Coalescence/
Propagation
3.4.1.4 Changing g only
Optimum parameters
Test results = 0.700.40
[0.05 - 0.56][0.70 - 0.88]
Initiation 0 i G(T)3
WC WC
Coalescence/
Propagation
Table 5.11 - Sensitivity analysis of parameter g for the stepped geometry 2a-30-30
S= 0.65 = 0.95 t = 1.15
[0.57- 0.69] [0.89- 1.07] [1.08- 1.30]
Initiation
WC
Coalescence/
Propagation SC (
Table 5.12 - Sensitivity analysis of parameter i for the stepped geometry 2a-30-30
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3.4.2 Geometry 2a-30-0 (Coplanar Geometry)
3.4.2.1 Changing E crit only
Optimum parameters
sec t = -0.0020
Test results eCfit = -0.0025
[-0.0016 - -0.0022]
[-0.0024 - -0.0025]
DG(Tf
Initiation WC
sc
Coalescence/ , .
Propagation F(T)E
Table 5.13 - Analysis of sensitivity of parameter c0cit for the coplanar geometry 2a-30-0
t = - 0.0026 ,ecrt = - 0.003 1
set = 0.0023
[-0.0026 - -0.0027] [-0.0028 - -0.0035]
Initiation
Coalescence/
Propagation
Table 5.14 - Analysis of sensitivity of parameter se tfor the coplanar geometry 2a-30-0
3.4.2.2 Changing yrcrit only
Test results Optimum parameters yre
rit 
=0.0077
yrer it =0.0080 [0.0075 - 0.0078]
Initiation 0 g.72 (T)
Coalescence/ \ 6(,
Propagation A(T
Table 5.15 - Analysis of sensitivity of parameter ryift for the coplanar geometry 2a-30-0
r ritt =0.0079 'i =0.0100 7re r it =0.0160
[0.0089 - 0.0121] [0.0122 - 0.0237]
Initiation SC
Coalescence/ 
Propagation
Table 5.16 - Analysis of sensitivity of parameter yer it for the coplanar geometry 2a-30-0
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3.4.2.3 Changing ro only
Optimum parameters
Test results ro = 0.012
ro = 0.014
Initiation i
jsSc
SC 
TipC
Is)
Coalescence/ \(
Propagation F(T (E
Table 5.17 - Analysis of sensitivity of parameter ro for the coplanar geometry 2a-30-0
ro = 0.015 ro = 0.018
ro = 0.013 [0.015 - 0.016] [0.017 - 0.019]
Initiation
Coalescence/
Propagation
Table 5.18 - Analysis of sensitivity of parameter ro for the coplanar geometry 2a-30-0
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3.4.2.4 Changing g. only
Optimum parameters
Test results g = 0.70 [ = 0.40
[0.30 - 0.49][0.68 - 0.73]
G )4
Initiation M AD 772 (
Coalescence/ cT)
Propagation A
F(T E2
Table 5.19 - Analysis of sensitivity of parameter g for the coplanar geometry 2a-30-0
[ = 0.55 L = 0.90
Ct = 1.40[0.50 -0.67] [0.74 - 1.20]
Initiation SC SC SC
Coalescence/
Propagation S
Table 5.20 - Analysis of sensitivity of parameter [t for the coplanar geometry 2a-30-0
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3.4.3 Physical Explanation of the variations
3.4.3.1 Variation of parameter 0ecrit
In terms of initiation, by decreasing the absolute value of sEcrit from 0.0030 to 0.0013
(tables 5.5 and 5.6) in the stepped geometry 2a-30-30, it is possible to notice that instead of
having shear cracks initiating first, three segments of wing cracks initiate before any shear
crack, which actually coincides with what was observed in the tests. This can easily be
explained by the failure criterion used. In fact, the critical value of the tangential strain is
reached before the critical value of the shear strain when E0 crit = -0.0013. The opposite
happens in the case when E0erit = -0.0030, in which shear cracks initiate first because the
critical shear strain is reached before the critical tangential strain. This explanation is
illustrated in figure 5.8. Note that the values of the critical tangential strain used in the figure
are negative, since FROCK considers elongation strains to be negative. The Mohr circles
represented in figure 5.8 are merely illustrative. However, the reason why they were drawn
without intersecting each other in any point should be briefly discussed. The basis of the
explanation lies on the fact that the two Mohr circles should be proportional, and
consequently can never intersect each other. This proportionality can be easily explained with
numerical values of the principal strains. Using the values shown in figure 5.8, let us assume
that si is -0.0020 and eii is 0.0030 (maximum and minimum principal strains, respectively) for
the greater circle. On the other hand, for the dashed circle that has a tensile failure (instead of
the shear failure that occurs in the greater circle), ci = -0.0013. Since in every step that
FROCK executes linearity must occur (FROCK code checks for non-linearities in elements
around the crack tips, in each step of its routine. "If non-linearities are found, the minimum
load at which the first non-linearity is produced is computed and the solution updated up to
this load' (Bobet, 1997), so that every step is linear), the dashed circle should be a scaled-
down version of the greater circle, in which the scale factor would be e"crit Dashed/crit Greater or
0.0013/0.0020 = 0.65. Consequently, the compressive principal strain si1 of the dashed circle
must be 0.65 times the compressive principal strain of the greater circle i.e. 0.65-0.0030 =
0.00195. As can be seen with this example, the dashed circle can be seen as a scaled-down
circle of the original greater circle. Summarizing the values of the principal strains, one has:
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- Greater circle - Ei = -0.0020 nII = 0.0030
- Smaller/dashed circle - Ei = -0.0013 II = 0.00195
-i' , E
j r
-0,0030 -0,0013 Compression
E8 crit
- Strains for ~';"t= -0.0030 - Shear crack initiation
- - - Strains for E't = -0.0013 - Tensile crack initiation
Figure 5.8 - Mohr circle for strains, showing the failure criteria for tensile (two different values) and
shear crack initiation
When the absolute value of secrit is increased to 0.0040 (table 5.6), the critical shear strain
is again reached before the critical tangential strain and shear cracks initiate first.
Focusing now in the propagation/coalescence that occurs when E0 cr it = -0.0025 (optimum)
and E0crit= -0.0013, it is noticeable that for the latter coalescence was not achieved. As can be
seen in table 5.5 for secrit= -0.0013, the shear crack that propagated from the flaw tip becomes
a tensile crack before the midpoint between inner flaw tips, in a location that does not allow a
subsequent coalescence. For the optimum case - table 5.5 - the shear crack propagates almost
until the midpoint of the segment between flaw tips and then coalescence occurs through a
mixture of tensile and shear cracks. The reason for the different location where the tensile
crack starts to develop is the failure criterion used in FROCK. As a matter of fact, as the
absolute value of the critical tangential strain is decreased from 0.0025 to 0.0013, it is logical
to think that tensile cracks will initiate more easily. Therefore, the shear crack will not be able
to develop until almost the midpoint of the segment between inner flaw tips, as it happens in
the optimum case, because a tensile crack will develop before that point.
The conclusions reached for crack initiation and propagation in stepped flaws are also
applicable to the coplanar flaws. Therefore, in order to avoid repeating the same
conclusions, the coplanar geometry will not be discussed in this subsection.
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3.4.3.2 Variation of parameter yrOcrit
In terms of YrOcrit, what was previously observed for e0 crit is also valid here. By looking at
tables 5.7 and 5.8, one can notice that the increase of the critical shear strain from 0.0065 to
0.0086 (optimum value), leads to the initiation of wing cracks before any shear crack
develops. Conversely, with yrecr t = 0.0065, shear cracks initiate first. As before, this can be
explained by the failure criterion used. As figure 5.9 illustrates, as yrOcrit increases, the failure
that initially is due to shear becomes tensile. The Mohr circles represented in figure 5.9 are
merely illustrative. The reason why they do not intersect each other is explained in the
previous subsection 3.4.3.1
4 i 8--
2 1i)
cri±
r , =0.0085
k = 0.0065
r
Egri Compression
S- trains for e'= 0.0065 - Shear crack initiation
- - - Strains for "" = 0.0085 - Tensile crack initiation
Figure 5.9 - Mohr circle for strains, showing the failure criteria for tensile and shear crack (two
different values) initiation
Regarding the propagation patterns and comparing them with the results obtained from
the variation of 0 crit only, there are great similarities in some of the results. As an example,
the result obtained for scrit = -0.0013 (table 5.5 - varying sEcrt only) is very similar to the one
in which yrcrit =0.0150 (table 5.8 - varying trcrit only). Also, the crack pattern obtained for
0crit= -0.0030 (table 5.6) is very similar to the one observed for yrocri t =0.0080 (table 5.8).
After analyzing the ratio yroc'rt/"'crit for different sets of parameters that yielded very similar
crack propagation patterns, one can observe that the ratios obtained are very similar for
similar crack patterns. Each line shown below represents a crack propagation pattern shown
in the indicated table, in which the optimum parameter (,crit or yOcrit) is fixed and the other
parameter (secrit or Tr0crit) varies.
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Case 1/Crack pattern 1:
- Table 5.5 - secrit = 0.0013; yo cr it = 0.0086 (optimum)
- Table 5.8 - E crit = 0.0025 (optimum); yrocrit = 0.0150
Case 2/Crack pattern 2:
- Table 5.6 - sEcrit= 0.0030; yrcrit = 0.0086 (optimum)
- Table 5.8 - ec' ri t = 0.0025 (optimum); yrOcrit = 0.0080
Case 3/Crack pattern 3:
- Table 5.6 - e crit = 0.0022; yr cr it = 0.0086 (optimum)
- Table 5.8 - acrit = 0.0025 (optimum); yr rit = 0.0090
The same conclusion can be reached for the coplanar geometry:
Case 4/Crack pattern 4:
- Table 5.14 - ecrit = 0.0026; r c it = 0.0080 (optimum)
- Table 5.16 - e'crit = 0.0025 (optimum); yre crit = 0.0079
ratio 7Yrecrit/ecrit = 6.61
ratio yrocrit/Scrit = 6.00
ratio yrecrit/ 0crit = 2.87
ratio YreCrit/Ecrit = 3.20
ratio YrOcrit/secrit = 3.91
ratio YrCrit/CEcrit = 3.60
ratio Yrecrit/ecrit = 3.07
ratio Yr0Crit/s 0crit = 3.16
One can therefore conclude that the crack pattern obtained when individually varying s0crit
and yrOcrit, changes when the ratio of these two critical values changes. Thus, if both values are
increased or decreased maintaining the same ratio, the same crack propagation pattern is
expected and only the initiation and coalescence stresses are expected to change. This
proportionality is valid for this criterion, since there are only two parameters controlling the
resistance of the material (E0~ri, Yr0 Crit). If one is using a stress-dependent criterion, the shear
crack initiation will depend on (p (friction angle) and c (cohesion). In this case, there are three
parameters controlling the resistance of the material (eocrit, c and (p), which makes it difficult
to find a linear relation, such as the one described previously for the strain-based criterion.
Since in Bobet's stress-based criterion the resistance of the material is also controlled by only
two parameters (Gocrit, tcfit), what was discussed above for the strain-based criterion is
probably also valid for Bobet's stress-based criterion.
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The conclusions reached for crack initiation and propagation in stepped flaws are also
applicable to the coplanar flaws. Therefore, in order to avoid repeating the same
conclusions, the coplanar geometry will not be discussed in this subsection.
3.4.3.3 Variation of parameter ro
This subsection analyzes the effect of the variation of the plastic radius ro in the proposed
strain-based criterion for both stepped and coplanar geometries and for both crack
initiation and propagation. As expected, the variation of ro does not change the type of
crack that initiates at the flaw tip.
For the stepped geometry, the first crack to initiate is a wing/tensile crack, for any value
of ro, with the exception of the case in which ro=0.014cm (table 5.9), for which the first crack
to initiate is shear-induced. The different result obtained for this radius is probably due the
interference of the shear strain field for regions closer to the crack tip. In other words, since
the rate at which shear and tensile strains change with the distance from the crack tip is
different, it might happen that for a very small radius, the shear becomes the governing type
of failure.
Apart from the exeption for ro=0.014cm, the direction of the first wing crack does not
seem to change a lot when ro varies (see tables 5.9 and 5.10). Since the first crack is tensile,
the maximum principal strain field (elongation strains sI) around the crack tip will be
analyzed with the Finite Element program ABAQUS. Three circles of different radius
(0.05cm, 0.10cm and 0.15cm) are drawn around the flaw tip, in order to determine the
maximum elongation direction for each of them, as shown in figure 5.10 (left). The initiation
angle a is also represented in the same figure, for the three radii considered. The initiation
angle was also investigated with the proposed strain-based criterion implemented in FROCK
for different radii ro, as shown in figure 5.10 (right). The tip under investigation shown in
figure 5.10 is the inner tip of the left existing flaw, for the stepped geometry 2a-30-30.
Figure 5.10 - Contours of maximum principal strains (ei) around a flaw tip obtained in ABAQUS,
showing the maximum elongation directions for the circles considered (left). Chart showing crack
initiation angle a vs radius ro obtained with FROCK's strain-criterion (right). The same stepped
geometry 2a-30-30 was used for both analyses
As can be seen, both analyses show that the initiation angle a slightly decreases as the
radius ro increases. However, it should be noted that the angles obtained with FROCK are
significantly higher than those obtained with ABAQUS. For ro=0.10cm, for instance,
ABAQUS shows an initiation angle of 90deg, while FROCK indicates an angle of around
120deg. Therefore, there is a difference of around 30deg between the FROCK and the
ABAQUS initiation angles. This might be caused by the different methods of analysis used.
ABAQUS is based on a Finite Element Method (FEM) and FROCK is based on a
Displacement Discontinuity Method (DDM). Consequently, elements are modeled differently
in both approaches. The cracks, for example, are modeled as line elements in the DDM, in
which the crack tip is basically a point. In the FEM, the entire crack surface is modeled, i.e.
both upper and bottom faces of the crack and the shape of the crack tip. This difference might
be of greater importance in terms of the stress and strain fields obtained around the cracks
tips using both methods.
For the coplanar geometry, the first crack to initiate in the FROCK simulations was
always shear-induced, regardless the radius ro used. Furthermore, it seems that the direction
of initiation does not vary significantly with ro (tables 5.17 and 5.18). The strategy of drawing
circles around the flaw tip to find the maximum shear strain direction with ABAQUS is also
used here. In this case, shear strains (sxz or 612) will be analyzed, since the first cracks to
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initiate are shear-induced. Figure 5.11 shows the contours, the circles used and the maximum
shear strain direction for each circle. It can be seen that the initiation angle for the ABAQUS
analysis is always of the order of 30deg. From the FROCK calculation, one obtains a constant
initiation angle of around 57.5deg for radii between 0.01cm and 0.075cm followed by a
decrease in the initiation angle for greater radii. The main observation, however, is the
substantial difference between initiation angles for both approaches. In fact, the angles
obtained with FROCK are roughly twice the ones obtained in ABAQUS. This difference
might be explained by the different methods of analysis used. As mentioned for the stepped
geometry, ABAQUS is based on a FEM, while FROCK is based on a DDM. The tip under
investigation shown in figure 5.11 is the inner tip of the left existing flaw, for the coplanar
geometry 2a-30-0.
Figure 5.11 - Shear strain (,,xy) field around a flaw tip obtained in ABAQUS, showing the maximum
shear directions for the circles considered (left). Chart showing crack initiation angle a vs radius ro
obtained in FROCK (right). The same coplanar geometry 2a-30-0 was used for both analyses
In terms of how the initiation angle might affect the eventual coalescence for the coplanar
geometry being investigated - 2a-30-0 - it can be concluded that a flatter angle of shear crack
initiation, such as the ones obtained in ABAQUS i.e. around 30deg, could simulate the shear
coalescence observed in the tests better than the actual results obtained in FROCK (strain-
based criterion). In fact, by looking at table 5.13 for eo =0.0020 and at figure 5.12, one can
see that a flatter angle (around 30deg) of shear crack initiation would probably lead to a shear
crack propagating more similar to the one observed in the tests (see figure 5.12 right). This
suggests that the poor results FROCK yields for some geometries (especially coplanar) might
be caused by the way used by the Displacement Discontinuity Method to calculate stresses
and strains.
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Figure 5.12 - Crack propagation obtained for the geometry 2a-30-0 with the proposed strain-based
criterion (left) and shear crack initiation angle desired (center) in order to obtain a crack propagation
pattern corresponding to the test result (right).
In contrast to what happens with crack initiation, the crack propagation pattern changes
significantly with the plastic radius considered for both stepped and coplanar geometries.
When ro is much greater than the optimum value, say ro=0.018cm (table 5.18 for the coplanar
geometry) the results are very odd. This can be explained by the fact that for greater values of
ro, intersection might occur between the circles that FROCK considers at the tip of the shear
and tensile cracks. This might cause, for instance, that the searching circle at the tip of the
tensile crack finds a maximum shear strain in an area where the shear crack circle is
searching for non-linearities. Consequently, instead of having a tensile crack propagating
further, the program might transform it into a shear crack. This might interrupt the stable
tensile crack propagation, since it will be transformed into a shear crack. Among other
effects, this transformation might lead to a local (at the tip) irregularity in the wing crack,
which in turn might cause an unrealistic strain field affecting the crack propagation thereafter.
The same rationale can be applied to a propagating shear crack. In this case, a tensile crack
can break the stable propagation of the shear crack, causing an unreal strain field to develop,
affecting the further propagation of cracks. This effect is illustrated in figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13 - Model of crack propagation used in FROCK showing undesirable intersection (hatched)
of the tensile and shear searching circle, when r0o is too large (left). Desirable dimensions of the tensile
and shear circles (right)
On the other hand, for very small plastic radii, the results were also not satisfactory for
both stepped and coplanar geometries (see tables 5.9 and 5.17). This might happen because
the circle with radius ro was too small when compared with the radius of the actual plastic
region. Therefore, the values obtained for the strains were probably extremely high in every
direction, which might have led to computational errors and, eventually, to strange crack
propagation patterns.
3.4.3.4 Variation of parameter IX
The variation of g± does not influence the type of crack that initiates for both stepped and
coplanar geometries studied. This is expected, since the existing flaw is considered open
and consequently the first crack to develop does not depend on the friction coefficient g. This
can be seen in tables 5.11, 5.12, 5.19 and 5.20. While in the case of the geometry 2a-30-30
tensile cracks are always the first to initiate (tables 5.11 and 5.12), in the geometry 2a-30-0
shear cracks are always the first to develop (tables 5.19 and 5.20).
During propagation, significant differences can be observed depending on the value of g
used. It is possible to notice that when p is increased, it is more difficult for the shear cracks
to develop and consequently wing cracks propagate more easily. This can be seen in tables
5.11 and 5.12 (for the stepped geometry), when g is increased from 0.65 to 1.15 or in tables
5.19 and 5.20 (for the coplanar geometry), when p. is increased from 0.55 to 0.90.
Currently, the friction coefficient parameter p. is considered a constant in the FROCK
simulations, regardless the amount of slippage that takes place. As previously explained in
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subsection 2.1 and shown again in figure 5.14 (left), before slippage occurs, g(6) = 0. After
slippage takes place, g(8) assumes a constant value, as shown in figure 5.14(left). However, it
would be very useful to investigate how changing the function g(6) influences the
propagation of the shear cracks. This investigation would be particularly important for the
geometry 2a-30-0, since this was the only geometry for which reasonable results were always
hard to achieve. The functions g(6) that could be implemented should obviously model real
behavior of the materials under investigation. For instance, to model the actual behavior of
closed cracks occurring in rocks, one possible function g(8) that could be studied in the future
is shown in figure 5.14 (right). In this figure, segment 1 represents the phase when the
irregularities of the cracked surface of the rock behave linear-elastically. Segment 2
represents the loss of frictional resistance that occurs in the cracked surface of the rock, when
the irregularities fail/collapse. Segment 3 represents the residual frictional resistance of the
cracked surface of the rock, after all the irregularities have been lost.
= c+ = c+'" P
P max C - - - - oSegment 3
T >
Figure 5.14 - Function g(8) currently used in FROCK (left) and possible function g(6) that could be
implemented in the FROCK code in order to improve the results obtained with the strain and stress-
based criteria
The function g(6) illustrated in figure 5.14 (right) can be applied to both stress and strain-
based criteria. Nevertheless, in a first stage, the most logical option would be to apply it to the
strain-based criterion, since this was the criterion that yielded the best results in the current
study. Furthermore, for the strain-based criterion used in this chapter, using/changing the
slip-relation g(6) is the only way that friction can be added to or modified in the strain-based
criterion.
Even though there is no guarantee that good results can be achieved with this new g(8)
function, it would definitely be of interest to investigate how its implementation will change
the results obtained in FROCK.
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4. Comparison Bobet's stress-based criterion vs proposed strain-based
criterion
- The proposed strain-based criterion yielded good results for four out of five
geometries;
- Bobet's stress-based criterion yielded good results for two out of five geometries;
The difference between the two criteria might be explained as follows:
- The strain-based criterion might model crack initiation and propagation
slightly better than Bobet's stress-based criterion, since more cases yielded
better results in the strain-based criterion;
- The parametric analysis does not take into account all the possible
combinations of parameters;
- The angle of shear crack initiation obtained for the coplanar geometry studied with
the ABAQUS analysis was roughly twice the angle obtained with FROCK. This
difference suggests that the shear failure criterion used by FROCK (DDM) does not
estimate the direction of the developing shear cracks accurately. This difference might
be caused by the different methods of analysis used - ABAQUS is based on a FEM,
while FROCK is based on a DDM. The cracks, for example, are modeled as line
elements in the DDM, in which the crack tip is basically a point. In the FEM, the
entire crack surface is modeled, i.e. both upper and bottom faces of the crack and the
shape of the crack tip. This difference might be of greater importance in terms of the
stress and strain fields obtained around the cracks tips using both methods.
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CHAPTER 6 Implementation of two stress-dependent failure
criteria in FROCK
1. Introduction
After achieving good results with the stress and specially the strain-based criteria in the
previous chapter, the goal of the current chapter is to try to introduce friction in the stress
failure criterion. In other words, the two failure criteria that will be presented in this chapter
will try to model the dependence that is believed to exist between the resisting shear stress
and the normal stress, as illustrated in figure 6.1 below. In this figure, the fundamental
characteristics of the stress-based criterion developed by Bobet (left) and of the proposed
stress dependent criterion (right) are shown.
g t _cri
e- Compression 7i Compression ~.
Figure 6.1 - Failure surface for the stress-based criterion (left) and for the proposed stress-dependent
criteria (right)
In the first part of this chapter, the limitations of the stress-based criterion developed by
Bobet will be discussed.
Subsequently, the two proposed stress-dependent criteria and their parameters will be
described and their implementation in the FROCK code will be explained. Results obtained
with both criteria will be subsequently presented. The results shown are divided into initiation
and propagation results, in order to investigate the two phenomena independently.
Lastly, an analysis of the influence of the parameters "ratio Length of New Crack/Plastic
Radius" - L/ro - and "Friction Angle" - p - in the crack initiation and propagation processes
will be presented. This analysis should be considered as a first attempt to study the influence
of these two parameters - L/ro and (p - in the crack initiation and propagation processes. As a
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first attempt of studying this issue, it should be noted that further investigations should be
conducted on this subject, in order to complement the conclusions reached in this thesis.
2. Limitations of Bobet's Criterion - Stress Independent Failure Criterion
Even though the stress-based criterion proposed by Bobet yielded good results for a great
number of flaw geometries, it is a fact that some of the approximations or simplifications that
were considered when the criterion was first developed might have contributed to some
extent to the poor results achieved for some flaw geometries. These poor results can be seen,
for instance, in figure 5.2 and table 5.2. In this Section 2, some of the limitations of the
existing stress-based criterion will be discussed.
2.1. Critical Shear Stress Independent from Normal Stresses
As mentioned previously, in the existing stress-based criterion the resisting shear stress
does not depend on the normal stress. When the stress-based criterion was first developed by
Bobet, this was assumed as a simplification of the criterion, since it was thought that the
crack initiation and propagation processes should instead follow a Coulomb failure envelope,
proven to be valid on the macroscale. However, the fact that friction plays a role on the
microscale, such as the crack initiation and propagation problem, has yet to be proven.
Therefore, even though the independence between the critical shear stress (or resisting shear
stress) and the normal stress is considered a limitation of the existing stress-based criterion, it
may actually be appropriate to a certain extent. The results presented in this chapter will
hopefully help to clarify this issue.
2.2. Orientations Checked Might Not Be the Critical
To evaluate if a crack propagates, the current FROCK code checks stresses around the
crack tip in cylindrical coordinates. Hence, there is a predetermined direction for which the
stresses are calculated in a given element around the crack tip. This direction is radial with
center at the crack tip, as illustrated in figure 6.2. The figure on the left shows four elements
checked around the flaw tip, always oriented in a predefined radial direction. Figure 6.2
(right) depicts possible directions of propagation of wing and shear cracks obtained using this
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criterion. As can be seen, since the elements checked are oriented radially, the cracks formed
will also be radial.
Crack Tip
Crack Tip Shear crack in
radial direction Crack
Crack
rElement
being checked Wing crack in
radial direction
Figure 6.2 - Elements checked by the FROCK code oriented radially to the crack tip (left).
Shear and wing cracks developing in radial directions (right)
Despite the reasonable results obtained in FROCK with the consideration that the crack
should propagate radially, there is evidence that in some cases a radial direction of
propagation does not occur in reality. In figure 6.3, obtained by Wong.(2008), it is possible to
see the initiation of a shear crack at the tip of an existing open flaw. The image shows en-
echelon cracks being formed at that location with approximately vertical direction. Since
these en-echelon cracks appear in a place where a shear crack will further develop, this
observation suggests that the shear crack is formed by the linkage of en-echelon cracks. The
fact that these en-echelon cracks do not develop in a radial direction with the crack tip might
indicate that the FROCK approach of considering that the crack propagation always occurs in
a radial direction might not be the most correct. This chapter will also try to address this
issue.
It should be mentioned that the basis of considering a radial direction of propagation is
explained by Bobet's formulation of his stress-based criterion. In fact, in the definition of his
criterion (Bobet, 1997), it is stated that the direction of maximum tensile stresses and the
direction of maximum shear stresses are both radial. A graphical representation of these two
statements is presented in figures 6.4 and 6.5, by using the Mohr circle. This means that the
development of the cracks shown in figure 6.3 (non-radial cracks) is very difficult to explain
based on Bobet's formulation of his stress-based criterion.
~-iiiii~L~~~~X~~~-li~""-l"~:;r~~-jc~--i;
Figure 6.3 - En-echelon arrays of micro cracks, probably leading to the initiation of a shear crack
from the tip of an open crack, in a coplanar geometry. (Wong, 2008)
Figure 6.4 shows an element and its Mohr circle illustrating that the direction of maximum
tensile stress is radial, as defined by Bobet (1997). Figure 6.5 shows another element and its
Mohr circle, showing that the maximum shear stress also occurs in a radial direction.
-- -- - -- -- I - - -- - - -
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Figure 6.4 - Element A (left) shows that the direction of maximum tensile stresses (oa) is radial, as
formulated by Bobet - r and 0 define the local axis of the element. In the Mohr circle, this means that
the radial direction (thicker line) is also a principal direction (right).
zij1
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Figure 6.5 - Element A (left) shows that the direction of maximum shear stresses (z-r) is radial, as
formulated by Bobet - r and 0 define the local axis of the element, oriented at 45deg to the principal
directions. In the Mohr circle, this means that the radial direction (thicker line) is a vertical line (right)
that is oriented at 90deg to the principal directions.
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3. Proposed Stress-Dependent Criteria
In this chapter, two stress-dependent criteria will be explained and their parameters
described. The implementation of the two criteria in the FROCK code will also be explained.
To differentiate the two criteria developed, one will be referred to as "approximate" criterion
and the other as "exact" criterion. The reasons for using these terms will hopefully become
clear after both criteria are explained throughout this section.
For both "approximate" and "exact" criteria, shear and tensile failures will be
distinguished. In general, tensile failure occurs when the Mohr circle reaches and is tangential
to the vertical line defined by the tensile resistance of the material 0cri t . Shear failure occurs
when the Mohr circle reaches and is tangential to the horizontal (if p = 0) or inclined (if p :
0) line defined by the cohesion c and friction angle p of the material. The definition of tensile
and shear failures is illustrated in figure 6.6. Even though this is the general definition of
tensile and shear failures used in this chapter, it should be mentioned that the "approximate"
criterion considers simplifications in the formulation of both failures, as will be discussed
next.
Figure 6.6 - Definition of tensile and shear failures
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"Approximate" Stress-Dependent Criterion
3.1.1 Description of the "Approximate" Stress-Dependent Criterion
Like Bobet's stress-based criterion, the "approximate" criterion checks stresses in
elements radially oriented around the crack tip. Therefore, the stresses are calculated in a
predetermined radial direction. This is valid for both tensile and shear failures that will be
described in the following subsections 3.1.1.1 and 3.1.1.2.
3.1.1.1 Tensile Failure
For the tensile failure case, the "approximate" stress-dependent criterion is similar to the
stress-based criterion developed by Bobet. A failure surface and a Mohr circle are shown in
figure 6.7 to illustrate this kind of failure. Basically, when the tangential stress o0 of an
element oriented radially to the crack tip reaches the critical tangential stress of the material,
then tensile failure occurs. As can be seen in figure 6.7, the Mohr circle for such a "radial"
element at imminent failure is not necessarily tangential to the tensile failure line defined by
0crit . In figure 6.7 (right) the acting stresses for a given element located around the flaw tip
are shown.
Figure 6.7 - Definition of tensile failure for the "approximate" criterion (left). Example of a radial
element and the acting cylindrical stresses considered in the "approximate" criterion (right)
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The parameters necessary to model tensile failure according to this criterion are then:
Acting stresses:
- Tangential stress - a
Resistance parameters:
- Critical tangential stress - recrit
3.1.1.2 Shear Failure
Similar to Bobet's stress-based criterion, the "approximate" stress-dependent criterion
does not consider the contribution of the radial stress (or normal stress) of the elements in the
shear failure process. In fact, for shear failure to occur, the only necessary requirement is that
the shear stress r reaches the inclined (or horizontal, for cp = 0) failure envelope. To help the
reader understand the way shear failure is defined in the "approximate" stress-dependent
criterion, the failure surface and a Mohr circle at imminent shear failure are shown in figure
6.8 (left) below. In the same figure 6.8 (right), one element is shown, illustrating its radial
direction and the acting cylindrical stresses.
Figure 6.8 - Definition of shear failure for the "approximate" criterion (left). Example of a radial
element and the acting cylindrical stresses considered in the "approximate" criterion (right)
As can be seen, the acting stresses that participate in the definition of shear failure for this
criterion are the shear stress z and the tangential stress co. As can be noted, the radial stress cr
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is not directly considered in this criterion. The parameters necessary to model shear failure
according to this criterion are then:
Acting stresses:
- Tangential stress - (e
- Shear stress - r
Resistance parameters:
- Cohesion - crit
- Friction angle - (p
3.1.2 Implementation of the "Approximate" Stress-Dependent Criterion in
FROCK
In this subsection, the implementation of the "approximate" criterion in the FROCK code
will be explained. Similarly to what was done in the description of the "approximate"
criterion, its implementation in the FROCK code will be divided into a tensile failure and a
shear failure subsections.
In its routine to find the likely path of propagation of a crack (function propag, in the
code), FROCK calculates the ratio between the resisting and acting stresses for both types of
failure (tensile and shear) in several points around the crack tip, as shown in figure 6.9
(right). These tensile and shear ratios computed by FROCK are identified in this subsection
with the same letters as in the code - rsa for the ratio of the tensile stresses and rta for the
ratio of shear stresses - in order to facilitate the interpretation of the code. These ratios can be
seen as a scale factor by which the plastic Mohr circle (i.e. a Mohr circle which is greater
than the failure envelope) is multiplied in order to become an elastic Mohr circle (i.e. a Mohr
circle which is not greater than the failure envelope), so each step computed by FROCK can
be treated as linear (see Bobet's thesis, 1997 for a complete explanation of the FROCK code).
The "scale factor" rsa is explained in figure 6.9:
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a given element
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Figure 6.9 - Explanation of the ratio rsa (left) and elements checked around the flaw tip (right)
After computing the values of rsa and rta in several elements around a flaw tip (as shown
in figure 6.9 (right)), the program selects the direction in which the value of rsa or rta is the
smallest. In case rsa is lower than rta, a tensile crack will occur in the direction at which rsa
is the smallest. For rsa greater than rta, a shear crack will develop in the direction at which
rta is the smallest.
3.1.2.1 Tensile Failure
As illustrated in figure 6.10, the tensile failure for the "approximate" stress-dependent
criterion is based on the calculation of the "scale factor" rsa:
crit
rsa = -O
a0crit - Critical tangential stress - material property
Yo - Tangential stress applied in an element which is radially oriented to the crack tip, as
shown in figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10 - Tensile failure modeling for the "approximate" stress-dependent criterion (left).
Examples of elements in radial directions considered by FROCK and acting cylindrical stress co
obtained from FROCK (right)
As depicted in figure 6.10, by multiplying the plastic Mohr circle by rsa, one is able to
scale it down to an elastic Mohr circle. It should however be mentioned that, since o0 is the
tangential stress in a predetermined direction, it might not be a principal stress. This may
result in having an elastic Mohr circle that intersects i.e. it is not tangent to, the failure
envelope, as can be seen in the dashed Mohr circle in figure 6.10, which was scaled down
from the plastic Mohr circle by the factor rsa described previously.
3.1.2.2 Shear Failure
For shear failures, the program calculates the "scale factor" rta. This "scale factor" can be
defined as:
critC
rta tan
Ccrit - Cohesion - material property
(p - Friction angle - material property
r - Shear stress applied in an element which is radially oriented relative to the crack tip, as
shown in figure 6.11.
ao - Tangential stress applied in an element which is radially oriented relative to the crack
tip, as shown in figure 6.11.
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This expression was derived from the equation of the failure line, in the shear region. For
the shear failure line, one can write:
r = cril + tan(o)
For the plastic circle, the stresses (o0, T) applied in an element that is radial to the crack tip
are known - as shown in figure 6.11 - since they are an output of FROCK. The factor rta
should scale down 0o and T, so they will coincide with the failure line. In that case:
r -rta = Ccri + U O " rta - tan(P)
Solving this equation in order of rta leads to the expression shown at the beginning of this
subsection.
critC
rta =
- .s tan(P)
Figure 6.11 - Shear failure modeling for the "approximate" stress-dependent criterion (left).
Examples of elements in radial directions considered by FROCK and acting cylindrical stresses (e0,T)
obtained from FROCK (right)
As in the tensile failure, the elastic Mohr circle for the shear failure might intersect the
failure envelope. This happens because only the stresses (Ge,T) in a radial element are being
compared with the failure line. Therefore, there is nothing in the formulation of this criterion
that forces the new elastic circle to be tangent to the failure line. Only the point (rta-oe, rta-z)
has to coincide with the failure envelope.
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"Exact" Stress-Dependent Criterion
3.2.1 Description of the "Exact" Stress-Dependent Criterion
The most significant difference between the "exact" and "approximate" stress-dependent
criteria is that the "exact" criterion does not check stresses only in elements oriented radially.
While in the "approximate" criterion, there was a predefined direction for which the elements
were checked, for the "exact" criterion that direction is not predefined but calculated by the
program as the direction for which the Mohr circle is tangent to the failure surface. Therefore,
in the "exact" stress-dependent criterion, the Mohr circles for both tensile and shear failures
are mandatorily tangent to the failure surface. As a consequence, instead of having cracks that
propagate radially from the tip of the previous crack as in the "approximate" criterion, the
cracks that are formed following the "exact" criterion are not required to be radial. Therefore,
if the cracks formed following the "exact" criterion are not radial, then propagation might
take place through the linkage of cracks that are oriented in a non-radial direction. Figure
6.12 tries to clarify the differences between the two criteria for both tensile and shear failure,
including the direction of propagation of new cracks.
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Figure 6.12 - Differences between "approximate" and "exact" stress-dependent criteria for both
tensile and shear failures, in terms of Mohr circles (left) and orientation of elements and cracks
(right). In the bottom figures, SFail means shear failure.
3.2.1.1 Tensile Failure
In contrast to what was defined in the "approximate" criterion, in the "exact" criterion the
three cylindrical stresses i.e. tangential, radial and shear stresses, participate in the definition
of tensile failure, since the "exact" criterion models the Mohr circle completely.
Tensile failure occurs tangentially to the Mohr circle, as can be seen in figure 6.12
(bottom). Therefore, the tensile principal stress (oi) needs to be calculated, which is
equivalent to say that the Mohr circle needs to be completely modeled. This is so, because the
center and radius of the Mohr circle are necessary to calculate the principal stresses, which in
turn require information regarding tangential (Ge), radial (r) and shear stresses (r) - the
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acting cylindrical stresses obtained directly from the FROCK output. The parameters
necessary to model shear failure according to the "exact" criterion are then:
Acting stresses:
- Tangential stress - ao
- Radial stress - a,
- Shear stress -rt
Resistance parameters:
- Critical tangential stress - becrit
3.2.1.2 Shear Failure
Similarly to what was previously explained for the tensile failure criterion, in the "exact"
criterion the three cylindrical stresses i.e. tangential, radial and shear stresses, participate in
the definition of shear failure, since the "exact" criterion models the Mohr circle completely.
The parameters necessary to model shear failure according to this criterion are then:
Acting stresses:
- Tangential stress - ae
- Radial stress - a,
- Shear stress - T
Resistance parameters:
- Cohesion - cerit
- Friction angle - (p
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3.2.2 Implementation of the "Exact" Stress-Dependent Criterion
In this subsection, the implementation of the "exact" criterion in the FROCK code will be
explained. Similarly to what was done previously, the implementation of this criterion in the
FROCK code will be divided into a shear failure and tensile failure sections.
Regarding the meaning of the "scale factors" rsa and rta used in the following subsections
3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2, what was explained in subsection 3.1.2 is also applicable to this
subsection.
3.2.2.1 Tensile Failure
The greatest difference between the "exact" and the "approximate" criteria is that the
"exact" criterion considers that the elastic Mohr circle obtained after scaling down the plastic
Mohr circle is tangent to the failure envelope, for both tension and shear failures. As a
consequence, the direction of the elements at failure does not have to be radial to the crack
tip, as shown in figure 6.13.
Failure Envelope
El
Kr rn0-m
Figure 6.13 - Tensile failure modeling for the "exact" stress-dependent criterion (left). Example of
elements and stress cI considered by FROCK (right). The directions of the elements are not
necessarily radial.
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The "scale factor" rsa for the tensile failure is given by:
crit
rsa = --
0 1
60crit - Critical tangential stress - material property
oI - Tensile principal stress applied in a given element, as shown in figure 6.13. The
principal directions are not necessarily radial
3.2.2.2 Shear Failure
For shear failure, the program calculates the ratio rta, as discussed in point 3.1.2. The
"scale factor" rta can be defined as:
C crit " COSp)
rta =
R - OC sin((p)
ccrit - Cohesion - material property
(p - Friction angle - material property
R - Radius of the Mohr circle, as shown in figure 6.14.
OC - Coordinate of the center of the Mohr circle, as shown in figure 6.14.
This expression was derived using the following approach.
From trigonometric relations:
~sin - crit R
-+ OC
tan(q)
So, R can be written as follows:
R = c or" cos(p) + OC -sin(p)
Applying the "scale factor" to R and OC:
R -rta = crt -cos(p)+ OC -rta - sin(p)
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Solving this equation in order of rta leads to the expression shown at the beginning of this
subsection:
Ccrt • COS p)
rta =
R - OC sin(p)
Failure Envelope
Figure 6.14 - Shear failure modeling for the "exact" stress-dependent criterion (left). Example of
elements considered by FROCK (right). The directions of the elements are not necessarily radial.
In contrast to what happens in the "approximate" criterion, in the "exact" criterion the
elastic Mohr circle is exactly tangent to the failure envelope.
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4. Results Obtained
The results shown in the following subsections are subdivided into initiation and
propagation results. This was done in order to study the two phenomena independently. In
each subsection - initiation and propagation - both "approximate" and "exact" stress-
dependent criteria are analyzed.
A new variable will be introduced in this chapter. The new variable is the ratio between
the length of the new cracks L and the plastic radius ro. The influence of this ratio on crack
initiation and propagation will be assessed in Section 5 - Analysis of the influence of the
parameters "ratio length of new crack/plastic radius" and "friction angle" in the crack
development.
In the current FROCK code, the length of the new crack L is independent of the plastic
radius ro considered. This plastic radius - ro - can be seen as a material property but also as a
computational variable that indicates the circle with center at an existing crack tip, at which
stresses are computed in a given element, as shown in figure 6.15. The stresses computed in
these elements are compared with the ones defined by the failure criterion being used, in
order to conclude whether the crack propagates or not.
Flaw
Element
being checked
Figure 6.15 - Definition of the plastic radius ro
If a crack propagates, the program introduces a new crack in the direction calculated.
Currently, FROCK considers that the length of this new crack is only a function of the size of
the elements that define the initial/existing flaw. In other words, if one defines that an
existing flaw is 20 length units long and is divided into 10 elements i.e. each element is 2
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length units long (2a), then the newly-formed crack is also 2 length units long (2a), as shown
in figure 6.16.
/ Existing flaw divided
into 10 elements
2a New crack
Figure 6.16 - Current FROCK definition of the crack length of newly-formed cracks
The fact that the length of the newly-formed cracks is independent of the plastic radius
might be a source of errors. This is so, because for 2a >> ro or 2a << ro, the point where the
stress is calculated (at a distance r0o from the crack tip) might not be representative of the
crack that propagates thereafter. This can be better explained by figure 6.17.
Figure 6.17 - Plastic radius independent of the length of a newly-formed crack, as currently
considered in FROCK. The length of the new crack - 2a - is only dependent of the length of the
elements of the existing flaw. The plastic radius - ro - is independent of 2a
The results presented throughout the following subsections consider the length L of the
newly-formed crack dependent of the plastic radius ro in the crack initiation and propagation
study and in both stress-dependent criteria. In terms of FROCK code, the implication of this
change is that once the plastic radius is varied, the length of the newly-formed crack is also
modified, proportionally to ro, depending of the ratio L/ro considered. Two different ratios
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L/ro = 1 and L/ro = 2 are evaluated in subsection 4.2 - Propagation. The results obtained for
the subsection 4.1 - Initiation, were obtained for a ratio L/ro = 1.
Throughout this section, crack initiation is distinguished from crack propagation. Crack
initiation is the process by which a pre-existing crack or cracks start to extend i.e. local
failure process. Crack propagation, on the other hand, is the process by which a pre-existing
crack or cracks extend subsequently to crack initiation. Crack propagation may result in crack
coalescence, leading to global failure of the material.
4.1. Initiation
In order to study the crack initiation using both "approximate" and "exact criteria, the right
tip of the lower flaw of the geometry 2a-45-45 was analyzed. The tip in question is
highlighted in figure 6.18 below.
Figure 6.18 - Geometry 2a-45-45 showing the flaw tip used in the study of crack initiation and
propagation with the "approximate" and "exact" stress-dependent criteria
For that tip, shear and tensile crack initiation were investigated for both "approximate"
and "exact" stress-dependent criteria. For this purpose, several sets of parameters were input
in the FROCK code and the cylindrical stresses were computed at the critical element i.e. the
element where failure (shear or tensile) will first occur, leading to the initiation of the first
crack developing from the tip shown in figure 6.18. Tensile initiation was studied by
increasing the cohesion of the material (c) to very high values and shear initiation was
assessed by increasing the critical tangential stress of the material (Gecri) to exaggerated
values. For the investigation of tensile and shear crack initiation, the friction angle p was kept
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equal to zero. Friction angles (p different from zero were also investigated and the results are
discussed in the subsections called "mixed initiation".
4.1.1 "Approximate" Stress-Dependent Criterion
The results obtained with the "approximate" stress-dependent criterion were compared
with those obtained with the stress-based criterion developed by Bobet - see Chapter 5 or
Bobet's thesis (1997) for more information about how the stress-based failure criterion is
defined. Since Bobet's criterion has proven to yield good results in terms of crack initiation
and propagation, it is used in this subsection to validate the results obtained with the stress-
dependent "approximate" criterion. This can only be done for (p = 0, because for this
condition the two criteria are equivalent for both shear and tensile initiation. In fact, for (p = 0,
the scale factor rta used in the shear failure and explained in subsection 3.1.2.2 becomes
rta=c"rit/t, which is equivalent to the shear failure scale factor defined in Bobet's stress-based
criterion - rta = Tcrt/T. In terms of tensile failure, the way it is defined is exactly the same in
both Bobet's stress-based and "approximate" stress-dependent criteria, as explained in
subsection 3.1.1.1, i.e. rsa = oc"rit/oe for both criteria.
The results obtained for the "approximate" stress-dependent criterion and for the stress-
based criterion are shown in the following figures 6.20 and 6.21 for tensile and shear
initiation, respectively. In these figures, "acting Mohr circle" refers to the Mohr circle defined
by the stresses acting on a given element. The angle of initiation of the first crack is also
shown in the same figures and is defined as the angle that the crack makes with the
horizontal, as depicted in figure 6.19. Pages 340 to 347 of Appendix E show the results of the
shear and tensile crack initiation in more detail.
New
Y \ Crack
Angle of initiation
of a new crack
Crack ti
Existing crack
Figure 6.19 - Angle of initiation of a crack
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4.1.1.1 Tensile Initiation (see figure 6.20 and Appendix E Pages 340 and
344):
Mohr Circle for Stresses
-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8
--*- Acting Mohr Circle
-- Failure Envelope
- Element
10 12 14 16 18 20
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
Sigma nn (Stress units)
Stress-based criterion - Initiation angle = 2.225rads = 127.5deg
Mohr Circle for Stresses
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Sigma nn (Stress units)
Stress-based criterion - Initiation angle = 2.225rads = 127.5deg
Figure 6.20 - Tensile initiation for Bobet's stress-based criterion (top) and stress-dependent
"approximate" criterion (bottom) for a r rit = - 4, c = 40, (p = 0, r0 = 0.12
As expected, since tensile failure was similarly defined for both criteria shown, the results
are exactly the same. Furthermore, it is important to see that failure occurred roughly in the
principal direction of stresses i.e. the orange line that represents the radial element that first
failed is almost coincident with the horizontal axis. This observation supports what was stated
for the tensile crack initiation in Bobet's criterion, that the direction of maximum tensile
stresses is a radial (to the crack tip) direction.
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4.1.1.2 Shear Initiation (see figure 6.21 and Appendix E Pages 343 and
347)
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-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
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Initiation angle = 1.047rads = 60.Odeg
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Figure 6.21 - Shear initiation for Bobet's stress-based criterion (top) and stress-dependent
"approximate" criterion (bottom) for Gocrit = - 40, c = 15, 9 = 0, ro = 0.12
Since the stress-dependent "approximate" criterion is equivalent to the stress-based
criterion for 9 = 0, both criteria were expected to yield the same results for this condition.
Figure 6.21 confirms this expectation. It is also important to point out that the failure
occurred approximately in the direction of maximum shear stresses i.e. the orange line that
represents the radial element that first failed is almost vertical. This observation supports
what was stated for the shear crack initiation in Bobet's criterion, that the direction of
maximum shear stresses is a radial (to the crack tip) direction.
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4.1.1.3 Mixed Initiation (see figures 6.22 and 6.23 and Appendix E Pages
348 and 349):
In the context of this subsection, mixed initiation means that both tensile and shear failure
modes can occur i.e. the values of c and ecit are not considered unrealistically high, as in the
tensile and shear crack initiation previously discussed. The goal of this subsection is to study
the type of crack initiation (type of crack and angle of initiation) that takes place when the
friction angle p is different from zero and c and orit are varied. The conclusions reached in
this subsection are based on the results obtained with two sets of parameters. Even though the
interpretation of the results would be more reliable if more sets of parameters were studied,
the sets used are considered sufficient for this study. This is so, because the results obtained
with the two selected sets are consistent.
Since Bobet's stress-based criterion does not consider the friction angle in its shear failure
definition, it would not make sense to compare it with the "approximate" stress-dependent
criterion, as previously done. Therefore, the following figures 6.22 and 6.23 only represent
results obtained with the stress-dependent "approximate" criterion.
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S 
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-ircle
-
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086 4 2086420
Sigma nn (Stress units)
Initiation Angle = 1.440rads = 82.5deg
Figure 6.22 - Shear initiation for the stress-dependent "approximate" criterion for
Gecrit = - 12, c = 15, (p = 30, ro = 0.12
In the case of figure 6.22, initiation takes place through a shear crack - figure 6.6 explains
the distinction between tensile and shear failures. Even though the "approximate" stress-
dependent criterion does not enforce the Mohr circle to be tangent to the failure surface, it
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can be noted that the Mohr circle is almost tangent to it. Furthermore, the first element to fail
i.e. the radial element identified by the orange line, is almost located at a point on the failure
surface, where the Mohr circle is "tangent" (in the "approximate" criterion, the circle is not
necessarily tangent) to it. Based on this result, it is possible to state that the direction of the
radius at which the Mohr circle is "tangent" to the failure surface is a radial (to the crack tip)
direction i.e. the radial element represented by the orange line in figure 6.22 roughly
coincides with the radius at which the Mohr circle is tangent to the failure envelope.
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Figure 6.23 - Tensile initiation for the stress-dependent "approximate" criterion for
,ecrit = - 8, c = 20, qp = 30, ro = 0.12
The case presented in figure 6.23 shows a tensile failure - figure 6.6 explains the
distinction between tensile and shear failures. Since in this case there is no influence of the
friction angle, what was previously said for the tensile initiation in subsection 4.1.1.1 is also
valid in this case. As mentioned previously in subsection 4.1.1.1, failure occurred roughly in
the principal direction of stresses i.e. the orange line that represents the radial element that
first failed is almost coincident with the horizontal axis. This observation supports what was
stated for the tensile crack initiation in Bobet's criterion, that the direction of maximum
tensile stresses is a radial (to the crack tip) direction.
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4.1.2 "Exact" Criterion
For the tip shown in figure 6.18, both shear and tensile failures were evaluated with the
"exact" stress-dependent criterion.
The crack initiation results obtained for the "exact" and "approximate" stress-dependent
criteria are shown in the following figures 6.24 to 6.30, so a comparison between the two
criteria can be made. Bobet's stress-based criterion is not used in this subsection, because it
yielded exactly the same results as those obtained with the "approximate" stress-dependent
criterion, for the frictionless case (the only case in which Bobet's stress-based criterion is
valid). The sets of parameters considered in the study of the "exact" criterion are the same as
the ones used in the "approximate" criterion, so comparisons can easily be made. The angle
of initiation of the first crack is the angle that the crack makes with the horizontal - see figure
6.19 - is also shown in figures 6.24 to 6.30. Pages 344 to 356 of Appendix E show the
following results in more detail.
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4.1.2.1 Tensile Initiation (see figure 6.24 and Appendix E Pages 344 and
350):
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Figure 6.24 - Tensile initiation for the stress-dependent "approximate" criterion (top) and stress-
dependent "exact" criterion (bottom) for (ecrit = - 4, c = 40, (p = 0, ro = 0.12
In terms of tensile failure, the "exact" criterion yields the expected results. In fact, the
Mohr circle is exactly tangent to the failure surface at the vertical line defined by oe)cit = - 4.
It should be mentioned that, in contrast to what was observed in the "approximate" criterion,
in which the radial direction i.e. the direction defined by the orange line in figure 6.24 (top),
was roughly the direction of maximum tangential stresses (or principal direction), in the
"exact" criterion this observation is not so clear. In fact, the direction at which failure takes
place is not exactly the radial, since the orange line that represents the radial direction shown
in figure 6.24 (bottom) makes approximately 25deg with the horizontal axis. By definition,
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the angles measured in the Mohr circle are twice the angles that occur in the actual element,
which means failure occurs in an element that makes roughly 25/2 = 12.5deg with its radial
direction. In terms of initiation angle, one can note that there is a significant difference of
around 20deg - 127.5deg for the "approximate" criterion and 109.4deg for the "exact" -
between the two criteria. The initiation angles of the tensile cracks and the orientation of the
critical elements are shown in figure 6.25 for both "approximate" and "exact" stress-
dependent criteria.
Figure 6.25 - Angle of initiation of the tensile cracks and orientation of the critical elements for the
"approximate" and "exact" criteria
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4.1.2.2 Shear Initiation (see figure 6.26 and Appendix E Pages 347 and
353):
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Figure 6.26 - Shear initiation for the stress-dependent "approximate" criterion (top) and stress-
dependent "exact" criterion (bottom) for ecntr = - 40, c = 15, (P = 0, ro = 0.12
As expected, the Mohr circle for the "exact" stress-dependent criterion is tangent to the
failure surface. However, the radial direction represented by the orange line in figure 6.26
(bottom) is not exactly the maximum shear direction, as in the "approximate" stress-
dependent criterion. In fact, the orange line shown in figure 6.26 makes an angle of about
25deg with the vertical axis or, in other words, with the maximum shear stress direction. This
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means that the actual element situated around the crack tip that first fails makes an angle of
approximately 25/2 = 12.5deg with the radial direction. In terms of direction of initiation of
the crack, the "approximate" criterion yields a 60deg shear crack, while with the "exact"
criterion yields a 73.7deg shear crack. The initiation angles of the shear cracks and the
orientation of the critical elements are shown in figure 6.27 for both "approximate" and
"exact" stress-dependent criteria.
Figure 6.27 - Angle of initiation of the shear cracks and orientation of the critical elements for the
"approximate" and "exact" criteria
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4.1.2.3 Mixed Initiation (see figures 6.28 and 6.30 and Appendix E Pages
348, 349, 355 and 356):
In the context of this subsection, mixed initiation means that both tensile and shear failure
modes can occur i.e. the values of c and gecnit are not considered unrealistically high, as in the
tensile and shear initiation previously discussed. The goal of this subsection is to study the
type of crack initiation (type of crack and angle of initiation) that takes place when the
friction angle (p is different from zero and c and (0crit are varied. The conclusions reached in
this subsection are based on the results obtained with two sets of parameters. Even though the
interpretation of the results would be more reliable if more sets of parameters were studied,
the sets used are considered sufficient for this study. This is so, because the results obtained
with the two selected sets are consistent.
In the following figures 6.28 to 6.30, the results obtained with the stress-dependent
"approximate" and "exact" criteria are presented.
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Figure 6.28 - Shear initiation for the stress-dependent "approximate" (top) and "exact" (bottom)
criteria for o 0crit = - 12, c = 15, (p = 30, ro = 0.12
In the case of figure 6.28, initiation takes place through a shear crack for both criteria -
figure 6.6 explains the distinction between tensile and shear failures. In fact, the results
obtained with both criteria look very much alike. Even though the "approximate" stress-
dependent criterion does not enforce that the Mohr circle has to be tangent to the failure
surface, it can be noted that the Mohr circle is almost tangent to it. For the "exact" criterion,
the tangency between the Mohr circle and the failure surface is enforced in the definition of
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shear failure, therefore the result obtained i.e. the Mohr circle being tangent to the failure
surface, was expected. Furthermore, the radial element identified by the orange line is located
almost at a point on the failure surface, where the Mohr circle is "tangent" (or almost tangent,
in the case of the "approximate" criterion) to it, for both "approximate" and "exact" criteria.
This means that the critical element i.e. the element whose direction is defined by the radius
at which the Mohr circle is "tangent" to the failure line, is roughly radial (to the crack tip) for
both criteria. The angle of initiation of the shear crack is very similar for the "approximate" -
82.5deg - and "exact" - 88.1deg - criteria. The initiation angles of the shear cracks are
shown in figure 6.29 for both "approximate" and "exact" stress-dependent criteria.
Shear crack
"Exact" criterion Shear crack
"App" criterion
82.50
Flaw Tip
Existing Flaw
Figure 6.29 - Angle of initiation of the shear cracks and orientation of the critical elements for the
"approximate" and "exact" criteria
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Figure 6.30 - Tensile initiation for the stress-dependent "approximate" (top) and "exact" (bottom)
criteria, ea =- 8, c = 20, 9 = 30, r = 0.12
The case presented in figure 6.30 shows a tensile failure for both "approximate" and
"exact" criteria - figure 6.6 explains the distinction between tensile and shear failures. Since
this failure does not depend on the friction angle p, the results and comments made
previously for the tensile initiation in subsection 4.1.2.1 are also valid here. As mentioned
previously, the direction at which failure takes place is not exactly the radial, since the orange
line that represents the radial direction shown in figure 6.30 (bottom) makes approximately
25deg with the horizontal axis.
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Propagation
In this section, results obtained for ratios of L/ro = 1 and 2 will be presented and
commented for both "approximate" and "exact" criteria. The two ratios studied are shown in
figure 6.31. As previously explained, crack propagation differs from initiation. Crack
initiation is the process by which a pre-existing crack or cracks start to extend i.e. local
failure process. Crack propagation, on the other hand, is the process by which a pre-existing
crack or cracks extend subsequently to crack initiation. Crack propagation may result in crack
coalescence, leading to global failure of the material.
Figure 6.31 - Ratios L/ro = 1 (left) and L/ro = 2 (right) used in the study of crack propagation
As in the study of crack initiation, the geometry chosen was the 2a-45-45, since good
crack propagation results have been achieved for this geometry for Bobet's stress-based
criterion, as shown in Chapter 5.
Several sets of parameters were used to try to model the crack propagation for the
geometry 2a-45-45. Even though other combinations were tried, the core of this analysis was
made for the set that Bobet's considered as optimum in his thesis, in which:
- a = -18.1 (stress units)
- c = 29.5 (stress units)
- g= 0.70
The other parameters - ro and cp - were varied in a large number of combinations.
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4.2.
4.2.1 "Approximate" Criterion
4.2.1.1 Length of new cracks L = ro
None of the combinations of parameters used was capable to model crack propagation and
coalescence acceptably. Figure 6.32 shows a typical crack propagation pattern obtained for
the "approximate" stress-dependent criterion and for a ratio L/ro = 1. As can be seen in the
very odd crack pattern shown, neither wing cracks nor shear cracks obtained in the tests could
be modeled using the "approximate" criterion with L/ro = 1.
Figure 6.32 - Crack propagation for the geometry 2a-45-45 for the "Approximate" criterion,
oe = -18.1, c = 29.5, ro = 0.08, L/r = 1.0, c = 0 (left) and test results (right). Note: the images
represent the same geometry, even though the flaws are represented in opposite directions
As can be seen, the crack propagation is not consistent with the test results, even though
throughout subsection 4.1 of this chapter, the crack initiation study yielded reasonable results
for the "approximate" criterion.
4.2.1.2 Length of new cracks L = 2ro
The results obtained with the "approximate" stress-dependent criterion for the geometry
2a-45-45 and ratio L/ro = 2 were very satisfactory, as can be seen in figure 6.33. Many sets of
parameters yielded good results. The set shown in figure 6.33 is one of the examples of the
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sets that yielded very good results. To better differentiate the types of cracks that developed,
the blue lines represent shear cracks and the black tensile. As can be seen, both tensile and
shear cracks initiate and propagate in a very acceptable fashion, leading to a coalescence
similar to the one obtained in the tests.
Figure 6.33 - Crack propagation for the geometry 2a-45-45 for the "Approximate" criterion,
(o = -18.1, c = 29.5, ro = 0.035, L/ro = 2.0, 9 = 0 (left) and test results (right). Note: the images
represent the same geometry, even though the flaws are represented in opposite directions
The crack propagation pattern shown in figure 6.33 was obtained for a friction angle p = 0.
Results obtained by varying the friction angle will be shown in Section 5.
4.2.2 "Exact" Criterion
4.2.2.1 Length of new cracks L = ro
Similarly to what was obtained in subsection 4.2.1 for the "approximate" stress-dependent
criterion, the "exact" criterion does not yield reasonable results for the geometry 2a-45-45
and ratio L/ro = 1 studied. A common propagation pattern obtained for the "exact" criterion
and ratio L/ro = 1 is shown in figure 6.34. It can be observed that wing and shear cracks do
not propagate in a consistent fashion, leading to a very odd crack pattern, which is completely
different from the one obtained in the tests.
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Figure 6.34 - Crack propagation for the geometry 2a-45-45 for the "Exact" criterion,
o0 = -18.1, c = 29.5, ro = 0.08, L/ro = 1.0, (p = 0 (left) and test results (right). Note: the images
represent the same geometry, even though the flaws are represented in opposite directions
Like in the "approximate" criterion discussed previously, the reasonable results obtained
in the crack initiation study were not reached in terms of propagation for a ratio L/ro=l.
4.2.2.2 Length of new cracks L = 2ro
The results obtained with the "exact" stress-dependent criterion for a ratio L/ro = 2 are not
reasonable, as can be seen in figure 6.35. Several sets of parameters were used, but none was
able to reproduce an acceptable crack propagation pattern. Neither wing nor shear cracks
propagated in a reasonable fashion and the crack pattern obtained is quite different from the
one observed in the tests.
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Figure 6.35 - Crack propagation for the geometry 2a-45-45 for the "Exact" criterion,
a0 = -18.1, c = 29.5, ro = 0.035, L/ro = 2.0, <p = 0 (left) and test results (right). Note: the images
represent the same geometry, even though the flaws are represented in opposite directions
4.3. Comments regarding the results obtained with the "approximate" and
"exact" stress-dependent criteria
In general, the crack initiation results obtained for both "approximate" and "exact" stress-
dependent criteria were satisfactory. However, the shear and tensile crack initiation angles
achieved for both "approximate" and "exact" criteria were considerably different (20deg was
the maximum difference between initiation angles). The angles obtained with the
"approximate" criterion were consistent with the angles obtained for the stress-based criterion
developed by Bobet.
It was also shown that for Bobet's stress-based and for the "approximate" stress-dependent
criteria with friction angle 9 = 0, the direction of maximum tensile stress and the direction of
maximum shear stress are radial (to the crack tip) directions. For the same friction angle, ( =
0, the stresses at failure obtained with the "exact" stress-dependent criterion do not occur in
the radial direction. Specifically, for the critical element i.e. in the element where failure first
occurs and in whose direction the crack initiates, there is usually a difference of around
12.5deg between the directions of maximum tensile and shear stresses, and the radial (to the
crack tip) direction.
For 9 > 0, the crack initiation angles obtained for both "approximate" and "exact" criteria
are more similar than for 9 = 0. It was also observed that the direction of the radius at which
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the Mohr circle of stresses is "tangent" (or almost tangent, for the "approximate" criterion) to
the failure surface is roughly a radial (to the crack tip) direction for both "approximate" and
"exact" stress-dependent criteria.
In terms of crack propagation, good results were only obtained for the "approximate"
criterion and for L/ro = 2.0. Good results were never achieved for L/ro = 1.0 and for the
"exact" stress-dependent criterion. This indicates that:
- there is an optimum value of L/ro for which the results obtained are the best;
- the poor results obtained with the "exact" stress-dependent criterion might have been
caused:
- by the fact that this criterion uses the radial stresses - along with the tangential
and shear stresses - in its formulation, therefore defining the entire Mohr
circle. The radial stress is not used directly in the definition of failure in the
"approximate" stress-dependent criterion, therefore only one point of the Mohr
circle is checked for failure. This might mean that the radial stress - can also
be seen as normal stress - does not participate in the crack propagation
process;
- by the fact that in the "exact" criterion there is not a predefined direction at
which propagation takes place. This suggests that reasonable crack
propagation results are only achieved if a predetermined direction of
propagation - radial, in the "approximate" stress-dependent and stress-based
criteria - is assumed.
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5. Analysis of the Influence of the Parameters "ratio Length of New
Crack/Plastic Radius" and "Friction Angle" in the Crack
Development
Throughout this section, both crack initiation and propagation will be investigated.
As concluded previously in subsection 4.3, the results obtained with the "approximate"
stress-dependent criterion vary significantly with the ratio L/ro considered. As was also then
stated, there might be values of L/ro for which the crack initiation and propagation are
optimum. Furthermore, the results shown in subsection 4.2 considered a friction angle 9 = 0.
Therefore, it seems pertinent to study how the crack initiation and propagation obtained with
the "approximate" stress-dependent criterion vary with different ratios L/ro and friction
angles 9. The "approximate" stress-dependent criterion was used in this section instead of the
"exact" criterion, since good crack initiation and some good crack propagation results were
only obtained for the "approximate" criterion in Section 4.
5.1. Ratio Length of New Crack/Plastic Radius
In tables 6.1 to 6.7, results obtained with different ratios L/ro and different friction angles
are presented. Each table corresponds to a ratio L/ro for a specific ro value. In each table, five
crack initiation and propagation patterns are analyzed, corresponding to five different friction
angles.
Table 6.1 corresponds to a ratio L/ro = 1.0, with ro = 0.080. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 correspond
to L/ro = 1.5, with ro = 0.020 and 0.023, respectively. Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show the results for
L/ro = 2.0 for ro = 0.035 and 0.045, respectively. Finally, in tables 6.6 and 6.7, the results for
L/ro = 2.5 are presented for ro = 0.025 and 0.035, respectively. The critical tangential stress
0 crit and cohesion c were kept constant in this study with values -18.1 and 29.5, respectively.
The crack propagation pattern and comments about it are presented in the tables. The
angle of initiation of the first crack - tensile or shear - developing from the upper flaw tip of
the lower flaw (see figure 6.18) is also shown in the tables. The angle of initiation of the
second type of crack i.e. tensile crack if the first one to initiate was a shear crack, or a shear
crack if the tensile crack was the first to initiate, is also presented. The angle of initiation is
defined in figure 6.19.
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In tables 6.1 to 6.7:
- The developed tensile cracks are shown in black color and the shear cracks in blue;
- In the comments column, WC means wing crack - tensile crack - and SC means shear
crack;
- In the right columns, the cracks are identified with a T, if they are tensile, or S if they
are shear cracks;
- The comment "Bad WC/SC propag." means that the wing/shear crack propagation
pattern obtained in FROCK is not consistent with the test results;
- The comment "Reasonable WC propag." means that the wing crack propagation
pattern obtained in FROCK is satisfactory, but slightly different from the test results;
- The comment "Reasonable coales." means that the coalescence pattern obtained in
FROCK is satisfactory, but slightly different from the test results;
- The comment "Good WC/SC propag." means that the wing/shear crack propagation
pattern obtained in FROCK is consistent with the test results;
- The comment "Very good result" means that the overall crack propagation and
coalescence pattern obtained in FROCK is consistent with the test results;
- The comment "Inc. SC propag." means "incomplete shear crack propagation". The
shear crack obtained in FROCK propagated in a direction similar to the tests, but
never developed completely;
- The comment "SC too steep" means that the shear crack obtained in FROCK
propagated in a steeper direction than the tests, but making an angle of less than
45deg with the axis of the existing flaw;
- The comment "Odd SC>45" means that a shear crack making an angle of more than
45deg with the existing flaw axis developed. These cracks were not observed in the
tests carried out at MIT in gypsum, marble and granite. The shear cracks usually
observed in the tests are almost coplanar or make a small angle with the axis of the
existing flaw;
The results obtained will be commented after table 6.7. The experimental results obtained
in tests performed by Bobet in gypsum specimens are shown in figure 6.32 (right) to 6.36
(right).
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"Approximate" Criterion (oe rct = 18.1, c = 29.5 kept constant)
Initiation of 2nd
Parameters Visual assessment Initiation type of crack
(Tensile/Shear)
Type of Type ofL Comments Propagation Angle Crack Angle Crack
roCrackI Crack
oo
00 00IoIIo 0
II II
p=o0 - Bad propag. 61.2 Difficult todifferentiate
Bad propag. 65.0 S Difficult to
5 - Bad propag. 65.0 S differentiate
Difficult to
S10 - Bad propag. 68.8 S differentiate
_ _ 4/_
S= 20 - Bad propag. 76.9 Difficult todifferentiate
Table 6.1 - Results of the "Approximate" stress-dependent criterion with L = ro (ro = 0.080)
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"Approximate" Criterion (oe t = 18.1, c = 29.5 kept constant)
Initiation of 2nd
Parameters Visual assessment Initiation type of crack
(Tensile/Shear)
L ro Comments Propagation Angle ype of Angle Type ofSCrack Crack
(=o0
- Good WC propag.
- Inc SC propag.
-No coalescence
62.5 120.0
- Good WC propag.
P= 5 - Odd SC>450  136.2 T -67.5 S
-No coalescence
- Good WC propag.
9 =10 - OddSC>450  136.2 T -71.3 S
- No coalescence
- Good WC propag.
- Long WC
S= 20 - Odd SC >450 136.2 T -78.7 S
- No coaleSC >450
- No coalescence
9= 30
- Bad WC propag.
- Bad SC propag.
- No coalescence
<2
6>
136.2 69.4
Table 6.2 - Results of the "Approximate" stress-dependent criterion with L = 1.5 ro (ro = 0.020)
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V
44<
- Good WC propag.
- Inc. SC propag.
- No coalescence
- Good WC propag.
- Odd SC >450
- No coalescence
- Good WC propag.
- Odd SC >450
- No coalescence
- Good WC propag.
- Odd SC >450
- No coalescence
- Bad WC propag.
- Bad SC propag.
- No coalescence
Difficult to
differentiate
Difficult to obtain reasonable results
Table 6.3 - Results of the "Approximate" stress-dependent criterion with L = 1.5 ro (ro - 0.023)
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- Very good result
- Good WC propag.
- Odd SC >450
-No coalescence
- Good WC propag.
- Odd SC >450
- No coalescence
- Good WC propag.
- SC too steep
- Coalescence : tests
- Good WC propag.
- SC too steep
- Coalescence : tests
Table 6.4 - Results of the "Approximate" stress-dependent criterion with L = 2.0 ro (ro = 0.035)
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Table 6.5 - Results of the "Approximate" stress-dependent criterion with L = 2.0 ro (ro = 0.045)
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"Approximate" Criterion (aefrit = 18.1, c = 29.5 kept constant)
Initiation of 2nd
Parameters Visual assessment Initiation type of crack
(Tensile/Shear)
C Type of Type ofL ro P Comments Propagation Angle Crack Angle Crack
( = 0 - Very good result 61.9 139.4
- Good WC propag.
( =5 - Odd SC >450  136.2 T -66.9 S
- No coalescence
- Good WC propag.
p=10 -OddSC>45 0  136.2 T -71.3 S
- No coalescence
- Good WC propag.
p 20 - Odd SC >450  136.2 T -78.2 S
- No coalescence
P= 30
- Good WC propag.
- Odd SC >450
- Reasonable coales
136.2 - 85.6
Table 6.6 - Results of the "Approximate" stress-dependent criterion with L = 2.5 ro (ro = 0.025)
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"Approximate" Criterion (o,0 cit = 18.1, c = 29.5 kept constant)
Initiation of 2nd
Parameters Visual assessment Initiation type of crack
(Tensile/Shear)
Type of Type ofL ro  Comments Propagation Angle Crack 
Angle Crack
_ _Crack Crack
9( = 0 1 - Very good result 61.9 127.5
(= 5 - Very good result 135.6 T -67.5 S
- Good WC propag.
S= 10 - SC too steep 135.6 T -72.5 S
- Reasonable coalesc
- Good WC propag.
p= 15 - SC too steep 135.6 T -76.3 S
- Coalescence # tests
( = 20
Good WC propag.
SC too steep
Coalescence # tests
135.6 - 79.4
Table 6.7 - Results of the "Approximate" stress-dependent criterion with L = 2.5 ro (ro = 0.035)
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By analyzing the tables, it can be seen that:
- For the ratio L/ro = 1.0, the crack propagation results are poor.
- Crack propagation results are very good for L/ro = 2.0 and 2.5, for low friction
angles.
- The ratio L/ro seems to significantly influence the crack propagation, as shown in
tables 6.1 to 6.7. In these tables, it is possible to see that for a given friction angle 9 -
9 = 0, for instance - the crack propagation pattern varies considerably with L/ro. For
L/ro = 2.5, the crack propagation is very good, while for L/ro = 1 the crack
propagation is poor.
- There is a slight variation in the initiation angle of the shear crack with L/ro. A plot
of this variation is shown in figure 6.36, for a friction angle (p = 0. It seems that the
shear initiation angle increases from L/ro = 1.0 to L/ro = 1.5, decreasing slightly for
L/ro = 2.0. For greater ratios, it seems the angle is constant.
Shear Init. Angle Vs L/ro
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Figure 6.36 - Variation of the shear initiation angle with the ratio L/ro, obtained in FROCK with the
"approximate" stress-dependent criterion
One of the problems encountered in the stress and strain-based approach was that the shear
cracks were too steep - particularly evident in the geometry 2a-30-0, as shown in figure 6.37.
By analyzing figure 6.36, it seems that, even though the ratio L/ro might reduce - or flatten -
the shear initiation angle for ratios L/ro between 1.5 and 2.0, this reduction - approximately
0.60deg - might not be sufficient for a great improvement in terms of crack propagation
pattern. 62- - -- I-~ ---- ---
pattern.
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Figure 6.37 - Crack propagation obtained for the geometry 2a-30-0 with Bobet's stress-based and
strain-based criteria (left) and crack propagation desired in order to correspond to the test results
(center). A flatter shear crack (red crack in the center) lead to a crack coalescence pattern similar to
what was obtained in the tests (right)
5.2. Friction Angle
As briefly mentioned in the previous subsection, good results were only obtained for
friction angles between 0 and 10 degrees. To study the influence of the friction angle in the
crack initiation and propagation processes, figure 6.39 shows the variation of the shear
initiation angle with the friction angle (p for several ratios L/ro varying from 1.0 to 2.5. The
data presented in the plot of figure 6.39 were taken from the tables 6.1 to 6.7. Shear cracks
which were classified > 45deg were not considered in the plot, since they have a very
different angle from the shear cracks that usually participate in the coalescence. In fact, the
cracks classified as > 45 were not frequently observed in the tests performed at MIT in
gypsum, marble and granite. The cracks > 45 are cracks that make an angle of more than
45deg with the axis of the existing flaw, in contrast to the regular shear cracks that were
observed in most of the tests developed at MIT, in which the shear cracks were almost
coplanar or made a very small angle with the axis of the existing flaw. In figure 6.38, the
cracks > 45, also referred to as anticracks, are shown.
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Figure 6.38 - Cracks > 45 obtained in tests and in FROCK "approximate" stress-dependent criterion.
Shear initiation angle is also shown
By analyzing the plot presented in figure 6.39, there is a clear trend of variation of the
shear initiation angle - shown in figure 6.38 - with the friction angle P. The shear initiation
angle increases roughly from 62deg for (9 = 0 to 77deg for 9 = 20deg. As mentioned before,
one of the reasons for achieving poor results in some geometries - the worst case being the
geometry 2a-30-0, as shown in figure 6.37 - was the fact that the shear cracks developed in
an exaggeratedly steep fashion, for the Bobet's stress and strain-based criteria discussed in
the previous Chapter 5. This prevented coalescence to take place. Therefore, the
improvement of the results would very much depend on the ability to make this shear
propagation angle flatter. As can be seen in figure 6.39, when the friction angle is increased,
the shear initiation angle also increases i.e. the cracks become steeper, which is,
unfortunately, the opposite of what would be necessary to obtain crack coalescence consistent
with the tests.
Shear Init Angle Vs Friction Angle
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Figure 6.39 - Variation of the shear initiation angle with the friction angle considered, obtained in
FROCK with the "approximate" stress-dependent criterion
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The fact that poorer crack propagation (see tables 6.4 to 6.7) and shear crack initiation
(figure 6.39) results are obtained as the friction angle 9 is increased suggests that a valid
failure criterion might not depend on the friction angle. As can be seen in tables 6.4 to 6.7, as
(p increases the crack propagation pattern becomes less consistent with the experimental
results (see figure 6.35 right, for example). Moreover, figure 6.39 shows that as (p increases,
the shear crack initiation angle becomes steeper, becoming gradually less consistent with the
experimental results shown, for instance, in figure 6.35 (right).
As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, the failure criteria that one uses frequently
and with good results to model macroscale failures might not be adequate to model
microscale failures, such as the cases of crack initiation and propagation. Therefore, the
fact that the friction angle (p is one of the parameters necessary to model failure in a
macroscale case does not necessarily mean that ( is also a parameter applicable to a
microscale failure. In other words, the results obtained in this chapter indicate that for the
microscale case, the critical shear stress at which a given material - particularly rocks - fails
does not depend on the normal stress applied.
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6. Conclusions/Summary of Achievements
Even though only one flaw geometry - 2a-45-45 - was used in the crack initiation and
propagation study using the "approximate" and "exact" stress-dependent criteria, it was
concluded that:
- For Bobet's stress-based and "approximate" stress-dependent criteria with friction
angle (p=O, the direction of maximum tensile stress and the direction of maximum
shear stress are radial (to the crack tip) directions;
- For 9 > 0, the direction of the radius at which the Mohr circle of stresses is
"tangent" to the failure surface is a radial (to the tip of the flaw) direction for
both "approximate" and "exact" stress-dependent criteria;
- The crack initiation results obtained for both "approximate" and "exact" criteria
were satisfactory, even though there were differences, particularly in terms of wing
crack initiation angles;
- For 9 = 0, the crack initiation and propagation results obtained with Bobet's stress-
based criterion are the same as those obtained with the "approximate" stress-
dependent criterion;
- The crack propagation results obtained with the "exact" stress-dependent criterion
were always poor;
- The crack propagation results obtained with the "approximate" stress-dependent
criterion were usually reasonable, particularly for p = 0 and ratio L/ro = 2.
By analyzing the results obtained with the "approximate" stress-dependent criterion, in
which the friction angle (p and the ratio L/ro were varied, the following conclusions were
reached for the geometry 2a-45-45 studied:
- The ratio L/ro seems to significantly influence crack propagation, but only slightly
shear crack initiation;
- Very good crack propagation results are obtained for ratios 2.0 < L/r < 2.5, for very
small friction angles;
- The ratio L/ro = 1.0 yields poor crack propagation results;
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- For the microscale case, the critical shear stress at which a crack propagates in
rock does not seem to depend upon the normal stress applied, since the best crack
propagation results were obtained for 9 = 0.
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CHAPTER 7 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future
Research
1. Summary of work done
In this study, crack initiation, propagation and coalescence processes were studied with
numerical methods. The Finite Element method code ABAQUS was used in Chapters 3 and 4
and the Discontinuous Displacement method code FROCK was used in Chapters 5 and 6.
In Chapter 3, the stress and strain fields around a crack were analyzed and compared, and
possible explanations for the differences encountered between both fields were proposed.
Initiation and propagation of wing and shear cracks were investigated with both stress and
strain fields, for different double-flaw geometries. Results obtained were compared with
experimental observations from tests run at MIT on gypsum and marble specimens.
Differences between the geometries studied were analyzed and explained.
Chapter 4 focused on existing crack initiation criteria. Stress-based, strain-based and
energy-based criteria were investigated and compared. For this purpose, stresses, strains and
energy were computed along two paths around the flaw tip.
In Chapters 5 and 6, a strain-based and two stress-dependent criteria were proposed.
Results obtained by applying the proposed criteria to double-flaw geometries were analyzed
and compared with experimental observations made in tests ran at MIT on gypsum
specimens.
2. Conclusions
2.1. Stress and Strain Field Analysis
Stress and strain fields were studied with four double-flaw geometries with the same flaw
inclination (30deg) but different bridging angles, varying from zero (coplanar geometry) to
45deg. It was observed that as the bridging angle decreased, the strain field became gradually
more different from the stress field. For very small bridging angles (zero deg and 15deg), the
area at the midpoint of the segment (bridge) between the inner flaw tips is subjected to
compressive maximum principal stresses (io) but elongation maximum principal strains (Fi).
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For higher bridging angles (30deg and 45deg), tensile maximum principal stresses (or) and
elongation maximum principal strains (Es) coexisted at the midpoint of the segment between
inner flaw tips.
This difference was explained by the fact that for long horizontal distances between inner
flaw tips i.e. low bridging angles, an element located at the midpoint between the inner flaw
tips behaves like an element subjected to a uniaxial vertical compressive load. Therefore,
similar to a uniaxial compression test, elongation maximum principal strains &I coexist with
compressive maximum principal stresses (1.
It was also confirmed by the Finite Element analysis that the normal stresses and strains
are not simply proportional, but depend on the normal stresses or strains in the other
direction. On the other hand and as expected, it was confirmed by the Finite Element study
that the shear stresses and strains are proportional.
Furthermore, by analyzing the results obtained from 1-D compression tests performed in
plaster specimens and comparing them with the Mohr circles of stresses and strains of an
element located at the middle of the specimen, it seems that the tensile and shear failures
observed can only be explained by the Mohr circle of strains. Only the shear failure is
explained by the Mohr circle of stresses. This observation suggests that a strain-based
criterion is more adequate to simulate crack initiation and propagation than a stress-based
criterion, since cracks develop through tensile and shear mechanisms.
The crack initiation and propagation processes were studied separately for stepped (non-
zero bridging angle) and coplanar (zero bridging angle) flaws. The results obtained with the
Finite Element method code ABAQUS were compared with the experimental observations
made at MIT on gypsum and marble specimens.
For the stepped geometry studied (2a-30-30), the stress and strain field approaches
simulated reasonably well both wing and shear crack initiation and propagation observed in
gypsum and marble specimens. Also tensile and shear coalescence observed on gypsum and
marble specimens were well predicted by the stress and strain field analysis. In some cases,
crack initiation through tensile and shear cracks occured at the same location. This suggests
that either shear or tensile failure mechanisms might take place. The resistance of the material
in the particular failure mode will define which one takes place (first).
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For the coplanar geometry studied (2a-30-0), the stress and strain field approaches were
able to model the wing crack initiation and propagation observed in both gypsum and marble
specimens. The shear coalescence observed in gypsum specimens was reasonably modeled
by the stress and strain field analysis. However, only the strain field approach was able to
simulate the tensile coalescence which occurs in marble. Like in the stepped geometry, when
tensile and shear crack initiation can occur at the same location, the resistance of the material
in the particular failure mode will define, which one takes place (first).
In marble specimens with coplanar double-flaw geometries, indirect coalescence was
observed. Indirect coalescence occurs when the cracks that first initiate at the flaw tips are
linked by a third one, which does not initiate at the flaw tip, forming a continuous crack and
leading to crack coalescence. According to the numerical analyses, this indirect coalescence
observed might be dependent on the path and length of the wing and anticracks that
propagated before.
2.2. Study of Several Crack Initiation and Propagation Criteria
Three crack initiation and propagation criteria were analyzed, specifically stress-based,
strain-based and energy-based criteria. The stresses, strains and energy were computed along
two paths created - one is a circle and the other is roughly an offset of the flaw surface -
around one of the inner flaw tips. Cracks were considered to initiate at the points where the
stresses, strains or energy were the highest.
The stress and strain-based approaches yielded much better predictions than the energy
approach, in terms of the place where the new cracks should initiate. Between the stress-
based and strain-based approaches, the stress-based one seems to yield slightly better results,
particularly in terms of the direction of propagation of the new cracks, which was more
similar to what was observed in the actual tests performed on gypsum and marble at MIT.
The better results obtained with the stress-based and strain-based approaches compared to the
energy-based approach might be explained by the fact that shear stresses/strains are
distinguished from normal stresses/strains in these two approaches. In the energy approach,
though, the distinction between tensile and shear cracks is very difficult to be made.
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The two paths studied yielded very similar results for the different criteria studied. In fact,
as long as the local effects caused by the numerical method used in the analysis are avoided
by using a path that is not located too close to the existing flaw surface, it seems that different
paths may be used in the study of crack initiation around an existing flaw tip.
2.3. Proposed Strain-Based Criterion
A new strain-based criterion was proposed and implemented in the Displacement
Discontinuity method code developed at MIT (FROCK). Five double-flaw geometries were
modeled in FROCK and the results obtained with the new strain-based criterion were
compared with the results obtained with Bobet's stress-based criterion and with experimental
observations made in tests performed at MIT on gypsum specimens.
Furthermore, a parametric study was performed for the proposed strain-based criterion.
Two geometries were used in this study, namely: 2a-30-30 (stepped) and 2a-30-0 (coplanar),
and results were compared with those obtained with ABAQUS and in tests performed at MIT
on gypsum specimens.
The proposed strain-based criterion yielded good results for four out of five geometries
analyzed (for one set of parameters), while the stress-based criterion yielded good predictions
in only two geometries (for one set of parameters). The difference between the two criteria
was explained by:
- The strain-based criterion might model crack initiation and propagation slightly better
than Bobet's stress-based criterion, since more cases yielded better results with the
strain-based criterion;
- The calibration process did not take into account all the possible combinations of
parameters. This calibration process is required, in order to select the set of
parameters that yields results that are consistent with the experimental observations.
Since there are four parameters that can change (for the proposed strain-based
criterion - 60crit , Erecrit , ro and g; for Bobet's stress-based criterion - ocrit , arocrit , r0 and
g), there is a significant number of possible combinations of parameters. Therefore,
combinations that were not yet investigated may yield better results than those
obtained in this study;
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The angle of shear crack initiation obtained for the coplanar geometry (2a-30-0) used in
the FROCK parametric study was roughly half the angle obtained in ABAQUS. The angle
obtained with ABAQUS is similar to the one obtained in the tests. This difference suggests
that the shear failure criterion used in FROCK, based on the Displacement Discontinuity
method, does not accurately estimate the direction of initiation of the shear cracks. This
difference might be caused by the different methods of analysis used - ABAQUS is based on
the Finite Element method, while FROCK is based on the Displacement Discontinuity
method. These methods model the flaws and cracks in a very different way. Specifically,
FROCK models cracks as line elements, with no distinction between upper and bottom faces
of the crack and disregarding the shape of the crack tip i.e. if it is circular, V-shaped, angled,
etc. In ABAQUS, the entire surface of the flaw is modeled, i.e. upper and bottom faces of the
flaw and shape of the crack flaw tip.
In terms of crack propagation, it was observed that the coplanar geometry 2a-30-0
seldom yielded reasonable results for Bobet's stress-based and the proposed strain-based
criteria, while the stepped geometry 2a-30-30 generally yielded good results for both criteria.
2.4. Proposed Stress-Dependent Criteria
Two stress-dependent criteria were proposed and implemented in FROCK, namely the
"approximate" stress-dependent criterion and the "exact" stress-dependent criterion. For the
"exact" criterion, failure occurs when the Mohr circle is tangent to the failure surface. For the
"approximate" criterion, the failure condition does not necessarily imply that the Mohr circle
is tangent to the failure surface, but is governed by the tangential and shear stresses of an
element oriented radially to the flaw tip. Crack initiation and propagation were investigated in
one stepped double-flaw geometry - 2a-45-45. Results obtained with the two stress-
dependent criteria were compared with those obtained with Bobet's stress-based criterion and
with the experimental observations made in tests performed at MIT on gypsum specimens.
An analysis of the influence of the parameters "ratio Length of New Crack/Plastic Radius"
- L/ro - and "Friction Angle" - cp - in the crack initiation and propagation processes was also
conducted. Ratios L/ro ranging from 1.0 to 2.5 were used for the crack initiation study, while
ratios L/ro of 1.0 and 2.0 were used for the crack propagation study. Friction angles ranging
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from zero deg to 30deg were used for the crack initiation and propagation studies. FROCK
results were compared with those obtained in tests performed at MIT on gypsum specimens.
In terms of crack initiation, Bobet's criterion and both "approximate" and "exact" criteria
yielded reasonable results, even though there were differences, particularly in terms of wing
crack initiation angles.
It was shown that for Bobet's stress-based and for the stress-dependent "approximate"
criteria, with friction angle equal to zero (9 = 0), the direction of maximum tensile stress and
the direction of maximum shear stress are radial (to the flaw tip) directions. In fact, the results
obtained with Bobet's criterion were exactly the same as those obtained with the stress-
dependent "approximate" criterion, for a friction angle equal to zero. This was expected,
given the fact that for the frictionless condition, the two criteria are equivalent.
For friction angles greater than zero (9 > 0), the direction of the radius at which the Mohr
circle of stresses is "tangent" to the failure surface is a radial (to the flaw tip) direction for
both "approximate" and "exact" stress-dependent criteria.
The ratio L/ro seems to have little influence on shear crack initiation obtained with the
"approximate" criterion.
In terms of crack propagation, the results obtained with the stress-dependent "exact"
criterion were always poor, regardless the friction angle 9p and the ratio L/ro used. The
"approximate" criterion yielded very good results for a ratio L/ro = 2.0 and friction angle
equal to zero (p = 0).
The ratio L/ro seems to significantly influence crack propagation. The "approximate"
criterion yielded very good crack propagation predictions for 2.0 < L/ro < 2.5 and for low
friction angles, but poor crack propagation results for L/ro = 1.0 regardless the friction angle
considered. The crack propagation results obtained for the "approximate" criterion suggest
that the critical shear stress, at which a crack propagates in rock does not depend upon the
normal stress applied, since the best crack propagation results were obtained for zero or very
low friction angles.
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3. Recommendations for Future Research
The recommendations presented in the next subsections are divided into four different
topics:
- Stress and strain field analysis, whose goal is to complement the conclusions reached,
especially in terms of the type of coalescence obtained for marble specimens;
- Study of several crack initiation and propagation criteria;
- Proposed strain-based criterion. The objective of this further work is to confirm if the
results obtained with the strain-based criterion are indeed more accurate than those
obtained with Bobet's stress based criterion;
- Proposed stress-dependent criteria. The objective of this further work is to confirm if
the results obtained for the geometry 2a-45-45 are also valid for other geometries, and
to further study the influence of the parameters L/ro and 9 on the crack initiation,
propagation and coalescence.
3.1. Stress and Strain Field Analysis
The indirect coalescence that took place in the marble specimens for the double-flaw
geometry 2a-30-0 studied was briefly discussed in Chapter 3, section 4.2. Indirect
coalescence occurs when the cracks that first initiate at the flaw tips are linked by a third one,
which does not initiate at the flaw tip, forming a continuous crack and leading to crack
coalescence. This type of coalescence could be studied more thoroughly by:
- developing a Finite Element model, in which wing and anticracks are already
developed;
- study the stress and strain fields for the model with wing and anticracks, in order to
explain the indirect coalescence that occurs in the geometry 2a-30-0 in marble;
- developing Finite Elements models, in which the length of the wing and anticracks are
varied, in order to assess how the length of these types of cracks may influence the
coalescence process that was observed in the geometry 2a-30-0 in marble.
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Study of Several Crack Initiation and Propagation Criteria
In Chapter 4, stresses, strains and energy were computed along two paths created around
one inner flaw tip, in a double-flaw geometry. It would be beneficial to:
- Implement other criteria, for instance, the G-criterion, S-criterion and J-integral
criterion in FROCK, in order to assess their applicability to simulate crack initiation
and propagation in mixed mode I-II compressive loading.
3.3. Proposed Strain-Based Criterion
The results obtained for the coplanar geometry 2a-30-0 were rarely reasonable regardless
the criteria used i.e. proposed strain-based or existing Bobet's stress-based criteria. It was
concluded that a possible reason for the poor results obtained for this geometry was the angle
of initiation and subsequent propagation of the shear cracks developing from the inner flaw
tips. It was observed that the shear crack initiation angle obtained with ABAQUS was half
the one obtained in FROCK. Therefore, it seems as if the angle obtained in ABAQUS
simulates the shear crack propagation and coalescence more consistently as to what was
experimentally observed than FROCK. The reason put forward to explain the difference
between the shear crack initiation angles obtained with FROCK and ABAQUS is that the
former is based on a Displacement Discontinuity method, while the latter is based on a Finite
Element method. The cracks, for instance, are modeled differently in the FEM and in the
DDM. The DDM code FROCK models them as linear elements, without distinguishing the
upper and lower faces of the crack and without considering the shape of the crack tip. In the
FEM code, the crack faces are distinguished and the crack tip shape modeled. It would be
useful to look into this issue in more detail, to try to explain how and why the shear crack
initiation angles calculated by the DDM and FEM are so different.
It would also be useful to use the proposed strain-based criterion in other geometries, and
compare the crack propagation patterns obtained by using the proposed strain-based criterion
with those obtained with Bobet's stress-based criterion and with experimental observations.
The purpose of extending the study to more geometries (stepped and coplanar) would be to
confirm if the crack propagation patterns obtained with the proposed strain-based criterion
are indeed more consistent with the experimental observations than the results obtained with
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3.2.
the existing Bobet's stress-based criterion, as was concluded in this thesis. For a question of
coherence with this study, it would be advisable that the experimental results used in future
research are the ones obtained by Bobet (1997) and Wong (2008) in tests performed on
gypsum specimens. That way, direct comparisons can be made between the results obtained
in this and in future research projects.
The slip-relation currently used in FROCK considers a constant value for the coefficient of
friction, once slippage occurs. It would be useful to investigate if a slip-relation more
realistic, as proposed in Chapter 5 (see figure 5.14), would improve the crack propagation
patterns achieved with the proposed strain-based criterion.
3.4. Proposed Stress-Dependent Criteria
The "approximate" and "exact" criteria were implemented in FROCK and results obtained
in the geometry 2a-45-45 were assessed. It would be useful to study both criteria using other
geometries, to conclude if the results obtained in this thesis are also valid in other geometries.
Specifically, it would be useful to study in other geometries:
- Shear and wing cracks initiation angles;
- If the direction of maximum tensile stress and the direction of maximum shear stress
are radial (to the flaw tip) directions, as obtained for the geometry 2a-45-45 for both
the "approximate" and Bobet's criteria, using a friction angle equal to zero.
- If the radius of the Mohr circle that represents the stresses of a radial (to the flaw tip),
element is perpendicular to the failure line and intersects both the Mohr circle and the
failure line at the same point, when a friction angle greater than zero (c > 0) is used.
In Chapter 6, a first study of the effect of the ratio L/ro and the friction angle (p on the
crack initiation and propagation processes was presented. Only the "approximate" criterion
was used in this study. It would be useful to study the effect of the ratio L/ro and the friction
angle p in more detail, for both the "approximate" and "exact" stress-dependent criteria. This
can be done by:
- Using other geometries to study wing crack and particularly shear crack initiation
angles, using various ratios L/ro and friction angles (p;
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;
Using other geometries to study crack propagation patterns, using various ratios L/ro
and friction angles p.
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Appendix A
ABAQUS Output
Geometry:
2a-30-45 with wing cracks
261
Model: 2a-30-45 with wi
262
cracks
Maximum Principal Stress - ol; Geometry 2a-30-45 with wing cracks
-Eull
263
Minimum Principal Stress - oin; Geometry 2a-30-45 with wing cracks
264
Maximum Principal Strain - E:; Geometry 2a-30-45 with wing cracks
265
Minimum Principal Strain - Fn; Geometry 2a-30-45 with wing cracks
266
Normal Stress - all; Geometry 2a-30-45 with wing cracks
M--BuE
267
I'
Normal Stress - 622; Geometry 2a-30-45 with wing cracks
268
Shear Stress - 12 or '12; Geometry 2a-30-45 with wing cracks
-- MEAAAA
269
Normal Strain - E11; Geometry 2a-30-45 with wing cracks
270
Normal Strain - F22 ; Geometry 2a-30-45 with wing cracks
271
Shear Strain - E12; Geometry 2a-30-45 with wing cracks
272
Maximum Principal Stress Vectors- ci; Geometry 2a-30-45 with wing
cracks
273
O
jd
F+ 0= 0
Maximum Principal Stress Vectors- EI; Geometry 2a-30-45 with wing
cracks
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Appendix BI
ABAQUS Output
Geometry:
2a-30-30
277
Model: 2a-30-30
278
...............   ........... ............ ...........    . .... ..  ............................... ......................................................................................... ......................................................
m
u
m CAd I
o 0-
4 L 0-
0
00 9w
.
Maximum Principal Stress - oi - Geometry 2a-30-30
280
r O
W
N
9 A 0 CL 9 Cb CI,
I
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+
Maximum Principal Strain - c, - Geometry 2a-30-30
282
Appendix B2
ABAQUS Output
Geometry:
2a-30-30 with wing cracks
283
Model: 2a-30-30 with wing cracks
284
-............. ............
Maximum Principal Stress - or - Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing cracks
285
7-7 7r .
Minimum Principal Stress - on - Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing cracks
286
:::~""~~~~~PI~'X-~-^(~~~~'~ --------
Maximum Principal Strain - ei - Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing cracks
287
Minimum Principal Strain - El - Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing cracks
288
___
Shear Stress - 012 - Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing cracks
-IMmlM
289
Shear Strain - E12 - Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing cracks
290
Maximum Principal Stress Vectors - o1 - Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing
cracks
i I f
291
j f . . . -
Qt
Q

sit
iiI-ci~SI
-2 
0
15 3
_
 
_i_
Principal Strains Vectors - Ei and El - around the pre-existing flaw tip.
Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing cracks
295
.. ...... ..... ..... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ... ... .. .... .... . -...... ......
Appendix B3
ABAQUS Output
Geometry:
2a-30-30 with wing and shear cracks
296
Model: 2a-30-30 with wing and shear cracks
297
Maximum Principal Stress - or - Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing and
shear cracks
298
Principal Stresses Vectors - u1 and iln - around the shear crack tip.
Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing and shear cracks
299
Principal Stresses Vectors - o1 and ai - in the midpoint between inner
flaw tips. Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing and shear cracks
300
Maximum Principal Strain - Ei - Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing and
shear cracks
301
Principal Strains Vectors - -i and 11 - around the shear crack tip.
Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing and shear cracks
302
,~~,~;~ ;;; ~1~~;;; -~ ~;tt~i:1-iittttt
Principal StrainsVectors - E1 and El - in the midpoint between inner
flaw tips. Geometry 2a-30-30 with wing and shear cracks
303
304
i
Appendix C
ABAQUS Output
Geometry:
2a-30-15 with wing cracks
305
Model: 2a-30-15 with wing cracks
306
Maximum Principal Stress - a,; Geometry 2a-30-15 with wing cracks
307
Minimum Principal Stress - (n; Geometry 2a-30-15 with wing cracks
308
I_ ____~_/j~___~~/_l/iis11~1~_~___ ~ii_;;
~ ~ ""s~pl~ ~~ ~ ii~? ~ ~n.
Maximum Principal Strain - E:; Geometry 2a-30-15 with wing cracks
309
Minimum Principal Strain - En; Geometry 2a-30-15 with wing cracks
310
Normal Stress - 611; Geometry 2a-30-15 with wing cracks
311
ii
Normal Stress - G22 ; Geometry 2a-30-15 with wing cracks
312
-- ..... ............ r~l ~ l~ 
Shear Stress - 012 or T 12 ; Geometry 2a-30-15 with wing cracks
313
Normal Strain - ell; Geometry 2a-30-15 with wing cracks
314
Normal Strain - E22; Geometry 2a-30-15 with wing cracks
315
Shear Strain - F12; Geometry 2a-30-15 with wing cracks
316
Appendix D1
ABAQUS Output
Geometry:
2a-30-0
317
Model: 2a-30-0
318
""'~................................................ ..... . . . . .
Maximum Principal Stress - oi; Geometry 2a-30-0
UWn.-.
319
Minimum Principal Stress - an; Geometry 2a-30-0
320
Maximum Principal Strain - Ei; Geometry 2a-30-0
AEIlk
321
Minimum Principal Strain - Fn; Geometry 2a-30-0
322
Principal Stresses Vectors - oi and on - around the pre-existing flaw tip.
Geometry 2a-30-0
323
Principal Strains Vectors - El and En - around the pre-existing flaw tip.
Geometry 2a-30-0
324
Appendix D2
ABAQUS Output
Geometry:
2a-30-0 with wing cracks
325
Model: 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
326
Maximum Principal Stress - ai; Geometry 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
-U-.
327
Minimum Principal Stress - cii; Geometry 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
328
Maximum Principal Strain - EI; Geometry 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
329
Minimum Principal Strain - FII; Geometry 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
330
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_ --~ ---- ~ ~~ --- _1 -----~.~1_-~~-~1_11~-- ~~~~._
Principal Stresses Vectors - o; and aii - around the pre-existing flaw tip.
Geometry 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
331
Principal Strains Vectors - ci and En - around the pre-existing flaw tip.
Geometry 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
332
Illll~~~i~q _
Normal Stress - a11; Geometry 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
A
I
-U....liI
333
Normal Stress - G22; Geometry 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
334
.. .. .. .. .
Normal Strain - cl; Geometry 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
335
Normal Strain - 222; Geometry 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
336
Shear Stress - (12; Geometry 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
337
Shear Strain - F12; Geometry 2a-30-0 with wing cracks
338
Appendix E
FROCK Results
Crack initiation analysis
Bobet's stress-based criterion
"Approximate" stress-dependent criterion
"Exact" stress-dependent criterion
Geometry:
2a-45-45
339
- Stress based Approach - Prof. Bobet's approach
o Tensile Initiation
Set of parameters: 0emaxr -4; c= 40; (p = 0
step is attempted
plgd
1,000e+00
ra xf yf beta st
1.722e-01 7.305e-02 5.398e-01 5.367e+00 -4.001e+00
ra xf yf beta st
1.966e-01 8.324e-01 1.633e+00 2.149e+00 -4.002e+00
ra xf yf
1.722e-01 -7.305e-02 -5.398e-01
ra xf yf
1.966e-01 -8.324e-01 -1.633e+00
beta at
2.225e+00 -4.001e*00
beta
5.291e+00
ar stau
8.800e+00 7.883e-01
sr stau
1.065e+01 1.136e+00
sr stau
8.800e+00 7.883e-01
st sr
-4.002e+00 1.065e+01
stau
1.136e+00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig
1 1 0 0 0 1.722e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig
1 1 15 1 0 1.722e-01
nte al
31 2.225e+00
nte al
32 -9.163e-01
0.000e+00 6.350e-01 7.305e-02 5.398e-01
x0 yO xf yf
0.000e+00 -6.350e-01 -7.305e-02 -5.398e-01
Output from FROCK. File .post
Mohr Circle for Stresses
20
18-
16-
12 - - Acting Mohr Circle
10 --- Failure Envelope
- - Element
4-
-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Sigma nn (Stress units)
Mohr Circle of stresses
340
steps: another
stage step #
1 1
- ~
Set of parameters: oemax= -12; c= 40; (p = 0
step is attempted
plgd
1.000e+00
ra xf yf beta st
5.166e-01 7.305e-02 5.398e-01 5.367e+00 -1.200e+01
ra xf yf beta st
5.899e-01 8.324e-01 1.633e+00 2.149e+00 -1.201e-+01
ra xf yf
5.166e-01 -7.305e-02 -5_398e-01
ra xf yf
5.899e-01 -8.324e-01 -1.633e+00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig
1 1 0 0 0 5.166e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le p1g
1 1 15 1 0 5.166e-01
beta st
2.225e+00 -1.200e+01
beta st
5.291e+00 -1.201e+01
sr stau
2.640e+01 2.365e+00
sr stau
3.195e+01 3.409e+00
sr stau
2.640e+01 2.365e+00
sr stau
3.195e+01 3.409e+00
nte al x0 yO
31 2,225e+00 0.000e+00 6.350e-01
nte al
32 -9.163e-01
xO
0.000e+00
7.305e-02 5.398e-01
yO xf yf
-6.350e-01 -7.305e-02 -5.398e-01
Output from FROCK File .post
Mohr Circle for Stresses
20
14
C
" 12 -e-- Acting Mohr Circle
10 --- Failure Envelope
) -- Element
I-
4-
2
-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Sigma nn (Stress units)
Mohr Circle of stresses
341
steps; another
stage step S
1 1
o Shear Initiation
Set of parameters: o0 max= -40; c= 6; (p = 0
steps: another step is attempted
stage step # plgd
1 1 1.O000e+00
ra xf yf beta
1.035e-01 -6.Oe-02 5.311e-01 4.189e+00
ra xf yf beta
1.007e-01 9.658e-01 1.632e+00 9.708e-01
ra xf yf beta
1.035e-D1 6.000e-02 -5.311e-01 1.047e+00
ra xf yf beta
1.007e-01 -9.658e-01 -1.632e+00 4.112e+00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig nte al
1 1 14 0 14 1.007e-0O1 31 -2.171e+O0
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le p1g nte al
1 1 29 1 14 1,007e-01 32 9,708e-01
ST
6.541e+00 6.4
sr
6.647e+00 6,.
ar
6.B41e+00 6.4
6.647e+00 6.,
y 0
I1 1.533e+00
yO
I -1.533e+00
sta
)O0e+00
stau
)03e+00
stanu
D01e+00
stau
)03e+00
xf
9. 658e-01
xf
-9.658e-01
Output from FROCK File .post
Circle for Stresses
--- Acting Mohr Circle
- Failure Envelope
-+- Element
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
Sigma nn (Stress units)
8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Mohr Circle of stresses
342
yf
1.632e+00
yf
-1.632e+00
6 -1 8-__ L -
----- i - T - - -16 - T T- - I
-- • --- - - - 2 - -- - - -
. . . . . . .. see is.= = ": InI
-- - - - -I-- 4 - --- -- - --- - - 4
, 1 0I I I - II 10
2
-- i- I! I- Ii-+---------8- -- i-s_+~r-i- -l--i----
~__~___ ~ ~~I~_ I ~~ _ _
at
3.936e+O D
st
4. 231e+00
at
3 ,36eS s
st
I. 231e+00
xD
8.SBoe-
x0
-8,980e-0
IVohr
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10
Set of parameters: omax= -40; c=15 ; (p = 0
steps: another
stage step #
1 1
step is attempted
plgd
1.000e+00
ra xf
2.587e-01 -6.000e-02
yf beta st
5.311e-01 4.189e+00 9.839e+00
ar stau
1.660e+01 1.S00e+01
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
2.517e-01 9.658e-01 1.632e+00 9.708e-01 1.058e+01 1.662e+01 1.501e+01
ra xf yf
2.587e-01 6.000e-02 -5.311e-01
ra xf yf
2.517e-01 -9.658e-01 -1.632e+00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le p1ig
1 1 14 0 14 2.517e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le p1g
1 1 29 1 14 2.517e-01
beta at
1.047e+00 9.839e+00
sr stau
1.660e+01 1.500e+01
beta st sr stau
4.112e+00 1.058e+01 1.662e+01 1.501e+01
nte al xO
31 -2.171e+00
nte al
32 9.708e-01
8.980e-01 1.533e+00 9.658e-01 1.632e+00
xO yO xf yf
-8.980e-01 -1.533e+00 -9.658e-01 -1.632e+00
Output from FROCK File .post
Mohr Circle of stresses
343
Mohr Circle for Stresses
20
-I&
16 -
14
C
. 12 
-+-Acting Mohr Circle
0 0 Failure Envelope
S-A Element
2
-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Sigma nn (Stress units)
. . . . . . . . .. ....
- Stress-dependent Approach - "Approximate":
o Tensile Initiation
Set of parameters: c 0 max= -4; c= 40; (p = 0
steps another step is attempted
stage step # plgd
1 1 1,000e+OO0
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
1.722e-01 7.305e-02 5.3BSe-01 5.367e+00 -4.001e400 B.B0e+00D 7.83e-O1
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
1.966e-01 8.324e-01 1.633e+00 2.149e+00 -4.002e+00 1.065e+01 1.136e+00
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
1.722e-01 -7.305e-02 -5.398e-01 2.225e+00 -4.001e+40 8.BOOe+DO 7.883e-01
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
1.966e-01 -8.324e-01 -1.633e+00 5.291e+00 -4.002e+0 1.065e+01 1.136e+00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig nte xf yf al xD yO
1 1 0 0 0 1.722e-01 31 7.3D5e-02 5.398e-01 2.225e+DC 0.000e+DO 6.350e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig nte xf yf al x0 yD
1 1 15 1 0 1,722e-01 32 -7,305e-02 -5.398e-01 -9.163e-01 0,000e+00 -6.350e-01
Output from FROCK. File .post
Mohr Circle for Stresses
I -
-2 -18 -- 1 -
-
- - .. --. - - -
-20 -18 -16 -14
12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10
Sigma nn (Stress units)
- Acting Mohr Circle
-- Failure Envelope
-- Element
12 14 16 18 20
Mohr Circle of stresses
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- 48-
I - 4- - i - - I-
i - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -- - -- - I
-4-S4-B
I I I I- U- - I T - -
-- --L -s-- c I-- ~~--- - -- -- - -I
Set of parameters: emax= -12; c= 40; <p = 0
steps: another
stage step #
1 1
step is attempted
plgd
1,000e+00
yf beta st
5.398e-01 5.367e+00 -1.200e+01
ra xf yf beta st
5,.899e-01 8.324e-01 1.633e+00 2.149e+00 -1.201e+01
ra xf yf
5.166e-01 -7.305e-02 -5.398e-01
ra xf yf
5.899e-01 -8.324e-01 -1.633e+00
steps: crack propagates
step nastep j ig
beta st
2.225e+00 -1.200e+01
beta st
5.291e+00 -1.201e+01
p1g nte xf
1 1 0 0 0 5.166e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le p1g
1 1 15 1 0 5.166e-01
31 7.305e-02
asr stau
2.640e+01 2.365e+00
sr stau
3.195e+01 3.409e+00
sr stau
2.640e+01 2.365e+00
sr stau
3.195e+01 3.409e+00
5.398e-01 2.225e+00 O.O00e+O 6.350e-01
nte xf yf al
32 -7.305e-02 -5.398e-01 -9.163e-01
xO yO
0.000e+00 -6.350e-01
Output from FROCK. File .post
Mohr Circle for Stresses
20
16-
C
. . .. 2 - -- Acting Mohr Circle
10-.-- Failure Envelope
a . --- Element
6
2-
-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Sigma nn (Stress units)
Mohr Circle of stresses
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ra xf
5.166e-01 7.305e-02
.............................. ..  .............................................. .. ... . ...... -111111-111 "1 . .. ..  .  .  .
o Shear Initiation
Set of parameters: emax= -40; c= 6; (p = 0
steps: another step is attempted
stage step # plgd
1 1 1.000e+00
ra xf Yf beta st sr stanu
1.035e-D1 -6.000e-02 5.31e-01 4.189e+00 3.936e40D 6.641e+00 6.00D1e+O
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
1.007e-01 9.658e-01 1.632e+00 9.708e-01 4.231e+00 6.647e+00 6,003e+00
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
1.035e-01 6.000e-02 -S.311e-01 1.047e+00 3.936e+00- 6.41e+00 6.01e4+00
ra xf yf beta st st stau
1.007e-01 -9.658e-01 -1.632e+00 4.112e+00 4.231e+O0 6.647e+00 6.003e+00
step:s: crack Popagates
step nstep j ig le p1g nte xf yf al xD yD
1 1 14 0 14 1.007e-01 31 9.658e-01 1.632e00 -,2.171e+00 B.980e-D1 1.53e+D00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig nte xf yf al xO yO
1 1 29 1 14 1.007e-01 32 -9.658e-01 -1.632e+00 9.708e--01 -.8980e-01 -1.533e+00
Output from FROCK. File .post
Mohr Circle for Stresses
20
1 : ! i I I I I
- ---- . -.-- -16 ---- --- -- --
S-14 II I T
4 12 -- '- I I - 4r-
S-- Acting Mohr Circle
10 - - - -- --- - - - Failure Envelope
------------------ 8.-- ----I --- a E le m e nt
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Sigma nn (Stress units)
Mohr Circle of stresses
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- ----J --- --- - --- -- -------~ C
Set of parameters: omax= -40; c= 15; (p =0
steps: another
stage step #
1 1
step is attempted
plgd
1.000e+00
ra xf
2.587e-01 -6.000e-02
yf beta
5.311e-01 4.189e+00
st sr
9.839e+00 1.660e+01
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
2.517e-01 9.658e-01 1.632e+00 9.708e-01 1.058e+01 1.662e+01 1,501e+01
ra xf yf
2.587e-01 6.000e-02 -5.311e-01
ra xf yE
2.517e-01 -9.658e-01 -1.632e+O0
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig
1 1 14 0 14 2.517e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig
1 1 29 1 14 2.517e-01
bet
1.047e+00
st sa
9.839e+00 1.660e+01
stau
1. 500e+01
beta st sr stau
0 4.112e+00 1.058e+01 1.662e+01 1.501e+01
nte xf yf al xO yO
31 9.658e-01 1.632e*00 -2.171e+00 8.980e-01 1.533e+00
nte xf yf
32 -9,658e-01 -1.632e+00
al xO
9.708e-01 -8,.980e-01
yO
-1.533e+00
Output from FROCK. File .post
Mohr Circle for Stresses
20
18-
16-
14 -
C
12 --- Acting Mohr Circle
-10 
-- Failure Envelope
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stau
1. 500e+01
1
Mixed initiation
Set of parameters: (Tom ax= -12; c= 15; <p = 30
steps: another step is attempted
stage step # plgd
1 1 1,000e+00
ra xf yf beta st sr stau Type of crack
3.245e-01 -1.566e-02 5.16De-01 4.581e+00 1.604e+00 2.451e+01 1.593e+01 Shear
ra xf yE beta st sr stau Type of crack
3.279e-01 9.240e-01 1.650e+00 1.353e+00 2.858e+00 2.567e+01 1.665e+01 Shear
ra xf yf beta at sr stau Type of crack
3.245e-01 1.566e-02 -S.160e-01 1.440e+00 1.604e+00 2.451e+01 1.593e+01 Shear
ra xf y£ beta st sr stau Type of crack
3.279e-01 -9.240e-01 -1.650e+00 4.494e+00 2.858e+00 2.567e+01 1.665e+01 Shear
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig
1 1 0 0 0 3.245e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le plg
1 1 14 0 14 3.279e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le p1g
1 1 15 1 0 3.245e-01
steps: crack propagates
step netep j ig le pig
1 1 29 1 14 3.279e-01
ate xf yf al x0 yO
31 -1,566e-02 5.1Oe-01 1.440e+00 0.000e+00 6.350e-01
nte xf yf al xO yO
32 9,240e-01 1.650e+00 -1.789e+00 8.980e-01 1.533e+00
nte xf yf al xD yO
33 1.566e-02 -5.160e-01 -1.702e+00 0.000e+00 -6.350e-01
nte xf yf al x0 yO
34 -9.240e-01 -1.650e+00 1.353e+00 -8.980e-01 -1.533e+00
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Type of crack
Shear
Type of crack
Shear
Type of crack
Shear
Type of crack
Shear
Set of parameters: 0 remax= -8; c= 20; (p = 30
steps: another step is attempted
stage step S plgd
1 1 1.000e+00
ra xf yf beta
3.444e-01 7.305e-02 5.398e-01 5.367e+00 -1
ra xf yf beta
3.933e-01 8.324e-01 1.633e+00 2.149e+00 -1
ra xf yf beta
3.444e-01 -7.305e-02 -5.398e-01 2.225e+00 -
ra xf yE beta
3.933e-01 -8.324e-01 -1.633e+00 5.291e+00 -J
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig nte xf
1 1 0 0 0 3.444e-01 31 7.305e-02
steps: crack propagates
step astep j ig le plg nte xf
1 1 15 1 0 3.444e-01 32 -7.305e-02
at
.003e400
st
8.004e+00
at
8.003e+00
St
8.004e+00
yf
5.398e-01
yf
-5.398e-01
ar
1.760e+01
sr
2.130e+01
ar
1.760e+01
sr
2.130e+01
al
2.225e+0E
al
-9.163e-0
stau
1.577e+00
stau
2.273e+00
atau
1.577e+00
stau
2.273e+00
xO
0 0.000e+DO
xO
L 0.000e+0
Type of crack
Tensile
Type of crack
Tensile
Type of crack
Tensile
Type of crack
Tensile
yO
0 6.350e-01
yO
0 -6.350e-01
Type of crack
Tensile
Type of crack
Tensile
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- Stress-dependent Approach - "Exact":
o Tensile Initiation
Set of parameters: eOmax= -4; c= 40; (p = 0
steps: another step is attempted
stage step # plgd
1 1 1.000e+00
ra xf yf
1.619e-01 3. 981e-02 5.21ge-0O
ra xf yf
1.799e-01 8.695e-01 1.650e+Oq
ra xf yf
1.619e-01 -3.981e-02 -5.218e-0:
ra xf yf
1.799e-01 -8.695e-01 -1.650e+O
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le p1g
1 1 0 0 1. 619ee-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig
1 1 15 1 0 1.619e-01
1L
L01
0
bet a
5. 0Sle+00
beta
1.811e+00
beta
1.909e+00
beta
4,.952e+00
at
-3, lOle+0G
st
-2.811e+00
st
-3.10 Oe40D
st
-2.811e+00
BT
1.123e+D1
sr
1. 318e+01
ar
1.123e+01
sr
1. 318e+01
nte al xO yO
31 1.909e+00 0.000e+O0 6.350e-O1
nte al XE yO
32 -1,233e+00 0, 00e+00 -6. 350e-01
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Set of parameters: o"mal -12; c= 40; (p =0
step is attempted
plgd
1,000e+00
ra xf yf beta st
4.856e-01 3.981e-02 5.218e-01 5.051e+00 -9.303e+00
ra xf yf beta st
S.398e-01 8.695e-01 1.650e+0 1.811e+00 -8.434e+00
ra xf yf
4.856e-01 -3.981e-02 -5.218e-01
ra xf y£
S.398e-01 -8.695e-01 -1.650e+00
beta st
1.909e+00 -9.303e+00
beta st
4.952e+00 -8.434e+00
sr stau
3.370e+01 1.llle+01
st stau
3.953e+01 1.356e+01
sr stau
3.370e+01 1.111e+01
sr stau
3.953e+01 1.356e+01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig
1 1 0 0 0 4.856e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le plg
1 1 15 1 0 4,856e-01
nte al xO yO xf yf
31 1.909e+00 0.000e+00 6.350e-01 3.980e-02 5.218e-01
nte al
32 -1.233e+00
xO yO xf yf
0.000e+00 -6.350e-01 -3.980e-02 -5.218e-01
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steps: another
stage step #
1 1
...ii . ..................................... ..............................................................
o Shear Initiation
Set of parameters: comax= -40; c= 6; (p =0
steps: another step is attempted
stage step # plgd
1 1 1.000e+OO
ra xf yf beta st ar stau
9.806e-02 -3.358e-02 5.198eO01 4.429e+00 1.662e400 7.101e+00 5.349e+00
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
9.622e-02 9.427e-01 1.644e+00 1.189e+00 2.122e+00 7.160e+00 5.447e+00
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
9.806e-02 3.358e-02 -5.198e-01 1.287e+00 1.662e-+OD 7.10le+00 5.349e+00
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
9.622e-02 -9.427e-01 -1.644e+00 4.331e+00 2.122e+00 7.160e+00 5.447e+00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig
1 1 0 0 0 9.806e-02
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig
1 1 14 0 14 9.622e-02
nte al
31 1.287e+00
nte al
32 -1.953e+00
xOD yy xf yf
0.000e+00 6.350e-01 -3.358e-02 5.198e-01
x0 yO xf yf
8,980e-01 1.533e+00 9.427e-01 1.644eD00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le P1g ate al xG yO xf yf
1 1 15 1 0 9.806e-02 a3 -1.854e+00 0.00e+O00 -6.350e-01 3.358e-02 -5.198e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig ate al x0 yO xf if
1 1 29 1 14 9.622e-02 34 1.189e+00 -8.980e-01 -I.533e+00 -9.427e-01 -1.644e+00
Mohr Circle of stresses
352
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Set of parameters: (Tem"= - 40; c= 15; (p =0
steps: another step is attempted
stage step # plgd
1 1 1.000e+00
ra xf yf beta
2.451e-01 -3.358e-02 5.198e-01 4.429e+00 4
ra xf yf beta
2.406e-01 9.427e-01 1.644e+00 1.189e+00
ra xf yf beta
2.451e-01 3.358e-02 -5.198e-01 1.287e+00
ra xf yf beta
2.406e-01 -9.427e-01 -1.644e+00 4.331e+00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le plg nte al
1 1 0 0 0 2.451e-01 31 1.287e+00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig nte al
1 1 14 0 14 2.406e-01 32 -1.953e+00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig rte al
1 1 15 1 0 2.451e-01 33 -1.854e+00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pi1 nte al
1 1 29 1 14 2.406e-01 34 1.189e+00
at
4.154e*00
st
5.305e+00
st
4.154e+00
st
S.305e+00
xO
0.OO00e+O
xO
8.980e-0
xO
0.000e+O
x0
-8. 980e-0
ar
1.775e+01
sr
1.790e+01
sr
1.775e+01
sr
1.790e+01
yo
10 6.350e-
yO
I1 1. 533e+
yO
I0 -6.350e-
yO
1 -1.533e4
stau
1.337e+01
stau
1.362e+01
stau
1.337e+01
stau
1. 362e+01
xf
01 -3.358e-02
xf
.00 9.427e-01
xf
-01 3.358e-02
xf
.00 -9.427e-01
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yf
5.198e-01
yf
1.644e+00
yf
-5.198e-01
yf
-1.644e+00
28
26
24-
22
20
18
14
10
6-42
1
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Set of parameters: -em ax= 8; c= 15; ( =30
steps: another step is attempted
stage step # plgd
1 1 1,000e+O0
ra xf yf beta st ar stau
3.237e-01 3.98e-02 5.218e-01 5.051e+00 -6.202e+00 2.247e+01 7,406e+00
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
3.599e-01 8.695e-01 1.650e+00 1.811e+00 -5.623e+00 2.635e+01 9.039e+00
ra xf yf beta st sr stau
3,237e-01 -3.98le-02 -5.218e-01 I.909e+00 -6.202e400 2.247e+01 7.406e+00
ra xf yf beta st Sr stau
3.599e-01 -8.695e-01 -1.650e+00 4.952e+00 -5.623e+.00 2.635e+01 9.039e+00
steps! crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig
1 1 0 0 0 3.237e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le p1g
1 1 15 1 0 3,237e-01
nte al X0 yO
31 1.909e+00 0.000e+00 6,350e-01
nte al x0 yO
32 -1, 233e+00 0, 000e+00 -6. 350e-01
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Modified "Exact" Set of parameters: ro emax= 12; c= 15; qp =30
steps: another step is attempted
stage step * plgd
1 1 1.000e+00
ra xf yf beta at sr stau
3.199e-01 -3.926e-03 5.151e-01 4.680e+00 -5.910e-01 2.442e+01 1.424e+01
ri xf yf beta st ar stau
3.247e-01 9.137e-01 1.652e+00 1.440e+00 8.045e-01 2.573e+01 1.516e+01
ra xf yf beta st ar stau
3.199e-01 3.926e-03 -5.151e-01 1.538e+00 -5.910e-01 2.442e+01 1.424e+01
Type of crack
Shear
Type of crack
Shear
Type of crack
Shear
ra xf yf beta st
3.247e-01 -9.137e-01 -1.652e+00 4.581e+00 8.045e-01
sr stau Type of crack
2.573e+01 1.5186+01 Shear
steps: crack propagates
step ustep j ig le pig
1 1 0 0 0 3.199e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le pig
1 1 14 0 14 3.247e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le plg
1 1 15 1 0 3.199e-01
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig Ie pig
1 1 29 1 14 3.247e-01
nte al
31 1.538e+00
nte al
32 -1.702e+00
nte al
33 -1.604e+00
xO yO xf
0.000e+00 6.350e-01 -3.937e-03
yf type of crack
5.151e-01 Shear
xO yO xf yf type of crack
8.980e-01 1.533e+00 9.137e-01 1.652e+00 Shear
xO yO Xf yf
0.000e+00 -6.350e-01 3.937e-03 -5.151e-01
nte al xO
34 1.440e+00 -8.980e-01
yO xf
-1.533e+00 -9.137e-01
type of crack
Shear
yf type of crack
-1.652e+00 Shear
ss= 3.19884e-01
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Modified "Exact" Set of parameters: goem"= 8; c= 20; p=30
steps: another step is attempted
stage step #
1 1
plgd
1,000e+00
ra xf yf beta st ar stau Tyl
3.237e-01 3.91e-02 5.218e-01 5.051e+00 -6.202e400 2.247e-01 7.406e+00
ra xf yf beta st sr stau Tyl
3.599e-01 8.695e-01 1.650e+00 1.811e+00 -5.623e+00 2.635e+01 9.039e+00
ra xf yf beta at ar stau TV
3.237e-01 -3.981e-02 -5.218e-01 1.909e+00 -6.202e+000 2.247e+01 7.406.e+00
ra xf yf beta st sr stau Tyt
3.599e-01 -8.695e-01 -1.65Oe+00 4.952e+00 -5.623e+00 2.635e+01 9,039e+00
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le plg nte al x0 yO xf
1 1 0 0 0 3.237e-01 31 1.909e+00 0.00Oe+00 6.3S50e-01 3.9B0e-02
steps: crack propagates
step nstep j ig le plg ate al x0 yO xf
1 1 15 1 0 3.237e-01 32 -1,233e+00 0.000e+00 -6.350e-01 -3.980e-02
pe of crack
Tensile
pe of crack
Tensile
pe of crack
Tensile
pe of crack
Tensile
yf
5.218e-01
yf
-5.218e-01
type of crack
Tensile
type of crack
Tensile
ss= 3.23726e-01
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